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Abstract
A low-energy ventilation system is often incorporated as one of the major energy
saving measures in sustainable building design. These systems often employ a hybrid
strategy in which mechanical equipment, governed by a computer controlled building
management system, is used to assist or manage a naturally-driven airflow – the
latter occurring due to the density difference between warm air inside and cooler air
outside the room. Hybrid ventilation flows are poorly understood and the principal
aim of the research was to enhance our understanding of the fluid mechanics through
complementary theoretical and experimental modelling.
The research begins by comparing solely natural and solely mechanical ventilation
of a room. The hybrid ventilation of a room is then considered under the combined
effect of naturally occurring and mechanically imposed pressure differences, in which
a mechanical fan imposes a fixed airflow rate through one vent, thereby altering the
natural pressure distribution.
Simplified theoretical models, to describe the ventilation airflow rate through a room
and the resulting mean air temperature, were developed for solely natural ventila-
tion, solely mechanical ventilation and, finally, hybrid ventilation. At each stage
the theoretical model was compared with results from small-scale experiments, and
good agreement was demonstrated.
From the theoretical investigation, the neutral pressure level emerged as a key pa-
rameter in determining the characteristics of the ventilation airflow. Moreover, it
was found that the airflow rate through an open vent can be controlled remotely by
managing the position of the neutral pressure level, and that this can be achieved
by varying the magnitude of the mechanically imposed airflow rate.
Experimental investigations revealed that, as the neutral pressure level approached
the plane of a vent, quasi-steady pulsing flows and bi-directional or exchange flows
were observed. The complicated fluid dynamics involved in these flows provides
inspiration for significant future work.
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Nomenclature
Table 1: Latin characters.
Symbol Description
a Geometric vent area (m2)
a∗ Area of vena contracta (m2)
A Light absorbance (-)
A∗ Effective vent area (m2)
b Path length (m)
B Source buoyancy flux (m4s−3)
c Discharge coefficient (-)
C Dye concentration (ppm)
Cp Specific heat capacity of air (J kg
−1K−1)
D Chimney diameter (m)
f Friction factor for a chimney (-)
Fr Froude number (-)
g Gravitational acceleration, = 9.81 (ms−2)
g′ Reduced gravity (ms−2)
H Room height (m)
h Height above floor of warm layer interface (m)
I Light intensity (cd)
L Chimney length (m)
p Static pressure (Pa)
Q Volume flux (m3s−1)
R Universal gas constant (J/mol·K)
R∗ Effective vent area ratio (-)
Continued on next page.
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Table 2: Latin characters (continued).
Symbol Description
Ra Rayleigh number (-)
Re Reynolds number (-)
S Horizontal floor area (m2)
T Temperature (K)
Tr Light transmittance (-)
u Mean velocity of flow through a vent (ms−1)
v Independent variable in uncertainty analysis
w Independent variable in uncertainty analysis
X Dependent variable in uncertainty analysis
z Vertical coordinate (m)
Z Height of ‘image crop window’ (m)
Table 3: Greek characters.
Symbol Description
α Plume entrainment coefficient (-)
β Stratification parameter (-)
ǫ Coefficient of molar absorption (/ppm·m)
κ Coefficient of diffusion (m2s−1)
λ Thermal conductivity of air (Wm−1K−1)
ν Kinematic viscosity (m2s−1)
ρ Density (kgm−3)
σv Standard uncertainty in v
σw Standard uncertainty in w
σX Standard uncertainty in X
Γ Plume source parameter (-)
∆p Static pressure difference (Pa)
∆T Temperature difference (K)
∆ρ Density difference (kgm−3)
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Table 4: List of subscripts.
Subscript Description
0 Constant value in the external environment
1 Floor-level vent
2 Ceiling-level vent
B Buoyancy-driven
crit Critical value
F Fixed / Fan-driven
f Inflowing fountain
i Initial
I Value at location I
inside Inside the room/model
layer Two-layer stratification
linear − 1 Linear profile 1
linear − 2 Linear profile 2
N Natural ventilation
npl Neutral pressure level
outside Outside the room/model
ref Reference value
S Saline
ss Steady-state
stack Referring to warm air in the chimney ‘stack’
tot Total
u Uniform distribution
z = 0 Value at floor-level
z = H Value at ceiling-level
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Chapter 1
Introduction
We investigate the hybrid ventilation of a room, under the combined effects of
naturally-occurring and mechanically-imposed driving pressures. The two main as-
pects of the research are: the development of mathematical models, which describe
the steady hybrid ventilation of a single, isolated room, subject to a constant, uni-
formly distributed heat input; and analogous laboratory experiments, conducted
using saline solutions in a freshwater environment, which simulate the full-scale flow
and complement the theoretical investigation.
The three types of ventilation that form the focus of this thesis are natural venti-
lation, mechanical ventilation and hybrid ventilation; these are illustrated schemat-
ically in figure 1.1. Simplified line-drawings, such as those in figure 1.1, are used
throughout the thesis to represent a typical room with floor-level and ceiling-level
vents. In these figures, shading represents warm air, which is being ventilated.
Natural ventilation flows are driven solely by the buoyancy of warm air and/or
naturally-occurring pressure differences caused by the wind. We consider idealised
mechanical ventilation in which the airflow rate through a room is a fixed con-
stant, mechanically imposed by a supply or extract fan. In hybrid ventilation, the
naturally-occurring and mechanically-imposed driving pressures combine to deter-
mine the resulting ventilation airflow.
25
z(a) Natural ventilation
Fixed inflow Fixed outflow
z
(b) Mechanical ventilation
Hybrid supply Hybrid extract
z
(c) Hybrid ventilation
Figure 1.1: Schematic diagrams of a ventilated room, illustrating: (a) purely natural venti-
lation; (b) mechanical ventilation with a fixed inflow volume flux and a fixed outflow volume
flux; and (c) hybrid ventilation with a fixed supply volume flux and a fixed extract vol-
ume flux. Arrows denote the direction of airflow through ventilation openings (in ‘forward’
flow) and crossed circles (
⊗
) represent a mechanical fan, which fixes the volume flux through
that vent. Shading within the room represents buoyant, warm air, which is being ventilated.
Curly arrows at floor-level represent a distributed heat input.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Over the last 10 to 20 years, large strides have been made in the study of purely natu-
ral ventilation, often through application of a research strategy which combines the-
oretical and experimental investigations. This has significantly improved the general
understanding of natural ventilation and, hence, its adoption in sustainable building
design. Far less well understood is the result of combining naturally-occurring and
mechanically-imposed driving pressures in a hybrid strategy. This provides the pri-
mary motivation for the current research, in which we aim to enhance the, currently
limited, understanding of the fluid mechanics of hybrid ventilation.
Motivation for performing research into low-energy ventilation, in general, is easy to
find. According to a government consultation on policy options in the UK, domestic,
industrial and commercial buildings contribute 43% of the total energy consumption
across all sectors (DCLG, 2009). Targets such as those of the previous and current
UK governments – namely, that all new non-domestic buildings be zero carbon from
2019 (DECC, 2008) – and ambitious projects all around the world – such as the Mas-
dar City project in Abu Dhabi, which aims to create an energy neutral city (Masdar,
2010) – provide considerable motivation for reducing energy consumption in all as-
pects of building design. In modern, well-insulated buildings, heating, ventilation
and air conditioning account for approximately 50% of the net energy consumption
(Perez-Lombard et al., 2008). The increasing prevalence of (heat generating) elec-
trical devices, combined with the improved thermal insulation of modern buildings,
means that, even in relatively cool or temperate climates, modern buildings require
cooling more often than heating. This evidence demonstrates that, within the essen-
tial global effort to reduce energy consumption in buildings generally, there is specific
motivation for reducing the energy consumed in heating, cooling and, pertinently,
ventilation.
Low-energy ventilation aims to provide acceptable levels of indoor air quality, whilst
minimising the use of mechanical (energy consuming) equipment. Provision of ac-
ceptable indoor air quality is not a simple task. Air temperature, humidity, contam-
inant concentration, air velocity and CO2 concentration are all important in terms
of indoor air quality and comfort. The international standard on thermal comfort
(International Standard Organisation, 2005) relies heavily on the work of Fanger
(see for example, Fanger et al. (1988)), who developed a method for predicting the
fraction of occupants who would feel comfortable for a given set of environmen-
tal variables. In regard to each of these factors individually, and also in regard to
the building as a whole, natural ventilation offers significant advantages over a me-
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chanical ventilation system, whilst a hybrid strategy offers further advantages over
both.
In terms of what occupants perceive to be acceptable, individual control over the en-
vironment is also very important. Evidence presented by Clements-Croome (2004)
demonstrates that the productivity of occupants significantly decreased due to dis-
satisfaction with the ventilation airflow rate and the perceived air quality. The study
of Busch (1992) showed that occupants in a naturally ventilated workspace, with
personal control over the local ventilation, were likely to tolerate a higher range of
temperatures than occupants in an air conditioned space, with cooled, recirculated
air. The importance of occupants’ perception of their indoor environment was also
demonstrated in a study documented by Paevere & Brown (2008), which showed a
considerable improvement in how occupants’ perceived their own productivity due
to overall comfort in the office environment.
The provision of fresh air is a vital part of any strategy for managing indoor air qual-
ity, and is of particular importance in the prevention of ‘sick building syndrome’.
Fresh air typically contains 5% more oxygen and 3% less CO2 than expired air
(British Standards Institute, 1991). Compared to a strategy involving air condition-
ing units, low-energy ventilation techniques focus less on chilling and recirculation
of interior air and more on introducing fresh, outside air.
The arguments presented emphasise the complicated and demanding nature of ther-
mal comfort; Fanger even admits “it is impossible to specify a thermal environment
that will satisfy everybody” (Fanger & Christensen, 1986). These studies also em-
phasise that, compared to installing purely mechanical ventilation, or electrical air
conditioning, a low-energy ventilation strategy can have a positive impact which far
exceeds the tangible energy savings. Heiselberg (2002) describes that, by combining
the energy-saving features of natural ventilation, and their associated positive re-
sponse from occupants, with the extra control provided by mechanical ventilation,
a hybrid strategy, in which natural and mechanical systems are combined, is a very
attractive solution.
1.2 The challenge for designers
The challenge for building designers who focus on sustainability is to meet, or exceed,
building regulations and client demands, by providing acceptable levels of indoor air
quality, whilst minimising energy consumption. Low-energy ventilation concepts aim
to exploit natural pressure differences (which might be caused by wind flow past a
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building or a temperature variation between interior and exterior air) in order to
drive a ventilation airflow.
Confident prediction and control of airflow rates and temperature profiles requires
a detailed understanding of the underlying physics. Investigating the fluid mechan-
ics allows us to address some key questions; what are the key parameters, what
simplifications and idealisations can be made, and can flows be classified into dis-
tinct regimes to improve understanding? Many designs and low-energy ventilation
concepts have been tried in the past, with varying degrees of success, a number of
examples are documented by Eicker (2009). Difficulties include the sizing of venti-
lation openings, for a range of internal heat gains and external weather conditions,
and providing sufficient ventilation during periods of extreme demand, without cre-
ating unnecessarily large vents or undesirable draughts during normal operation.
These factors all contribute to make the design of low-energy ventilation systems a
challenging problem.
Furthermore, communicating the, often complex, principles of natural ventilation is
also not a simple exercise. It is the aim of the current work to add to the body of
knowledge, to improve dissemination of this knowledge and, thereby, to enhance the
general understanding in this field.
1.3 Preliminary investigation
The broad aim of the research herein, the aim for which funding was secured, was to
investigate the fluid mechanics of buoyancy-driven airflows relating to sustainable
building design. The research began with an investigation (documented in chapter 2)
into the range of technologies and analysis methods commonly applied to low-energy
ventilation. This provided a sound introduction to the varied ways in which the task
of designing a low-energy ventilation system can be achieved.
Early in the research programme, an aim was conceived to apply existing theoretical
models to a real building and, thereby, to assess the validity of a range of analysis
methods, by comparison against each other and by comparison against real, in-situ
results. For this purpose, the CH2 building in Melbourne, Australia, completed in
2006 and employing many low-energy ventilation technologies (Aye & Fuller, 2006),
was chosen and a case-study was begun. This building was selected because, during
the design stage in 2003, a piece of consultancy work was completed by Gary Hunt at
Imperial College London (Hunt, 2003). This work involved small-scale experiments
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on a model of the CH2 building and theoretical analysis of the flows observed, with
the aim of analysing the effectiveness of the proposed ventilation strategies.
Whilst investigating the combined effect of a mechanical supply of cool air and a
predominantly natural ventilation flow, the most compelling outcome of this case-
study emerged. A conflict was identified in which the natural and mechanical driving
forces were actually opposing each other. Following further investigation it was found
that, whilst simplified theoretical and experimental modelling had been applied ex-
tensively to the study of purely natural ventilation, mechanical ventilation and, more
interestingly, hybrid ventilation had received far less attention in the scientific liter-
ature. This is despite hybrid ventilation (arguably) being more closely related to the
type of low-energy ventilation systems most often implemented in many buildings.
Specifically, no relevant literature was found on identifying and managing conflicts
between natural and mechanical ventilation systems, when combined in a hybrid
strategy.
The case-study was valuable in revealing the potentially wide-ranging impact of
using simplified theoretical models, combined with complementary small-scale ex-
periments, to analyse generalised building geometries. Due to the very specific and
often complicated geometry of any particular building, with its associated heat in-
puts and ventilation strategy, detailed analysis of any individual building may be
of limited extended usefulness. A more fundamental investigation, however, which
focusses on a simpler geometry (e.g. a single rectangular room) is likely to provide
results which can be generalised to a range of situations. Following these prelimi-
nary investigations our research aim developed, becoming focussed on investigating
the hybrid ventilation of a single room. The preliminary investigation imposed an
appreciation for the informative nature of a fundamental theoretical investigation,
and inspired a philosophy, based on enhancing understanding, which was maintained
throughout the research.
1.4 Aim and objectives
The principal aim of the research herein is to enhance our understanding of the
fluid mechanics of hybrid ventilation, in order to inform the design (and use) of low-
energy ventilation systems. This aim is achieved through the following five main
objectives:
1. To develop a broad understanding of the range of technologies and analysis
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methods commonly applied to low-energy ventilation, in order to inform se-
lection of appropriate analysis methods for the later research;
2. To investigate the role of the neutral pressure level in classifying, understanding
and comparing single-room ventilation flows in natural, mechanical and hybrid
situations;
3. To investigate the implications of the temperature stratification within a room
on the ventilation thereof;
4. To develop mathematical models, which describe the hybrid ventilation of
a room under the combined effect of naturally-occurring and mechanically-
imposed driving pressures;
5. To perform complementary small-scale laboratory experiments, which simulate
hybrid ventilation of a room, as a means of validating and enhancing the
understanding gained from the development of theoretical models.
The next section outlines where in the thesis each of these objectives is met.
1.5 Layout and overview
This section describes the general layout of the thesis whilst providing an overview
of the key results.
Chapter 1 began by discussing the motivation for new research into low-energy
ventilation and, more specifically, the justification for researching the fluid mechanics
of hybrid ventilation.
In chapter 2, the current research is put into context by reviewing a range of low-
energy ventilation strategies and assessing the merits and limitations of each. We
demonstrate that there is both need and opportunity for novel research in this
field and identify that the study of hybrid ventilation has received relatively little
attention in the scientific literature. This review of the broader field of study is
complemented by discussion and comparison of the main analysis methods used
to examine and predict ventilation airflows. We identify that the development of
simplified mathematical models has been used extensively to study purely natural
ventilation, often combined with the results of analogous experiments, performed
under controlled laboratory conditions. This approach has significantly enhanced
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the scientific understanding of natural ventilation and has the potential to similarly
enhance the understanding of hybrid ventilation.
In chapter 3 we describe the development of a mathematical model for the ventilation
of an isolated room. Our model focusses on the key physical concept of the neutral
pressure level – a horizontal plane over which the air pressure inside and outside a
ventilated room are equal. The mathematical modelling approach adopted herein,
which is applied extensively in later chapters, is introduced, and its heritage and
previous use are discussed. It is shown that the neutral pressure level is not only
useful in determining the direction of flow through ventilation openings (a previously
established result, §3.4) but can be used to characterise a range of temperature
stratifications (§4.4).
Stratification of temperature effects both the buoyancy-driven ventilation and the
comfort of occupants. Chapter 4 focusses on the effect of temperature stratification
within a ventilated room. More generally, this chapter addresses the distribution of
accumulated buoyancy within a room, and the effect this has on the buoyancy-driven
ventilation. This is achieved through comparison of four simple temperature profiles,
which encompass the range of stratifications typically expected within a ventilated
room. It is shown that a uniform distribution results in the greatest accumulation
of buoyancy within a room and, hence, the largest natural ventilation airflow rate.
In chapter 5, mathematical models are developed which describe the steady hybrid
ventilation of a room. This enables analytical predictions to be deduced for the
airflow rate through ventilation openings, the room temperature and the position
of the neutral pressure level, for a range of mechanically fixed volume flux settings.
We demonstrate that, whilst adding a supply or extract fan does increase the net
ventilation airflow rate through a room, the flow through any particular vent may
actually decrease. Additionally, we find that the airflow rate through open vents can
be managed remotely, by mechanically controlling the flow rate through a separate
vent. This finding was aided by an enhanced awareness of the crucial role played by
the neutral pressure level. The onset of a ‘reverse’ flow regime is identified and the
concept of a virtual neutral pressure level is introduced, to characterise the change
required in order to return to (the usually desirable) ‘forward’ flow.
For a room in which the floor-level vents are larger than the ceiling-level vents, it
is shown that, in terms of providing extra ventilation, the addition of a mechanical
extract fan is considerably more effective than a mechanical supply fan, assuming
both impose the same fixed volume flux (§5.3.3). This is a result of the influential
role of the ‘effective vent area ratio’, R∗, defined in §3.2. Chapter 5 closes with a
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summary of how the outcomes of the theoretical model development should influence
the design of hybrid ventilation strategies in practice.
Chapter 6 gives a detailed description of the laboratory set-up which was used to per-
form small-scale experiments involving saline solutions in a freshwater environment.
These experiments are analogous to ventilation airflows in a full-scale building; in
§6.2.2, dynamical similarity arguments are presented which confirm this. The appa-
ratus and methods that were used in the current research programme are described
in detail; these are distinct from the typical set-up used to investigate purely natural
ventilation in previous studies.
In chapter 7 a novel experimental technique is introduced. This technique was de-
veloped for determining the position of the neutral pressure level from non-intrusive
measurements – and without actually (either directly or indirectly) measuring the
pressure. We are not aware of any previous work in which such an investigation into
the neutral pressure level has been pursued.
The results of these experiments are described in chapter 8, in which results from
purely natural, mechanical and hybrid ventilation experiments are compared with
theoretical predictions made using the mathematical models developed in chapter 5.
Generally, excellent agreement is achieved between theoretical predictions and ex-
perimental results. Comparing theoretical predictions with experimental results in
this way revealed the significance of choosing appropriate values for the discharge
coefficients, c1 and c2, which are associated with inflow and outflow, respectively. It
was found that, in cases where the physical area of the inflow and outflow vents were
similar, the values of the discharge coefficients were crucial in accurately predicting
the characteristics of the ventilation flow. This result further emphasised the im-
portance of the ratio of effective vent areas, R∗, particularly whether R∗ is greater
than or less than unity.
Finally, in chapter 9, the major outcomes of the research are summarised, conclusions
are drawn and two specific avenues of future research are proposed.
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Research context and strategy
This chapter overviews the broad field of study within which the current research
belongs – namely, low-energy ventilation – and provides justification for the decision
to focus on a combined theoretical and experimental study of hybrid ventilation in
a single room. A range of popular low-energy ventilation concepts are discussed,
alongside a range of the fluid mechanic ‘tools’ that are commonly used to model
and, thereby, to predict ventilation airflows. We focus predominantly on theoret-
ical and experimental investigations, which relate closely to the current work. In
essence, this chapter summarises the extensive preliminary investigation, which led
to identification of the primary aim of our research.
2.1 Fundamentals of low-energy ventilation
The purpose of heating, ventilation and air conditioning is to provide acceptable
levels of indoor air quality, by supplying fresh air, removing contaminants and con-
trolling the movement and temperature of air within a space (Croome & Roberts,
1981).
There are two fundamental natural effects which can be exploited to drive ventilation
airflows; buoyancy forces cause less dense fluid (warmer air) to rise through a denser
(cooler) environment and wind creates pressure differences between regions on the
windward and leeward fac¸ades of a structure. These two phenomena, wind and
buoyancy, are first described in general terms. In §2.2, a range of commonly used
low-energy ventilation concepts are discussed.
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Buoyancy
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of buoyancy-driven ventilation on the third storey of
a four-storey building. Air inside the storeys typically receives heat gains from,
for example, occupants, equipment or solar heating. Shading, within the storey,
represents warm air. Provided the air volume is not constrained, increasing the
temperature of air reduces its density; warm air in the storey is, therefore, less
dense than the surrounding external environment. This difference in density, results
in a difference in pressure between air inside and air outside the storey. Near floor
level, within the storey, the air pressure is lower than the outside air pressure at
the same height. This pressure difference causes air to flow into the storey through
the floor-level vent. At ceiling level, the air pressure is higher inside than outside,
causing air to flow out through the ceiling-level vent. In this way, a ventilation flow
of cool fresh air is provided to the storey.
p+
p−
Figure 2.1: Buoyancy-driven ventilation. Side view of a four-storey building, showing
buoyancy-driven ventilation of storey three. Small arrows, near the centre of the storey,
represent the magnitude of the pressure difference at that height. Larger arrows, passing
through floor-level and ceiling-level vents, indicate the direction of airflow through ventila-
tion openings. Shading within the storey represents air which is warmer than the outside
environment.
In figure 2.1, the pressure difference between air inside the storey and air outside is
illustrated by small arrows in the centre of the figure, where the length of the arrows
indicates the magnitude of the pressure difference at that height. The sign of the
pressure difference is denoted by p+ and p−, which indicate static pressures that
are increased and decreased, respectively, compared to the pressure in the absence
of buoyant, warm air. Arrows, passing through ventilation openings, indicate the
direction of the ventilation airflow, which these pressure differences would drive.
As shown in figure 2.1, at some height within the room, the pressure difference is
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zero. This is referred to as the neutral pressure level, defined formally in §3.4.
The pressure differences caused by buoyancy are generally stable and do not fluctuate
rapidly with time. Concepts employing buoyancy-driven ventilation make up the
majority of those described in §2.2.
Wind
Figure 2.2a shows a plan view of a building, illustrating the pressure acting on the
windward and leeward fac¸ades due to a mean wind flow past the building. Small
arrows again indicate the magnitude of the pressure difference, the sign of which
is indicated by p+ and p−, denoting pressures which are, respectively, higher than
and lower than the static air pressure in the absence of wind. The cross-ventilation
flow which would be driven by this pressure distribution is illustrated in figure 2.2b,
which shows a side view of the same building with open vents on the windward and
leeward fac¸ades of storey three.
In figure 2.2 the pressure on the building is illustrated, in contrast to figure 2.1, in
which the pressure inside the storey was shown. This follows the common conven-
tion, see for example Andersen (1995), figure 2, and Awbi (2003), figure 7.2.
If ventilation openings are positioned at floor level on the windward side and at
ceiling level on the leeward side of the building, the wind-induced pressure difference
will be in the same sense as the buoyancy-induced pressure difference; driving a flow
of air in through the low-level vent on the windward fac¸ade and out through the
high-level vent on the leeward fac¸ade (cf. the placement of vents in figure 2.1). The
ventilation flow which would be established in the absence of wind is said to be
‘assisted’, since the wind-induced pressure difference drives a flow in the same sense
as the flow driven by the buoyancy-induced pressure difference (Hunt & Linden,
2001). If, however, vents are opened at high level on the windward fac¸ade and
at low level on the leeward fac¸ade, the wind-induced pressure will ‘oppose’ the
buoyancy-driven flow. Hunt & Linden (2004) show that the complicated transients
and eventual steady state which result, depend upon the relative strength of the
wind- and buoyancy-induced pressures, and the time history of the flow (e.g. the
rate of change of wind speed).
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Wind p+ p−
p−
p−
(a) Plan view
Wind
(b) Side view
Figure 2.2: Wind-driven ventilation. Schematics of: (a) a plan view of the pressure distri-
bution around a square building, due to a net wind flow past the building, adapted from
Awbi (2003, p.309); and (b) a side view of the ventilation flow this wind-induced pressure
difference might drive, through open vents in the windward and leeward fac¸ades. In (a), p+
and p− indicate regions where the static pressure is increased and decreased, respectively,
relative to the static pressure at that location in the absence of wind.
2.2 Low-energy ventilation concepts
Over time, a broad and ever-expanding range of design concepts has been used under
the banner of low-energy ventilation. Each concept aims to control the movement
and temperature of air, by exploiting and managing the natural pressure differences,
caused by wind flow past the building and the difference in temperature between
internal and external air. This section presents a brief description, and a critical
review, of low-energy ventilation concepts that are commonly used. This review
was conducted as part of the preliminary investigation which led to identification
of the main focus of our research. Seven strategies are considered herein, they are:
exploiting the wind; ventilation chimneys; tall atria; the double skin fac¸ade; night
purging; radiant cooling; and automated vents. A short section is devoted to each.
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Exploiting the wind
A mean wind flow past a building creates a difference in pressure between the wind-
ward and leeward fac¸ades. By opening vents on the windward and leeward sides
of the building, this wind-induced pressure difference can be exploited, in order to
drive a flow of air. This is referred to as cross-ventilation, as opposed to single-sided
ventilation where vents are located on just one side of the building (Etheridge, 2002).
In traditional Islamic architecture, the wind tower or “badgir” (see, for example,
Azami (2005)) is a popular and successful design feature, channelling cooling breezes
into the occupied space. Wind-driven natural ventilation is well suited to geo-
graphical locations with predictable wind conditions, for example a coastal site with
daily onshore/offshore or predominantly uni-directional wind. In regions where wind
speed and direction are more variable and less reliable, the resource is more difficult
to utilise and may need to be backed up by technologies not dependent on the wind.
Topographical features, such as landscape, buildings and trees, break up the wind
velocity profile and make prediction of the local wind conditions difficult (Ayns-
ley et al., 1977). Blustery wind, in which the velocity varies significantly from
its time-averaged mean value, results in pressure differences which are similarly
rapidly varying and difficult to predict or manage (Etheridge, 2000a). According to
Aynsley et al. (1977) “peak gusts ... will exceed the mean by about 3.5 standard
deviations”. Given the unsteady nature of the wind-induced pressure differential,
providing adequate ventilation whilst avoiding unwanted draughts is a challenging
problem. Etheridge (2000a,b) demonstrated theoretically (complemented by com-
parison against published experimental results) that the effect of such fluctuations
in the wind can be reduced, through the use of long, rather than sharp-edged, vents.
Of the seven low-energy ventilation concepts described in this section, only this
general description is given on how the wind can be utilised; the six other strategies
described herein operate without exploiting this resource at all.
Tall chimneys
Perhaps the oldest buoyancy-driven natural ventilation concept is that of a chimney;
a tall, narrow space, filled with air which is warmer than the surrounding environ-
ment and with openings at base and top (see, for example, Awbi (2003, p.313)).
Figure 2.3 shows a four-storey building with a tall chimney. Ventilation of the third
storey only is illustrated in the figure, although all storeys may be connected to
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the same chimney. Shading within storey three and within the chimney indicates
that air here is warmer than the external air. For the purposes of ventilation, the
chimney shown extends beyond the ceiling-level of storey four.
H
H
H
H
Figure 2.3: Schematic of a four-storey building with a ventilation chimney. Each storey is
of floor-to-ceiling height H , and the chimney extends a further height H above the level of
the top storey. Buoyancy-driven ventilation, through the chimney is shown on storey three,
in which shading represents air which is warmer than the external environment.
The chimney recieves warm air from the storeys and may also be heated by solar
gains. Air inside the chimney is, therefore, warmer and, hence, less dense than the
surrounding environment, inducing a flow of air as described in §2.1. This effect,
whereby a column of warm air creates a pressure difference between the top and
the base, is often referred to as the ‘passive stack effect’, and the driving pressure
as the ‘stack pressure’. The stack pressure, here denoted ∆pstack, depends on the
temperature difference, ∆Tstack, between warm air inside and cooler air outside the
chimney and the height, Hstack, of the column of warm air; i.e.
∆pstack = f (∆Tstack,Hstack) , (2.1)
where f is some function. Greater temperature difference and taller stack height
produce a larger stack pressure. As used in natural ventilation, chimneys exploit
this ‘passive stack effect’ to generate ventilation airflows. A column of warm air in
the chimney causes a pressure difference between air within the chimney and air in
the storey at the same height. This pressure difference draws air out of the occupied
space and up the chimney, see for example Khanal & Lei (2011).
One drawback of the chimney, in terms of its application to multi-storey building
ventilation, is that, if all storeys are connected to a common chimney, since the lower
storeys have a taller ‘stack’ of warm air above them, the pressure difference driving
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the flow of air through the upper storeys will be less than the pressure difference
driving the flow of air through the lower storeys. Consider the chimney of figure 2.3,
the warm air ‘stack’, which drives the flow of air through the lowest storey is of height
Hstack = 4H (the height of the column of warm air in the chimney), whilst the height
of the warm air ‘stack’, which drives the flow of air through the top storey is just
Hstack = H. The pressure differential, ∆pstack, which drives the ventilation flow
is, therefore, much less for the higher storeys and, since ideal office conditions are
similar on all storeys, the resulting uneven ventilation is usually undesirable. This
issue was addressed by Hunt & Holford (1998), who demonstrated theoretically that,
by increasing the size of vents on successively higher storeys, it is possible to achieve
equal flow rates on all storeys, despite differences in the driving pressures. When
applied to very tall buildings, this technique has practical limitations, as the size of
ventilation openings becomes excessively large. The BRE Environmental Building
in Watford, UK, is a good example, in which solar-heated stacks are used to ventilate
lower storeys, whilst the top storey makes use of wind-assisted cross-ventilation.
A further drawback is that, being essentially a long, narrow duct, the chimney suffers
from potentially large pressure losses due to friction. These frictional losses were
discussed by Hunt & Holford (1998) who, following Ward-Smith (1980), showed
that the frictional pressure loss in a chimney of length L and diameter D scales
proportionally on the ratio L/D. This pressure loss effectively reduces the the stack
pressure, which drives the ventilation flow.
Atrium-based designs
A similar concept to the ventilation chimney is the tall atrium; storeys ventilate
into a common space (the atrium), which often extends above the height of the top
storey. A schematic of an atrium building is shown in figure 2.4, in which ventilation
is shown on the third storey. Warm air accumulates in the atrium and creates a
pressure difference between air in the storeys and air in the atrium at the same
height. This pressure difference induces a flow of air through the adjoining storeys
and into the atrium, from where it is ventilated out of the building.
Tall atria have become a very popular design feature in modern multi-storey build-
ings; the large open space may bring natural light to lower levels, and is often used as
a communal space, providing a link between storeys. An example of such a building
is the Lamparter Passive Energy Office in Weilheim, Germany, which also employs
a night-cooling strategy. Due to the much larger cross-sectional area compared to
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chimney stacks (and hence, much smaller value of L/D), atria do not typically suffer
from the same level of frictional pressure losses as chimneys.
H
H
H
H
Figure 2.4: Schematic of a four-storey building with a tall atrium. The atrium shown is
common to all storeys and extends a height H above the level of the top storey, where H
is also the floor-to-ceiling height of each storey. Buoyancy-driven ventilation, through the
atrium, is shown on storey three. Shading represents air which is warmer than the external
environment and straight arrows denote the direction of airflow.
Despite the atrium’s popularity as a design feature, the addition of an atrium does
not guarantee enhanced ventilation, when compared to an isolated storey. Holford
& Hunt (2003) identify theoretically the combinations of vent sizes for which an
atrium provides no significant enhancement of the flow, and may actually restrict the
ventilation flow rate, compared to a storey which ventilates directly to the outside.
Economidou (2010) extended the work of Holford & Hunt (2003) to a two-storey
building with an atrium, expressing the atrium enhancement (more often an atrium
impairment) in terms of a Froude number, based on comparing the driving pressures.
To an extent, this example of the ‘failing atrium’, and the drawbacks associated with
tall chimneys, demonstrate the inadequacy of sustainable building design features
currently in use and emphasise the need for development of concepts which more
adequately meet the ventilation requirements of modern buildings.
Double skin fac¸ade
Another variation on the ‘passive stack effect’ is the double skin strategy, which
involves a building fac¸ade of two layers (usually predominantly glazed), separated
by an air cavity. The cavity may cover the entire fac¸ade in a single linked space, or
be sectioned into vertical or horizontal channels (see for example Ding et al. (2005),
Mingotti et al. (2011)). As applied in the Information Commons building at Loyola
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University, Chicago, only the sun-facing fac¸ade employs the double skin strategy;
this is a popular configuration. Figure 2.5 depicts a four-storey building with a
double skin fac¸ade on the sun-facing side of the building.
Figure 2.5: Schematic of a four-storey building with a double skin fac¸ade, here shown on
the RHS of the building. Buoyancy-driven ventilation, through the double skin, is shown on
storey three, in which shading represents air which is warmer than the external environment.
Arrows denote the direction of airflow through ventilation openings. Radiating arrows (top
right) represent solar gains.
If connected directly to the storeys, the air cavity induces ventilation by the same
physical process as both the chimney-based and atrium-based designs. Warm air
in the cavity causes a pressure difference between air in the storey and air in the
cavity at the same height, which draws air through vents from the storeys. If not
connected directly to the storeys, the air cavity passively insulates the interior from
external noise and temperature, and can be used to accommodate shading. Narrow
atria and wide double skin fac¸ades used as walkways, make the separation between
these concepts somewhat blurred.
The downsides of this strategy include the difficulty of installing operable windows
through the double skin and the difficulty of access to the cavity space for cleaning
and maintenance.
Night-purge strategy
The concepts discussed so far have focussed on ventilation during occupied, day-
time hours. The basic principle of a night-purge strategy is that warm air, which
accumulates in the office space during the day, is flushed out and replaced by cool,
fresh air when the external temperature falls and the building is unoccupied at night
(Shaviv et al., 2001). The process completely or partially refreshes the internal air
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and can be automated with a computer system, linked to actuated vents, as in the
CH2 building, Melbourne, Australia (Aye & Fuller, 2006).
The night-purge strategy is an effective means of cooling internally exposed thermal
mass (e.g. exposed concrete floor, ceiling or wall slab), herein considered as a form
of radiant cooling, discussed below. Lynch & Hunt (2011) studied theoretically the
night-purging of heat in a two-storey naturally ventilated building with an atrium,
identifying optimal designs for purging heat from the storeys and from the atrium.
One drawback of the night-purge strategy is that the occupied space is coldest in
the morning and warms up throughout the day. If this results in a large difference
in temperature between morning and afternoon, an auxiliary ventilation strategy
might be required, to remove heat during the day and to pre-heat cool night air.
Modifying the temperature of inflowing air can be achieved through mixing by the
inflow itself; as discussed by Coffey & Hunt (2010).
Radiant cooling
Modern buildings are commonly constructed with a concrete floor slab between
each storey. This structural feature can be exploited to assist management of the
indoor thermal environment. The concrete will absorb heat during the day, slowly
losing this heat through the cool of the night; this effect is particularly useful when
combined with a night-purge strategy. During the day, the concrete slab, left exposed
to the interior air, absorbs heat, thereby attenuating the temperature of internal air
to fluctuations caused by internal heat gains. When the night-purge is implemented,
heat absorbed during the day is transferred to newly introduced, cool night air,
tempering the cool air through a passive form of pre-heating. Holford & Woods
(2007) explain that, by the action of heat transfer to and from thermal masses,
fluctuations in the temperature of the interior air are attenuated compared to, and
lag temperature fluctuations in the external environment.
Chilled panels are a design feature in which cool liquid (often water) is pumped
through exposed panels, where it absorbs heat from the air; see for example, Koschenz
& Lehmann (2004). The higher temperature liquid, having absorbed heat from the
air in the office space, can then be chilled in a separate part of the building, be-
fore being pumped back through the system. This is essentially an extension of the
radiant cooling provided by the building’s thermal mass, with the benefit that the
designer can specify the temperature of the chilled panels, potentially optimising the
temperature difference between the chilled panel and the interior air and, thereby,
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maximising the heat absorption by the chilled panels. In the CH2 building, this
concept was combined with the use of phase change materials (Aye & Fuller, 2006),
employed to cool the fluid that flows through the chilled panels.
Automated vents
Automated vents are not truly a ventilation concept in themselves. They are, how-
ever, an essential component of many low-energy ventilation strategies and are,
therefore, considered worthy of a section herein.
The area of ventilation openings, specifically, the effective vent area along a flow
path, is a critical factor in determining the airflow rate along that flow path. Hunt
& Allgayer (2006) describe that, by adjusting the total vent area (which can be
done by varying the number of open vents, not necessarily the area of each vent), a
system can react to maintain the desired temperature within, or airflow rate through,
occupied spaces. A central computer system manages the opening and closing of
vents, implemented by remotely controlled actuators. This can be in a pre-defined
timing schedule or in reaction to weather conditions and heat gains.
2.3 Hybrid ventilation strategies
Seven of the most commonly used ‘natural ventilation’ concepts have been described.
It is, however, rare for a building’s ventilation strategy to rely on any single concept.
More likely is that some combination of these design features will be employed as
part of a hybrid strategy, in which natural ventilation concepts are combined with
a mechanical ventilation system.
In terms of occupant comfort, a hybrid strategy offers an attractive option. Natural,
zero-energy ventilation techniques are assisted or augmented by mechanical systems
in order to (potentially) minimise energy consumption under normal day-to-day con-
ditions, whilst ensuring sufficient ventilation capacity under peak heating or cooling
loads. In principle, this hybrid solution is able to accommodate greater extremes, of
internal heat gains and external temperature fluctuations, than can be handled by
a purely natural ventilation strategy.
Heiselberg (2002) classifies hybrid ventilation systems into three types, as follows:
(a) Independent use of natural and mechanical ventilation; both systems
are employed in the building, but operate independently, either at different
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times, or in separate parts of the building (e.g. natural ventilation in offices and
mechanical extraction in lavatories);
(b) Fan-assisted natural ventilation; mechanical fans assist a predominantly
natural ventilation strategy during periods of weak natural driving forces or
increased demand;
(c) Stack- and wind-assisted mechanical ventilation; these are predominantly
mechanical ventilation systems, which are designed (with very low pressure
losses) to make ‘best’ use of natural driving forces.
These three classifications are illustrated in the schematics of figure 2.6, adapted
from page 17 of Heiselberg (2002). Green bands and yellow fans in figure 2.6 repre-
sent mechanical ventilation, whilst blue arrows illustrate flows of air.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.6: The three classifications of hybrid ventilation strategy, adapted from page 17
of Heiselberg (2002): (a) independent use of natural and mechanical ventilation; (b) fan-
assisted natural ventilation; and (c) stack- and wind-assisted mechanical ventilation.
A fourth category of hybrid ventilation is proposed herein, namely:
(d) Concurrent use of natural and mechanical ventilation; the two systems
work together at a zonal level (e.g. the entire room may be naturally ventilated
whilst localised ventilation, close to workstations, is provided mechanically).
Hybrid ventilation came to our attention during the afore-mentioned case-study of
the CH2 building (Hunt, 2003). The building employs ventilation chimneys on the
Northern (sun-facing) fac¸ade. The concept was that air in these chimneys would
be warmer than the exterior air and would, hence, enhance the ventilation airflow
through the storeys (in precisely the manner described in the ‘tall chimneys’ section
herein). However, on hot days a supply of cool air to the storeys was mechanically-
pumped, via a roof-mounted chilling unit. Since the ventilation airflow rate was,
thus, set by the mechanical supply of cool air, and the only ventilation flow path
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was through the chimney, it was found that cooler (and, hence, more dense) air was
being forced up the chimneys – a very inefficient solution.
This is an example of a hybrid strategy, in which the primary system, natural ven-
tilation through the chimneys, had to be adapted for operation under very warm
external conditions, in order to prevent natural and mechanical driving forces com-
peting against each other. The issue was mitigated through provision of actuated
vents at the level of the storey. If the temperature of air within the chimney was
cooler than the outside air temperature, the vents could be opened, allowing the
ventilation flow to bypass the chimney. This example, and the associated natu-
ral/mechanical conflict, falls within category (b), ‘fan-assisted natural ventilation’.
Types (a), (c) and (d) are considered less likely to results in such ventilation conflicts.
Li & Heiselberg (2003) identified that, compared to purely natural ventilation, hy-
brid ventilation has received far less attention in the scientific literature; this remains
the case today. Development of analytical models to describe hybrid ventilation is
limited to relatively few studies. For example, Li (2002) reviews analytical solutions
for natural ventilation and goes on to describe a model for the ventilation of a single
room, which has open vents and a mechanical fan, but there are very few comparable
studies.
This is not to say that there has been no work on hybrid ventilation. For example,
Ji et al. (2009) compare the energy consumption of a hybrid strategy with a purely
air conditioned strategy; rather than a general, fundamental study, however, Ji et al.
preform a detailed CFD analysis to study a single, specific building geometry. Sim-
ilarly, although using a different approach, Zhai et al. (2011) use a commercially
available energy modelling tool, in order to study three buildings which use hybrid
ventilation, again a detailed study of specific, complex buildings. The extensive Hy-
bvent study (Heiselberg, 2002) inspired interest in hybrid ventilation in the following
years; see, for example, Bourgeois et al. (2002) and Cron et al. (2003). These studies
are excellent for informing the design of similar buildings, but fill a different space
in the scientific literature to the aim of the current research, which is to enhance
fundamental understanding of combined natural and mechanical ventilation.
The lack of fundamental studies into hybrid ventilation is perhaps unsurprising.
Mechanical ventilation, i.e. ventilation at a mechanically fixed volume flux, is es-
sentially quite straightforward – the airflow rate is known a priori and the mean
temperatures can be determined from a simple control volume analysis (see §5.2).
Natural ventilation is less straightforward, the extensive body of literature on this
topic, which will be discussed in the next chapter, is evidence of how much develop-
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ment has been achieved in this field over the last 10 to 20 years. Hybrid ventilation,
being the combination of these two, relies on a pre-existing understanding of both.
Given these arguments, it does not seem unreasonable that hybrid ventilation has
been somewhat overlooked, whilst research efforts were focussed on purely natural
ventilation.
The next section addresses a range of flow prediction ‘tools’ which are commonly
applied to study the fluid mechanics of ventilation airflows.
2.4 Predicting ventilation flows
In order to assess the feasibility of naturally ventilated building designs, a num-
ber of techniques have been developed to examine ventilation flows and to predict
the associated ventilation flow rate and thermal stratification. To enable informed
selection of the most appropriate method, or methods, to be used in the current
work, some of the benefits and limitations of a range of analysis techniques are here
explored. For a given problem, the chosen analysis method may well depend on the
ventilation strategy of interest and, within that strategy, the specific results of inter-
est. The methods discussed are: full-scale measurements; small-scale experiments;
mathematical modelling; CFD methods; energy modelling tools and experiential
guidelines. A short section is devoted to each.
Full-scale measurements
The most thorough way of determining the ventilation and temperature distribu-
tion in a building is to take real measurements of air temperature, pressure and
velocity in the completed building. The main application of full-scale measurements
is in coupled methods, where full-scale data is used to inform the development of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes or mathematical models (see, for ex-
ample, Rundle et al. (2011)). A full-scale study may provide useful information to
a computational or mathematical study through validation of predictions, through
recommendations on reasonable values for parameters, and in confirming the scala-
bility of results from small-scale experiments.
The obvious and major limitation of full-scale measurements is that they are infea-
sible as a design-stage analysis tool. Full-scale measurements are inherently not a
flow prediction method and, as described above, their main usefulness is in valida-
tion of genuine flow prediction models. The main technical difficulty associated with
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full-scale measurements is the question of what to measure and where to measure it.
Thermal stratification can be tracked in one region using temperature probe arrays,
but measurement of the mean airflow rates and clear visualisation of the local flow
direction are less straightforward to achieve. Selecting what to measure in order to
achieve a true picture of the building performance remains a challenging task.
Small-scale physical modelling
At a physical level, natural ventilation techniques involve the movement of air caused
by pressure differences, which arise due to the effects of buoyancy (temperature dif-
ferences) and/or an external flow (wind). A technique which has been used exten-
sively and very successfully to simulate these natural ventilation flows is to perform
small-scale physical modelling using buoyancy-driven flows in water; see for example
Linden et al. (1990), Holford & Hunt (2003).
This technique simulates temperature-driven flows of air, through the use of posi-
tively or negatively buoyant solutions in a freshwater environment – models used are
typically at a scale of between 1:20 and 1:100, compared to the full-scale flows that
they are simulating (Linden et al., 1990). Alcohol (being less dense than fresh water)
and saline solution (being denser than fresh water) can be introduced at controlled
rates to simulate warm and cool air, and the buoyant solutions can be coloured with
a passive dye, to enhance visualisation of the flows.
Depending on the precise aims of the experiment, the process can be recorded using
established flow visualisation techniques such as the shadowgraph technique (Settles,
2001) or the light-attenuation technique (Cenedese & Dalziel, 1998; Allgayer & Hunt,
2012). More complicated techniques such as Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA),
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) may also
be used (see, for example, Smits & Lim (2000)).
Small-scale physical modelling has been used extensively to develop understanding of
the fluid dynamic principles which underlie natural ventilation flows. Visualisation
of, otherwise invisible, flows of air and heat has enabled significant developments
in terms of intuitive understanding of the physical problems and in informing the
development of mathematical models. The technique is a very useful and effective
means of visualising the stratification within a ventilated space, including develop-
ing an appreciation for effect of room geometry, the transient flow development and
the eventual steady state to which these transients may lead. Small-scale physical
modelling enables experiments to be conducted in controlled laboratory conditions.
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Crucially, provided that key dimensionless parameters are appropriately set, approx-
imate dynamical similarity can be achieved between small-scale experiments and
full-scale ventilation flows in air. Dynamical similarity in this context is considered
in detail in §6.2.2.
Numerous authors have demonstrated favourable comparison between results from
small-scale experiments and predictive methods, such as mathematical models and
CFD studies. Linden et al. (1990) demonstrate good agreement between the results
of small-scale experiments and theoretical predictions, for the depth of a buoyant
layer, which forms in a ventilated room subject to a localised source of buoyancy.
Hunt & Linden (2001) show close agreement between theoretical predictions and
experimental results for the effect of an assisting wind on the ventilation of a sin-
gle room. Ji et al. (2004) investigate the ventilation of a single storey connected
to an atrium, comparing the results of CFD simulations with predictions from an
analytical model and with results from small-scale experiments, demonstrating good
agreement between all three methods.
Mathematical models
The true physics of natural or low-energy ventilation present a complicated problem,
involving many interdependent processes. Mathematical models typically simplify
the true, physical problem through a set of assumptions, whilst retaining the key
physics, in order to develop a mathematical description of the ventilation flow within
the limits of the simplifying assumptions. Such mathematical models for which
closed-form solutions can be found are described as ‘analytical’ models.
A popular form of mathematical modelling is based on determining static pressures
from the hydrostatic pressure relationship, and applying Bernoulli’s theorem to re-
late the velocity of flow through a ventilation opening to the pressure difference
across it. Applying conservation of volume links velocities to volume flow rates and,
hence, to vent areas. In this way, such models can be used to predict the ventilation
of a room for a given temperature distribution and heat input.
Mathematical models have been used to describe the transient and steady-state
conditions in a range of single zone, multi-zone and whole building ventilation flows
(see, for example, Hunt & Linden (1999); Gladstone & Woods (2001); Holford &
Hunt (2003)). Although such mathematical models are limited to assessing the
performance of specific configurations (of, for example, vent size and location), due
to the very low computational requirement of these simple models, solutions can be
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calculated for a large number of configurations in a short time, enabling investigation
of broad regions of the parameter space.
Analytical models often lead to awareness of the limiting cases, which bound the
analysis, providing significant insight towards understanding the problem as a whole.
For example, through investigating a wide range of the parameter space, the work
of Holford & Hunt (2003) demonstrated the limited range of vent areas for which an
atrium will enhance the ventilation of an adjoining storey. An experimental or CFD
investigation would be limited to investigating a comparatively small number of
parameter combinations and could never deliver the same breadth of understanding
achieved by the mathematical investigation.
Computational fluid dynamic methods
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) enables prediction of detailed information
(velocity, temperature and pressure) at discrete grid points throughout the flow field.
The region of interest – namely the room being ventilated – is divided into a grid of
cells, over which the Navier-Stokes equations are discretised and solved numerically,
by invoking a turbulence closure model (see, for example Ji et al. (2004)). CFD
models are particularly effective at predicting highly detailed information about
the airflow patterns, temperature and contaminant distribution in a zone with well
defined boundaries. In terms of the time and the expertise required to set-up, run
and analyse data from, even the most user-friendly CFD packages are considerably
more demanding than the expertise required to generate results from an equivalent
analytical model (Li, 2002). Defining appropriate boundary conditions for natural
ventilation and obtaining grid-independent results is a challenging problem; very fine
grid resolution is required across ventilation openings and sources of heat (in order
to resolve thermal plumes), whilst the full domain – an entire room – may be very
large, requiring a coarser gird. The typically high Reynolds numbers associated with
ventilation flows are difficult to replicate in computational models and simulations
of multi-zone buildings may be restricted by the large computational requirement.
It was mentioned previously that, whilst investigating the ventilation of a single
storey connected to an atrium, Ji et al. (2004) demonstrate favourable agreement
between mathematical models, small-scale experiments and CFD simulations. It is
interesting, however, that Ji et al. (2004) conclude with an emphasis on the impor-
tance of a basic understanding of the expected bulk flow, in advance of conducting
a CFD investigation.
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Energy modelling tools
What we refer to here as ‘energy modelling tools’ are computer programs which seek
to incorporate the predicted ventilation performance of a building into a broader
model of the whole-building energy consumption. Probably the most widely used
of such tools is the ‘EnergyPlus’ program (Crawley et al., 2001). A range of other
popular programs are discussed at length by Crawley et al. (2008), wherein it is
described that, because such tools are often designed and distributed by commercial
vendors, they “involve vendor specific jargon [making them] somewhat opaque to the
broader simulation community”. Furthermore, the complete methodology behind
the front end interface is often not clear to the user. For the purpose of meeting the
aims of the current project, energy modelling tools are not suitable. The outcomes of
our research, however, may provide useful information and understanding for users
of energy modelling tools.
Experiential guidelines
The concept of drawing on experience to inform design is very sensible. Guidelines,
based on past experience are, undoubtedly, very useful during the early stages of a
design, for rough calculations and to provide initial estimates.
Design manuals, such as the “AM10” guide (Chartered Institution of Building Ser-
vices Engineers, 2005), are an invaluable resource to practical designers. ‘Natural
Ventilation in Buildings: A Design Handbook’ is a popular textbook, published
“to create specific educational material on the efficient use of passive ventilation”
(Allard, 1998). The text presents a useful guide, to inform the design of naturally
ventilated buildings, and illustrates a number of design techniques, including how
to maximise the benefit from wind and comparison between flow prediction models.
Of the flow prediction models described, however, many are based on the use of em-
pirical constants and tabulated values. Whilst the text does equip the reader with
a range of tools for designing a natural ventilation strategy, extra understanding
is required in terms of how those guidelines were developed and when it might be
appropriate or inappropriate to apply them.
It can be argued that relying on experience to inform future design can limit the
development of novel concepts and suffocate innovation in terms of implementing
radical strategies. For the aims of the current study, namely enhancing understand-
ing and adding to the body of knowledge, relying on experiential guidelines is not a
suitable option.
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2.5 Summary and discussion
Within the initial aim of the project – to investigate buoyancy-driven flows relating
to sustainable building design – there is a broad potential field of study, in which
many contributions could be made, following different avenues of research. In order
to make an informed decision on which topic should form the focus of the research
herein, a review of literature in the field of low-energy ventilation was undertaken.
Through the process of investigating the information presented, a number of areas
were identified in which there is need and opportunity for novel research. These areas
included: development of a novel natural ventilation concept based on the pressure
difference provided by an external wind flow; development of an alternative to the
‘failing atrium’; and, most interestingly, investigating the combination of natural
and mechanical ventilation systems, employed in a hybrid strategy.
In §2.2, some of the main benefits and problems associated with a range of the most
commonly used low-energy ventilation concepts were identified.
It was noted that wind, although unpredictable, may be an underused resource.
Tall chimneys, atria and double skin fac¸ades were described as adaptations of the
same principle, which have been extensively studied in their own right. Night-
purge strategies, automated vents and radiant cooling were discussed, including
their application in combination. Finally, hybrid ventilation strategies, in which
natural and mechanical ventilation systems are combined, were proposed as a more
realistic approximation to typical low-energy ventilation strategies. It was identified
that the fundamental study of hybrid ventilation has received only limited attention,
which has led to a lack of common understanding of hybrid strategies. This provides
significant inspiration for novel research, which will add to the body of literature in
this field.
In section 2.4, a range of analysis methods that are commonly applied to investigate
low-energy ventilation were reviewed.
Being inherently not a flow prediction method, the main application of full-scale
measurements is their use in providing validation of more convenient flow analy-
sis tools. Small-scale physical modelling, particularly the use of colour-dyed saline
solutions in a freshwater environment, has been used extensively to study buoyancy-
driven flows, provides excellent visualisation of the bulk flow and has been compared
favourably with other analysis methods by numerous authors. Mathematical mod-
els, based on simplifying assumptions of the true, physical problem, are particularly
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useful in enabling a broad range of the parameter space to be investigated, thereby
enhancing the general understanding of the problem, whilst also providing solutions
for specific configurations and identifying the key parameters. A number of studies
were described in which the results of CFD analyses compared favourably with ex-
perimental results or mathematical models. For the purposes of the current research,
however, it was considered that a CFD investigation of a specific configuration will
not substantially enhance the fundamental understanding of the problem as a whole.
Experiential guidelines, whilst useful for informing future designs based on past ex-
perience, do not substantially enhance understanding, as no truly new knowledge is
developed.
From this range of analysis methods, the development of simplified mathematical
models emerged as the most promising tool to meet the aim of the current study,
which is to enhance fundamental understanding. The use of small-scale physical
experiments, to complement and validate predictions made using simplified math-
ematical models, has a strong pedigree in the field of buoyancy-driven flows. This
approach, whereby a mathematical model is compared to results from laboratory
experiments, is considered to be very powerful in terms of modelling and predicting
the fluid mechanics of low-energy ventilation.
The idea of investigating hybrid ventilation was inspired following a case-study con-
ducted into the CH2 building in Melbourne, Australia. The building was designed
with a focus on sustainability and many sustainable design concepts were incorpo-
rated. When a fluid mechanic investigation was performed by Hunt (2003), conflicts
were identified where a predominantly natural ventilation flow was augmented by
mechanical forcing of the inflow volume flux, causing ‘cooled air’ to be forced up
a tall chimney into a warmer environment. This effect has not previously been in-
vestigated and there is remarkably little information on hybrid ventilation from a
purely fluid mechanic perspective.
As identified by Li & Heiselberg (2003), hybrid ventilation has received notably
limited attention in the scientific literature. Even in the ten years since the work
of Li & Heiselberg, this void has not been filled. We, therefore, conclude that
investigating the fluid mechanics of hybrid ventilation, through the development of
mathematical models, complemented by a programme of small-scale experiments,
offers great potential in terms of its impact, usefulness and immediate applicability
to sustainable building design. Hybrid ventilation was, thus, selected to form the
focus of the research herein. The rest of this thesis is devoted to enhancing the
understanding of hybrid ventilation.
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Mathematical modelling of
ventilation airflows
This chapter describes the development of a mathematical model which predicts the
ventilation of – specifically the volume flux through – a single, isolated room.
The method described herein, which is applied extensively in later chapters, is based
on tracing changes in static pressure within a ventilated room. This is achieved
through application of the hydrostatic pressure relationship, both inside and outside
the room, and by applying Bernoulli’s theorem along streamlines, which pass through
ventilation openings. The development of a mathematical model, which describes
purely natural ventilation of an isolated room, is used to explain the modelling
approach, including discussion of some of the key assumptions and approximations.
The mathematical model described herein is developed through a similar approach
to that applied by Linden et al. (1990) and Andersen (1995). The formulation herein,
however, focusses more closely on the neutral pressure level, thereby accentuating
its usefulness in characterising a number of results of interest.
In chapter 4, mathematically derived results, based on the model developed in this
chapter, are used to enable comparison of different temperature stratifications within
a ventilated room. In chapter 5, the mathematical model, developed here for purely
natural ventilation, is extended to describe mechanical, and then hybrid ventilation
of a single room.
The approach of developing mathematical models to analyse buoyancy-driven ven-
tilation has been used by numerous previous authors to study a wide range of prob-
lems. Such studies include:
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• Relating localised sources of heat to the resulting two-layer stratification (Lin-
den et al., 1990);
• The influence of distributed sources of heat (Gladstone & Woods, 2001);
• The effect of assisting and opposing wind on a naturally ventilated enclosure
(Hunt & Linden, 2001, 2004);
• The role of a tall atrium on the natural ventilation of an adjoining storey
(Holford & Hunt, 2003);
• The turbulent mixing caused by an inflow impacting the interface of a two-layer
stratification (Coffey & Hunt, 2010);
• Investigation of multiple storeys ventilating into a common atrium (Economi-
dou, 2010; Lynch & Hunt, 2011).
Mathematical models, such as those in the studies listed above, can be derived in a
number of, subtly different, ways. The method described herein is argued to be the
clearest and easiest to justify. For completeness, the formulation is laid out in full
detail.
3.1 Flow through a vent
It is useful to begin by considering a flow of air through an orifice or vent; the flow is
driven by a difference in static pressure across the vent. This situation is illustrated
in figure 3.1, where a single streamline is shown passing through the centre of a
small aspect ratio vent. The aspect ratio is, herein, defined as the ratio of the wall
thickness to the vent diameter. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic, in which dashed lines
represent a streamtube, which bounds the flow through the vent.
As the flow approaches the vent, herein from below, the streamlines converge and
the streamtube narrows. After passing through the vent, the streamlines continue to
converge, for a short distance, then diverge. The horizontal dotted line in figure 3.1
indicates the vena contracta, the plane of minimum streamtube diameter. At the
vena contracta, streamlines are neither converging nor diverging, the result of which
is that, at the vena contracta, the static pressure within the streamtube is equal to
the static pressure outside the streamtube, pd(t) = pe(t), where pd and pe are the
static pressures at points d and e, respectively. This classic result is attributed to
Bernoulli.
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Figure 3.1: Flow through a horizontal vent, driven by a pressure difference across the vent.
A single streamline is shown passing through the centre of the vent (solid line), dashed lines
represent the streamtube, which bounds the flow through the vent. The horizontal, dotted
line represents the vena contracta, the plane of minimum streamtube diameter.
The vent shown in figure 3.1 is orientated horizontally. Whilst the analysis pre-
sented in this section is valid for a vent in any orientation, only horizontal vents are
considered. The reason for focussing on horizontal vents is discussed in section 3.2.
Bernoulli’s theorem states that, in a steady, incompressible, dissipationless flow,
the total pressure along a streamline is constant. Applying this theorem along a
streamline which passes through the vent of figure 3.1, the velocity at the vena
contracta can be related to the difference in static pressure across the vent. Doing
so gives
pb +


1
2
ρ0u
2
b = pd(t) +
1
2
ρ0u
2
d(t), (3.1)
where pb is the static pressure at location b, ρ0 is the density of the air flowing
through the vent and ud is the vertical velocity at the plane of the vena contracta.
The dynamic pressure term on the LHS is eliminated because b is assumed to be far
enough away from the vent that the velocity at b is diminishingly small compared
with ud.
In practice, the separation between the plane of a vent and the vena contrata is
typically small. It is assumed in deriving (3.1) that the vertical separation between
points c and d is negligibly small, so that changes in hydrostatic pressure due to the
vertical height gain between points c and d may be neglected. In other words, for
simplicity, the vena contracta is taken at z = 0. This allows the velocity at the vena
contracta, ud(t) in (3.1), to be expressed solely in terms of the difference in static
pressure across the vent and the density of air flowing through the vent.
Given the high Reynolds numbers expected in ventilation airflows (Re > 103, Linden
(1999)), it is reasonable to assume an approximately uniform velocity profile across
the diameter of the vent or vena contracta. Multiplying the velocity, ud(t), by
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the area of the vena contracta, here denoted a∗, leads to an expression for the
instantaneous volume flux at the vena contracta, Q(t):
ud(t)a
∗ = Q(t). (3.2)
Since no fluid may escape the streamtube, Q(t) is the volume flux through the vent.
Assuming a uniform velocity profile and taking the vena contracta at z = 0 are both
reasonable approximations. It is, however, not reasonable to assume that the total
pressure is constant along a streamline which passes through the vent. For example,
Ward-Smith (1980, p.390) describes the flow past an orifice plate and identifies a
drop in total pressure across the vent as one of the general features of such flows.
In order to account for this loss in total pressure, rather than introducing an addi-
tive pressure loss term in (3.1), common practice – see, for example, Ward-Smith
(1980); Linden et al. (1990); Holford & Hunt (2001) – is to introduce a multiplicative
coefficient in (3.2), whilst replacing a∗ (the area of the vena contracta) with a (the
physical area of the vent). Thus, (3.2) is rewritten as
ud(t)ac = Q(t), (3.3)
where c is a ‘discharge’ coefficient, which accounts directly for the contraction of the
streamtube, but is also used to account indirectly for the loss in total pressure along
a streamline which passes through the vent. This is a convenient simplification,
which ‘mops up’ much of the complicated physics of the flow in the region of the
vent. The discharge coefficient is discussed further in section 6.6, with particular
attention to its value and significance in experimental results.
By substituting (3.3) into (3.1), the volume flux through the vent, Q(t), can be
expressed in terms of the pressure difference ∆p(t) across the vent:
Q2(t)
2a2c2
=
|∆p(t)|
ρ0
, (3.4)
where ∆p(t) = pb(t)−pe(t). In figure 3.1, the direction of flow is shown from bottom
to top, which assumes that pb(t) > pe(t). If, however, pb(t) < pe(t), the flow would
be from top to bottom. As the volume flux term in (3.4) is squared, the modulus of
the pressure term is taken, to account for the possibility that ∆p(t) may be negative.
This analysis of the flow through an open vent, driven by a pressure difference
across the vent, will now be incorporated into a mathematical model for the flow of
air through a ventilated room.
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3.2 A naturally ventilated room
In mathematical modelling, a ventilated room is often simplified, represented by a
rectangular box of height H and floor area S, with horizontal openings of area a1 and
a2 in the floor and ceiling, respectively. Provided that the height of vertical vents
is sufficiently small compared with the room height, changes in hydrostatic pressure
over the height of the vent can be neglected and vertical vents can be approximated
by horizontal vents. Within our mathematical model, horizontal vents in the floor
and ceiling have zero length in the vertical direction.
Variations of temperature, within a room, are also simplified. It is reasonable to
assume that horizontal variations in temperature within a room will be small, com-
pared to variations over the height of the room. That is, a three-dimensional temper-
ature distribution can be reasonably approximated by a horizontally homogeneous
distribution, characterised by a vertical stratification, T (z, t).
A ventilated room is commonly represented by a simple, two-dimensional line draw-
ing; see, for example, figure 1.1. Figure 3.2a shows a sketch of a three-dimensional
room (a rectangular box of height H and floor area S), with vents of area a1 and a2 in
the floor and ceiling, respectively. Figure 3.2b shows the equivalent two-dimensional
line drawing representation. Although only single ventilation openings are shown,
the vent areas, a1 and a2, can represent the total area of multiple vents. Vertical
arrows, passing through ventilation openings, indicate the direction of flow.
(a) (b)
≡
a1
a2
a1
a2
z
Figure 3.2: Schematics of: (a) a three-dimensional room; and (b) its equivalent representa-
tion by a two-dimensional line drawing. Both figures show horizontal vents of area a1 and
a2 in the floor and ceiling, respectively.
Figure 3.3a depicts a room in which the ventilation airflow is purely natural, driven
only by the buoyant warm air within the room. The instantaneous distribution of
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temperature within the room is characterised by the vertical stratification, T (z, t).
The inflow volume flux through the floor-level vent, Q1(t), and the outflow volume
flux through the ceiling-level vent, Q2(t), are also shown.
(a) (b) (c)
Q1(t)
Q2(t)
T (z, t)
z
p(z, t)
Inside
Outside
z
∆p(z, t)
z = znpl(t)
Figure 3.3: Schematics of: (a) a naturally ventilated room with floor-level, inflow volume
flux, Q1(t), ceiling-level, outflow volume flux, Q2(t), and vertical temperature stratification,
T (z, t); (b) the vertical variation in static pressure, p(z, t), inside and outside the room;
and (c) the corresponding vertical variation of pressure difference, ∆p(z, t). The horizontal
dotted line denotes the vertical position of the neutral pressure level, z = znpl(t).
In figure 3.3, schematics are presented of the vertical variation of air pressure, p(z, t),
both inside and outside the room, and the corresponding vertical variation of pres-
sure difference, ∆p(z, t), where
∆p(z, t) = pinside(z, t) − poutside(z). (3.5)
There is no time dependence in the poutside term here. Changes in the conditions
of the external environment (e.g. diurnal fluctuations in the outside air tempera-
ture) typically occur over much longer timescales (>1 hour) than changes in the
conditions inside a ventilated room. Holford & Woods (2007) consider variations in
the temperature of the external environment and link this to the transfer of heat
between air within the room and the thermal mass of the walls, floor and ceiling. In
the current work, no time-variation is considered in the conditions of the quiescent
external environment.
In the development of mathematical models herein, solid surfaces are considered to
be “perfectly insulating” and, hence, we do not consider the transfer of heat to or
from the walls, floor or ceiling. Neglecting heat transfer to the building fabric in this
way limits the applicability of the study, but enables the development of simplified
mathematical models. Whilst the investigation of Holford & Woods (2007), and a
similar investigation by Yam et al. (2003), showed that the transfer of heat to a
building’s thermal mass does play a role in the ventilation, this role is secondary,
when compared to the primary role of the heat input and the size of ventilation
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openings. As this is the first study in which mathematical models have been applied
to investigate hybrid ventilation flows, we focus on the primary factors.
The analysis presented herein is also restricted to an unstratified external environ-
ment, in which the temperature is constant with height. Over the vertical heights
considered in room ventilation (typically < 10m), variations in the temperature of
outside air are negligibly small and are, therefore, not expected to play a role. Since
this would result in additional complexity, without any real gain, vertical variations
in the temperature of the external environment are not considered herein.
So far, the discussion has focussed on characterising the air within a ventilated room
by its vertical temperature profile, T (z, t). In an ideal gas, such as air, temperature
and density can be related by an equation of state. This is covered in detail in §3.3.
It is sufficient here to accept that the temperature of air may be expressed in terms
of its density.
Although ventilation is a dynamic process, typical velocities within a room (away
from ventilation openings) are sufficiently low that the conditions at any instant
in time can be approximated as a quasi-steady equilibrium. This allows changes
in pressure over the height of a ventilated room to be modelled using hydrostatic
relationships. Regardless of the stratification, the change of hydrostatic pressure
with height, in a fluid, depends on the density, ρ(z), of the fluid:
dp
dz
= −ρ(z)g, (3.6)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity. The vertical coordinate, z, is positive
upwards and has its origin at floor-level (figure 3.2). This expression, (3.6), is often
referred to as the hydrostatic pressure relationship (Turner, 1973). On integrating
(3.6), the pressure at a height z is given by
p(z) = p(z = 0)− g
∫ z
0
ρ(z) dz. (3.7)
Based on the assumption of a uniform external environment, there is no variation
in the density of outside air, i.e.
ρoutside(z, t) = ρ0, (3.8)
where ρ0 is the constant density of outside air. Following (3.7), the vertical variation
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in hydrostatic pressure outside the room is, therefore, linear:
poutside(z) = poutside(z = 0)− gρ0z. (3.9)
For a general stratification within a ventilated room, such as that in figure 3.3, the
pressure variation is also general. This comparison, between the pressure variation
inside and outside, is shown in figure 3.3b and figure 3.3c.
The horizontal, dotted line in figure 3.3 illustrates the position of the neutral pressure
level, z = znpl. The neutral pressure level is a horizontal plane over which the air
pressure inside and outside the room are equal. It is also, therefore, the vertical
position at which the pressure difference, ∆p(z), is zero.
By examining the static pressure variations in figure 3.3, it is clear that, below the
neutral pressure level the air pressure inside the room is lower than the air pressure
outside the room. Based on the previous discussion of flow through a vent (§3.1),
this will cause a flow of air into the room through the floor-level vent. Above the
neutral pressure level, the air pressure inside the room is higher than the outside air
pressure at the same height, resulting in outflow through the ceiling-level vent.
In figure 3.4, streamlines are shown, passing through the floor-level and ceiling-
level vents of a naturally ventilated room; arrows denote the direction of flow along
a streamline. Curved, dashed lines and horizontal dotted lines, in the vicinity of
vents, represent the streamtube and the vena contracta, respectively, for that vent
(cf. figure 3.1). This figure will be used to guide the derivation of a mathematical
model, which describes the volume flux through floor-level and ceiling-level vents in
a room with a known temperature stratification. Points b, c, d and e, in figure 3.4,
correspond to the same points in figure 3.1, which was used to describe the volume
flux through an isolated vent.
Point a is on the neutral pressure level, in the external environment. Point f is also
on the neutral pressure level, but within the room. Since a and f are both at the
neutral pressure level, by definition, pa(t) = pf (t).
In figure 3.4, a vertical separation is shown between each vent and the vena contracta
of flow through that vent. As described in section 3.1, since changes in hydrostatic
pressure between the horizontal plane of a vent and the plane of the vena contracta
were negligible, for simplicity, the vena contracta is taken at the plane of the vent.
The vertical separation between the vent and the vena contracta in figure 3.4 is shown
for illustrative purposes only; in terms of the mathematical model development,
points b, c, d and e are all located at z = 0.
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a
b
c
d e
f
z = H
z = znpl(t)
z = 0
Figure 3.4: Schematic of a naturally ventilated room, showing streamlines, which pass
through floor-level and ceiling-level vents. Curved, dashed lines illustrate streamtubes,
which bound the flow of air through each vent. The vena contracta, the plane of mini-
mum streamtube diameter is illustrated by short, horizontal dotted lines which, along with
points b − e, were illustrated previously, in figure 3.1. The position of the neutral pressure
level, z = znpl(t), is denoted by a horizontal, dotted line across the entire figure.
Applying the hydrostatic pressure relationship, (3.7), between points a and b, both
in the external environment,
pb = pa(t)− g
∫ 0
znpl(t)
ρ0 dz = pa(t) + g
∫ znpl(t)
0
ρ0 dz, (3.10)
where the variation with time of the pressure at point a is present because a is
defined as a point on the neutral pressure level and, as will be described in later
sections, the position of the neutral pressure level is not necessarily constant in time.
If the vertical position of the neutral pressure level moves, the pressure at point a
will change. As in §3.1, point b is considered far enough away from the vent that
ub = 0. Applying Bernoulli’s theorem along the streamline which connects points
b and d,
pb +


1
2
ρ0u
2
b = pd(t) +
1
2
ρ0u
2
d(t), (3.11)
noting that, since d and e are both at the plane of the vena contracta, pd(t) = pe(t).
Applying (3.7) between points e and f , which are both in the interior, gives
pf (t) = pe(t)− g
∫ znpl(t)
0
ρ(z, t) dz. (3.12)
Combining (3.10), (3.11) and (3.12), the vertical velocity of flow through the base
vent, here denoted ud, can be related to the density difference between air inside the
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room and air outside:
1
2ρ0u
2
d(t) =
∫ znpl(t)
0
g(ρ0 − ρ(z, t)) dz. (3.13)
Dividing through by ρ0 gives
u2d(t)
2
=
∫ znpl(t)
0
g
ρ0 − ρ(z, t)
ρ0
dz =
∫ znpl(t)
0
g′(z, t) dz, (3.14)
where
g′(z, t) = g
(
ρ0 − ρ(z, t)
ρ0
)
(3.15)
is known as the ‘reduced gravity’.
In order to express the volume flux through the floor-level vent, Q1(t), in terms of
the local buoyancy, expression (3.3),
ud(t) =
Q(t)
ac
,
which was derived to link the volume flux through a vent with the velocity at the
vena contracta, is substituted into (3.14), to give
Q21(t)
2a21c
2
1
=
∫ znpl(t)
0
g′(z, t)dz, (3.16)
where c1 is a loss coefficient, associated with inflow through the floor-level vent.
This reveals that, in buoyancy-driven ventilation, the volume flux through an open,
floor-level, vent is determined only by the geometry of the vent (i.e. its physical
area, a1 and associated losses, c1) and the integral of the reduced gravity, within the
room, below the neutral pressure level.
The reduced gravity, g′(z, t), is a scaled measure of the density difference between
warm air, inside the room, and cooler outside air. Since this characterises how
buoyant the warm air is, g′(z, t) is often referred to as the ‘local buoyancy ’. The
integral of the local buoyancy over a volume is similarly referred to as the ‘net
buoyancy ’ and is given the symbol B.
The net buoyancy below the neutral pressure level, B1(t), can be expressed in terms
of the integral of the local buoyancy, as follows:
B1(t) = S
∫ znpl(t)
0
g′(z, t) dz, (3.17)
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where S is the floor area of the room.
By following a similar method – tracing changes in the hydrostatic pressure from the
neutral pressure level, inside the room, along a streamline through the ceiling-level
vent, and to the neutral pressure level outside – the volume flux through the ceiling-
level vent, Q2(t), can be expressed in terms of the integrated buoyancy between the
neutral pressure level and the ceiling:
Q22(t)
2a22c
2
2
=
∫ H
znpl(t)
g′(z, t)dz, (3.18)
where c2 is a loss coefficient, associated with outflow through the ceiling-level vent.
Expression (3.18) demonstrates that the volume flux through the ceiling-level vent is
determined only by the geometry of the vent and the integral of the local buoyancy
above the neutral pressure level.
The net buoyancy above the neutral pressure level, B2(t), can be expressed, in terms
of the integral of the local buoyancy above the neutral pressure level, as follows:
B2(t) = S
∫ H
znpl(t)
g′(z, t) dz. (3.19)
Comparing expressions, (3.17) and (3.19), which describe the net buoyancy below
and above the NPL, respectively, with expressions (3.16) and (3.18), which describe
the floor-level inflow and ceiling-level outflow volume fluxes, respectively, one can
see that, in buoyancy-driven ventilation, the volume flux through an open vent
is determined solely by the geometry of the vent and the net buoyancy that has
accumulated between that vent and the neutral pressure level.
To satisfy volume conservation, at any instant the inflow and outflow volume fluxes
must be equal, i.e. Q1(t) = Q2(t). Summing (3.16) and (3.18) gives
Q21(t)
2a21c
2
1
+
Q22(t)
a22c
2
2
=
∫ znpl(t)
0
g′(z, t)dz +
∫ H
znpl(t)
g′(z, t)dz, (3.20)
which, on substituting Q1(t) = Q2(t) = QB(t), can be rewritten, in order to express
the buoyancy-driven volume flux through a naturally ventilated room, as
QB(t) = A
∗
(∫ H
0
g′(z, t)dz
)1/2
. (3.21)
The subscript B denotes this as the ‘buoyancy-driven volume flux’ and A∗ is the
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effective vent area, defined as
1
A∗2
=
1
2a21c
2
1
+
1
2a22c
2
2
. (3.22)
This is the same definition of A∗ as used by Linden (1999), although slightly different
to the definition used by Linden et al. (1990). The mathematical development
described herein is similar and equivalent to that of chapter 4 in the AM:10 design
guide (Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers, 2005).
Having developed expressions for the net buoyancies below and above the neutral
pressure level, (3.17) and (3.19), respectively, the net buoyancy in the entire room,
B(t), is given simply by
B(t) = B1(t) + B2(t) = S
∫ H
0
g′(z, t) dz. (3.23)
This analysis does not imply that the occupied zone should be below the neutral
pressure level. Only that the inflow volume flux is driven by the buoyancy, B1,
which has accumulated below the neutral pressure level.
Comparing (3.23), which describes the net buoyancy within a room, with (3.21),
which describes the buoyancy-driven volume flux through a room, one can see that
the buoyancy-driven volume flux is determined by the net buoyancy within the
entire room. The buoyancy-driven volume flux, QB(t), therefore, depends only on
the total buoyancy that has accumulated, not the manner in which that buoyancy
is distributed.
Somewhat counter-intuitively, given the arguments presented in the previous para-
graph, it will be shown in chapter 4 that, in purely natural ventilation, the steady,
buoyancy-driven volume flux actually does depend on the details of the stratifica-
tion. This is because the accumulated net buoyancy at steady state depends on the
details of the stratification within the room.
Although it will not be used until later in the thesis, it is convenient here to introduce
and define the ratio of effective vent areas,
R∗ =
a1c1
a2c2
, (3.24)
which characterises the relative sizes of the floor-level and ceiling-level vents. Val-
ues of R∗ less than 1 indicate relatively smaller vents at floor level than at ceiling
level. Conversely, values of R∗ greater than 1 indicate relatively larger vents at floor
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level than at ceiling level. This is illustrated in figure 3.5, which shows a naturally
ventilated room with (a) R∗ < 1, (b) R∗ = 1 and (c) R∗ > 1.
(a) (b) (c)
a1
a2
R∗ < 1
a1
a2
R∗ = 1
a1
a2
R∗ > 1
z
Figure 3.5: Schematics of a naturally ventilated room with different effective vent area ratios:
(a) R∗ < 1; (b) R∗ = 1; and (c) R∗ > 1.
The discharge coefficients, c1 and c2, appear prominently in the expressions for
the effective vent area, A∗ (3.22), and the ratio of effective vent areas, R∗ (3.24).
This is pertinent for two reasons. Firstly, in chapter 4 and chapter 5, R∗ emerges
as a key parameter in determining the position of the neutral pressure level and
in predicting hybrid ventilation flows. Secondly, experimental results described in
chapter 8 demonstrate the key importance of choosing appropriate values of the
discharge coefficients, c1 and c2; a direct result of their presence in A
∗ and R∗.
3.3 The reduced gravity
The reduced gravity, g′, which was introduced in the previous section as a conse-
quence of the analysis, is a useful form of scaled density difference, which is used
extensively throughout this thesis. Although technically an acceleration, the reduced
gravity characterises the buoyancy of warm air, by scaling the density difference be-
tween warm and cool air, on the constant density of the external environment.
In section 3.2, it was briefly mentioned that the temperature, T , and density, ρ, of
air can be linked by an equation of state. This is often expressed as
p
ρ
= RT, (3.25)
where p is the pressure and R is the universal gas constant (Batchelor, 1967, p.43).
This implies that, in the case of air at constant pressure, temperature is inversely
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proportional to density, and (3.25) can be substituted into the expression for the
reduced gravity, (3.15), allowing us to rewrite the reduced gravity in terms of tem-
peratures:
g′(z, t) = g
(
ρ0 − ρ(z, t)
ρ0
)
= g
(
T (z, t)− T0
T (z, t)
)
. (3.26)
Here, T (z, t) is the vertical stratification of temperature inside the room, and T0 is
the (constant) temperature of air in the outside environment.
For the purposes of building ventilation, the difference in temperature, between
warm and cool air, is typically less than 10K. In the limit of small temperature
differences, the Boussinesq approximation states that “density variations may be
neglected except where they are coupled to the gravitational acceleration” (Spiegel,
1960). In practical terms this implies that, where ∆T = T − T0,
∆T
T
≈
∆T
T0
. (3.27)
Herein, this approximation is employed to express the reduced gravity as
g′(z, t) ≈ g
(
T (z, t)− T0
T0
)
. (3.28)
From (3.28) it can be seen that the reduced gravity – hereinafter referred to as the
local buoyancy – is linearly related to the temperature difference, ∆T . A warm
room, with a large temperature difference, being characterised by large values of the
local buoyancy. In this sense, buoyancy and heat are essentially synonymous.
3.4 The neutral pressure level
Before moving on to investigate the importance of temperature stratification on the
buoyancy-driven ventilation of a room, §3.4 offers some general discussion on the
significance and usefulness of the neutral pressure level in terms of understanding
and, therefore, better managing ventilation airflows. The neutral pressure level,
although used by many authors in the development of mathematical models, has
often been undervalued in terms of its potential for characterising the resulting
ventilation.
Figure 3.3b showed the variation in static pressure within a ventilated room. Above
the neutral pressure level, the air pressure inside the room is higher than the air
pressure outside, whilst below the neutral pressure level, the air pressure inside the
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room is lower than that outside. This is just a different way of stating the definition
of the NPL, but it has interesting implications in terms of the direction of airflow
through open vents. Any vent above the neutral pressure level will have a positive
pressure difference across it and will, therefore, be an outflow vent. Any vent below
the NPL will have a negative pressure difference across it and will, therefore, be an
inflow vent. This is an established result; see, for example, Andersen (1995).
It will be demonstrated in §4.4 that, in natural ventilation, the position of the
neutral pressure level depends only on the geometry of the ventilation openings
and the form of the stratification. In mechanical and hybrid ventilation, however,
the position of the neutral pressure level is also effected by the magnitude of the
mechanically imposed volume flux, which alters the natural pressure distribution.
This forms a major focus of the analyses presented in §5.2 and §5.3.
The vertical position of the neutral pressure level, z = znpl(t), and the net buoy-
ancy below and above the neutral pressure level, B1(t) and B2(t), respectively, are
illustrated in figure 3.6, which depicts a naturally ventilated room with a general,
horizontally homogeneous, stratification. As described in §3.2, the inflow volume
flux is driven by the net buoyancy below the NPL, B1, and the outflow volume flux
is driven by the net buoyancy above the NPL, B2.
Q1(t)
Q2(t)
B1(t)
B2(t)
z = 0
z = znpl(t)
z = H
Figure 3.6: Schematic diagram of a ventilated room, illustrating the net buoyancy below
and above the neutral pressure level, B1(t) and B2(t), respectively.
The NPL concept has been applied to the study of buoyancy-driven ventilation by
many previous authors, although we propose that the true usefulness of an NPL-
based approach may have been underused in the scientific literature. Foster &
Down (1987) rely heavily on the ‘neutral plane’ in order to predict the ventilation of
livestock sheds. For a uniform temperature distribution within the building, Foster
& Down (1987) identify that the position of the neutral plane is independent of the
temperature, although they go on to examine expressions derived by other authors
which (incorrectly) contradict this statement. Andersen (1995) also makes good
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use of the ‘neutral pressure plane’ in single-room ventilation, employing the concept
to explain the effect of changing the ratio of floor-level to ceiling-level vent areas.
Linden (1999) briefly reviews the definition of the ‘neutral level’ and alludes to its
significance in terms of fire safety. If vents are intended to ventilate smoke out in the
case of a fire, those vents must be above the neutral pressure level. Considering vents
at multiple levels in a single room, Fitzgerald & Woods (2004) use the ‘position of
neutral buoyancy’ (the neutral pressure level) to explain that, if a vent is introduced
at mid-height in a room which is stably stratified into two homogeneous layers, the
position of the new vent relative to the neutral pressure level is crucial in determining
the stratification which results.
Each of these studies considers a single, isolated room. The simplest application of
the NPL-based approach is in such single-room problems. In multi-zone problems,
however, the concept becomes slightly more complex, requiring a neutral pressure
level (or indeed multiple neutral pressure levels) for each zone. Herein we consider
a single, isolated room and, hence, do not address such multi-zone problems.
3.5 Summary
This chapter has introduced an approach for developing mathematical models, which
describe the instantaneous natural ventilation of a single, isolated room in which
(buoyant) warm air has accumulated. This was achieved through derivation of the
buoyancy-driven volume flux, QB, in a naturally ventilated room with open vents in
the floor and ceiling. No consideration has yet been given to the manner in which
buoyancy is introduced to the room, the analysis thus far has been concerned only
with a quasi-steady analysis of the instantaneous ventilation.
In §3.4, we elaborated upon the significance of the neutral pressure level. Whilst the
total buoyancy-driven volume flux, QB(t), is determined by the total accumulated
buoyancy within the room, the volume flux through any particular vent, is driven
solely by the net buoyancy between that vent and the neutral pressure level.
In chapter 5, mathematical models will be developed, which extend this basic ap-
proach, in order to describe the mechanical ventilation and, subsequently, the hybrid
ventilation of a single room. Preceding this, chapter 4 expands upon the importance
of the stratification within a room, with particular focus on the steady natural ven-
tilation, which will result from four, particular, simple stratifications.
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The effects of stratification
within a ventilated room
The mathematical model development in chapter 3 considered an instantaneous tem-
perature profile within a ventilated room. In chapter 4, we describe the temperature
stratifications which typically result from localised and distributed heat sources, and
consider the effect of a range of simple stratifications on the steady ventilation of a
room.
Heat inputs to a ventilated room might be in the form of localised heat sources, such
as heat generating equipment, lighting, computers and occupants, or distributed heat
sources, such as solar gains or underfloor heating. In our mathematical model, heat
inputs are characterised by a flux of buoyancy, which can be thought of as a rate of
supply of heat. The buoyancy flux, given the symbol B, is related to the convective
power, P , of a heat source as follows:
B = P
g
ρ0T0Cp
, (4.1)
where ρ0 and T0 are the density and temperature of the air being heated and Cp is
the specific heat capacity of air (Cp = 1005 Jkg
−1K−1) (Batchelor, 1954).
Linden et al. (1990) demonstrated that, in a naturally ventilated room, a localised
source of heat, which gives rise to a turbulent plume, will result in a stable, two-
layer stratification. Gladstone & Woods (2001) demonstrate that, in a room with
high- and low-level vents, a uniformly heated floor generates a ‘well-mixed’ internal
environment. Hunt et al. (2001) experimentally investigated the competing effects
of localised and distributed heat sources on the stratification in a ventilated space.
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Their results showed that if the localised heat flux was greater than approximately
one sixth of the net distributed heat flux, the system tended to form a stable two-
layer stratification; whilst for relatively weaker localised sources, a uniformly well-
mixed interior space was established. Focussing on the natural ventilation of a
single room, Kaye & Hunt (2007) investigated the mathematical modelling of heat
sources, and demonstrated that the ventilation driven by a distributed heat source
is equivalent to that driven by a large (in fact infinite) number of localised sources.
In a subsequent paper, Kaye & Hunt (2010) presented experimental results, which
indicate that “when the area of the source exceeds approximately 15% of the floor
area”, a uniform distribution will result.
Herein, we consider theoretically the steady, natural ventilation which results from
assuming a uniform, or well-mixed, temperature distribution and a stable two-layer
stratification. These are compared with two linear profiles of temperature. We begin
by revisiting the relationship between the local buoyancy, g′, and the net buoyancy,
B. The net buoyancy within a region can be defined as the integral of the local
buoyancy over the volume of the region. Assuming horizontal homogeneity in a
room of height H and floor area S, this can be expressed as
B(t) = S
∫ H
0
g′(z, t) dz, (4.2)
where, as before, z is the vertical coordinate, having its origin at floor level. The
vertical profile of buoyancy, g′(z, t), represents the stratification.
In chapter 3, (3.21) expressed the buoyancy-driven volume flux, QB(t), as a function
of the integrated local buoyancy and the effective vent area, repeated here:
QB(t) = A
∗
(∫ H
0
g′(z, t)dz
)1/2
= A∗
(
B(t)
S
)1/2
. (4.3)
These results, i.e. (4.2) and (4.3), give general expressions for the net buoyancy
within, and the buoyancy-driven volume flux through, a ventilated room, for any
horizontally homogeneous stratification of buoyancy.
4.1 Simple stratifications
In order to assess the effect of different stratifications on the resulting ventilation,
four simple stratifications of temperature are considered. These are:
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• A uniform distribution: the temperature is the same everywhere in the
room;
• A two-layer stratification: a layer of uniformly warm air lies above a layer of
cooler air, the latter at the same temperature as the outside air. The interface
between the layers is at a height h above the floor;
• Linear profile 1: a linear profile of temperature, in which the air tempera-
ture at floor-level is equal to the outside air temperature and the maximum
temperature is at the level of the ceiling;
• Linear profile 2: a linear increase in temperature from a minimum at floor
level (which is warmer than the outside air temperature) to a maximum at
ceiling level.
These four temperature distributions are illustrated in figure 4.1, where a schematic
of each is accompanied by sketches of the local buoyancy profile, g′(z, t), and the
static pressure difference profile, ∆p(z, t). For clarity, no time dependencies are
shown in figure 4.1 as these schematics illustrate a single instant. In the following
analysis, however, time dependencies are reintroduced.
To provide insight into the effectiveness of different stratifications, in terms of pro-
viding ventilation to a room, we compare these four profiles. We examine the net
buoyancy, B, that accumulates within a ventilated room, and the volume flux, QB ,
this buoyancy would drive. The general expressions for the net buoyancy and the
buoyancy-driven volume flux, (4.2) and (4.3), respectively, which were derived above,
are evaluated for each temperature stratification.
Uniform distribution
It is informative to begin with an unstratified, uniformly warm room, in which
the distribution of buoyancy is homogeneous throughout, with value g′u(t). After
simplifying the integral term in (4.2), the net buoyancy is
Bu(t) = Sg
′
u(t)H, (4.4)
the subscript ‘u’ reading ‘uniform’. The volume flux, QB(t), which would be driven
by this net buoyancy is given by
QB,u(t) =
(
A∗2g′u(t)H
)1/2
. (4.5)
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagrams comparing the local buoyancy, g′(z), and the static pressure
difference distribution, ∆p(z), for four simple stratifications. The local buoyancy at the
plane of the outlet vent and the position of the neutral pressure level are marked for each
stratification.
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Two-layer stratification
In a stable, two-layer stratification a layer of uniformly warm air overlies a cooler
layer, the cooler layer is at ambient temperature and the interface between the layers
is at a height h(t) above the floor. The net buoyancy within the room and the volume
flux driven by that buoyancy are given by
Blayer(t) = Sg
′
layer(t)(H − h(t)) (4.6)
and
QB,layer(t) =
(
A∗2g′layer(t)(H − h(t))
)1/2
, (4.7)
respectively, where g′layer(t) is the local buoyancy of the warm layer.
Linear profile 1
Arguably the simplest gradient of buoyancy is a linear profile in which the local
buoyancy at floor level is zero for all time, g′(z = 0, t) = 0, and the maximum local
buoyancy is at ceiling level, g′(z = H, t) = g′z=H(t). The net buoyancy within the
room and the buoyancy-driven volume flux resulting from this linear profile are
Blinear−1(t) = S
g′z=H(t)H
2
(4.8)
and
QB,linear−1(t) =
(
A∗2
g′z=H(t)H
2
)1/2
, (4.9)
respectively.
Linear profile 2
Finally, a linear profile of buoyancy is considered in which the local buoyancy at floor
level is greater than zero and is variable, g′(z = 0, t) = g′z=0(t), and the maximum
local buoyancy is at ceiling level, g′(z = H, t) = g′z=H(t). The net buoyancy within
the room and the volume flux this buoyancy would drive are
Blinear−2(t) = S
g′z=H(t)H
2
(
1 +
g′z=0(t)
g′z=H(t)
)
(4.10)
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and
QB,linear−2(t) =
(
A∗2
g′z=H(t)H
2
(
1 +
g′z=0(t)
g′z=H(t)
))1/2
. (4.11)
The analysis in this section is not an end in itself, but is a necessary step towards
§4.2 and §4.3, in which the expressions are further developed for steady conditions
(§4.2) and, finally, for purely natural ventilation (§4.3). So far the ventilation has
been considered in a quasi-steady sense, which could be applied during the transients
or the steady state. Transient variations, within a ventilated room, typically happen
over a timescale which is sufficiently long that the ventilation can be considered as
a series of ‘quasi-steady’ states. In the following section, the analysis is restricted to
true steady conditions, in which the buoyancy flux into the room is balanced by the
buoyancy flux out. This limits the applicability of the results (to steady conditions),
but enables interesting conclusions to be deduced.
4.2 Steady-state conditions
We consider the steady ventilation of a room subject to a constant heat input,
represented by the input buoyancy flux, B. The precise details of the buoyancy
input are not considered, only that the total buoyancy flux is B and that this
is distributed (vertically and areally) in such a way as to result in the assumed
stratification.
In general, the rate of change of net buoyancy within a ventilated room can be ex-
pressed in terms of the difference between the buoyancy flux into, and the buoyancy
flux out of, the room. The only flux of buoyancy into the room is the source buoy-
ancy flux, B. The only buoyancy flux out of the room is carried by the outflow, and
is given by the product of the total volume flux, Qtot(t), and the local buoyancy of
the outflowing air. Considering inflow at floor level and outflow at ceiling level, the
local buoyancy of outflowing air is the local buoyancy at ceiling level, g′(z = H, t);
thus, where B(t) is the net buoyancy at any instant,
dB
dt
= B −Qtot(t)g
′(z = H, t). (4.12)
When a steady state is reached, there will be no change in time of the net buoyancy,
so that, using the subscript ‘ss’ to denote steady-state,
dBss
dt
= B −Qtot,ssg
′
ss(z = H) (4.13)
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and, since dBss/dt = 0,
g′ss(z = H) =
B
Qtot,ss
. (4.14)
This expression, (4.14), describes the steady balance between the buoyancy flux into
and the buoyancy flux out of a room. The notation for the total outflow volume
flux, Qtot, is used here to be consistent with the notation employed in later chapters
when considering hybrid ventilation.
In a uniformly warm room, the local buoyancy is the same throughout the room,
therefore, g′(z = H) = g′u. In a two-layer stratification, the local buoyancy at
ceiling-level is the local buoyancy in the warm layer, g′(z = H) = g′layer. In both
linear profiles, g′(z = H) = g′z=H .
If g′(z = H) in (4.14) is replaced with the appropriate local buoyancy of the out-
flow for each stratification (as defined in the previous paragraph), (4.14) can be
substituted into (4.4), (4.6), (4.8) and (4.10), in order to rewrite the net buoyancy
expressions, eliminating the local buoyancy in each case. This gives
Bu,ss = S
BH
Qtot,ss
, (4.15)
Blayer,ss = S
BH
Qtot,ss
(
1−
h
H
)
, (4.16)
Blinear−1,ss = S
BH
Qtot,ss
(
1
2
)
(4.17)
and
Blinear−2,ss = S
BH
Qtot,ss
(
1
2
)(
1 +
g′z=0
g′z=H
)
, (4.18)
for the uniform distribution, two-layer stratification and linear profiles 1 and 2,
respectively.
By comparing (4.15) - (4.18), one can see that there is a common term, namely
SBH/Qtot,ss, which is equal to the uniform net buoyancy, Bu,ss. This common
terms implies that, regardless of the stratification, the net buoyancy within the room
at steady state increases with floor area, S, room height, H, and input buoyancy
flux, B; but decreases with total steady volume flux, Qtot,ss.
So far, this analysis has not been restricted to passive, mechanical or hybrid ven-
tilation; expressions (4.15) - (4.18) can be applied whether Qtot,ss is the natural,
buoyancy-driven volume flux, a fixed volume flux due to a mechanical fan or some
combination of the two, as it will be in hybrid ventilation. In mechanical ventilation,
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the volume flux is fixed over some period; thus, Qtot,ss and, hence, Bss are known
a priori. In natural ventilation and in hybrid ventilation, however, the volume flux
will be not generally be known, but can be deduced as a function of the buoyancy.
If the total volume flux were the same for all stratifications, as it might be in
mechanical ventilation, a uniform stratification always results in the greatest net
buoyancy at steady state. This can be rationalised by considering that, for a constant
input buoyancy flux, B, and a constant ventilation volume flux, the steady local
buoyancy of outflowing air, g′(z = H) = B/Qtot,ss, is predetermined, regardless of
the stratification, i.e. g′u = g
′
layer = g
′
z=H,linear−1 = g
′
z=H,linear−2.
In contrast, for mechanically fixed volume flux settings which differ between the
stratifications, a situation could be created wherein the net buoyancy is equal for all
stratifications, i.e. Bu,ss = Blayer,ss = Blinear−1,ss = Blinear−2,ss.
These situations are possible when the total ventilation volume flux, Qtot,ss, can be
mechanically controlled. In purely natural ventilation, the total volume flux is a
function of the net buoyancy, B(t), and, hence, is not known a priori. In order to
understand the effect of stratification on the purely natural ventilation of a room,
we must explore the buoyancy-driven volume flux, QB .
4.3 Purely natural ventilation
We now focus our analysis on purely natural ventilation at steady state. In steady
natural ventilation, the total volume flux is given by the steady value of the buoyancy-
driven volume flux, Qtot,ss = QB,ss. The buoyancy-driven volume flux was expressed
in terms of the net buoyancy in (4.3) on page 72. Substituting (4.3) into (4.15) -
(4.18), with steady values, the net buoyancy in natural ventilation can be expressed
in terms of the input buoyancy flux and the geometry of the room; thus eliminating
the unknown total volume flux, Qtot,ss. This leaves
BN,u = S
(
BH
A∗
)2/3
, (4.19)
BN,layer = S
(
BH
A∗
)2/3(
1−
h
H
)2/3
, (4.20)
BN,linear−1 = S
(
BH
A∗
)2/3(1
2
)2/3
(4.21)
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and
BN,linear−2 = S
(
BH
A∗
)2/3(1
2
)2/3(
1 +
g′z=0
g′z=H
)2/3
, (4.22)
where the subscript ‘N ’ is used to denote these as steady ‘natural ventilation’ ex-
pressions and the subscript ‘ss’ has been dropped.
Figure 4.2 shows (a) the variation of BN,layer with h/H and (b) the variation of
BN,linear−2 with g
′
z=0/g
′
z=H . Net buoyancies are scaled on BN,u, the net buoyancy
for a uniform distribution. Since the scaled values never exceed unity, it is clear that,
for the same room geometry and source buoyancy flux, BN,u will always be greater
than BN,layer and BN,linear−2. This conclusion can also be found from inspection of
the relevant expressions, (4.19) - (4.22). For comparison, BN,linear−1 is also shown
on both plots, although there is, obviously, no variation of BN,linear−1 with either
h/H or g′z=0/g
′
z=H .
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Figure 4.2: The accumulated net buoyancy in steady natural ventilation. (a) BN,layer
plotted as a function of warm layer height, h/H ; and (b) BN,linear−2 plotted as a function
of the local buoyancy ratio, g′z=0/g
′
z=H . The net buoyancy for each stratification is scaled on
BN,u, the accumulated net buoyancy for a uniform distribution. Dashed lines correspond
to the two-layer stratification (4.20), dotted lines to linear profile 1 (4.21) and dash-dotted
lines to linear profile 2 (4.22).
Similarly, the steady natural ventilation volume flux can also be expressed without
reference to the local buoyancy, g′. This gives
QN,u =
(
A∗2BH
)1/3
, (4.23)
QN,layer =
(
A∗2BH
)1/3(
1−
h
H
)1/3
, (4.24)
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QN,linear−1 =
(
A∗2BH
)1/3(1
2
)1/3
(4.25)
and
QN,linear−2 =
(
A∗2BH
)1/3 (1
2
)1/3(
1 +
g′z=0
g′z=H
)1/3
. (4.26)
These natural ventilation volume fluxes are deliberately defined separately from the
buoyancy-driven volume flux expressions, which were discussed in section 4.1. The
buoyancy-driven volume flux, QB(t), is the volume flux that would be driven by the
actual net buoyancy that has accumulated within the room. As such, the buoyancy-
driven volume flux may change during the transients, although it will, of course, be
constant once a steady state is reached. The natural ventilation volume flux, QN ,
is the volume flux which would result if the ventilation were left to evolve to its
natural steady state. In natural ventilation, therefore, QN = QB,ss. In mechanical
or hybrid ventilation, however, in general QN 6= QB,ss.
In figure 4.3, the solutions (4.24), (4.25) and (4.26) are plotted to illustrate the vari-
ation of QN with warm layer height, h/H and ratio of local buoyancies, g
′
z=0/g
′
z=H .
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Figure 4.3: The natural ventilation volume flux, QN . (a) QN,layer plotted as a function of
warm layer height, h/H ; and (b) QN,linear−2 plotted as a function of the local buoyancy
ratio, g′z=0/g
′
z=H . The volume flux for each stratification is scaled on QN,u, the natural
ventilation volume flux resulting from a uniform distribution. Dashed lines correspond to
the two-layer stratification (4.24), dotted lines to linear profile 1 (4.25) and dash-dotted lines
to linear profile 2 (4.26).
Natural ventilation volume fluxes for each stratification are scaled on QN,u (4.23),
the result for a uniform distribution. Figure 4.3 shows that, for all stratifications,
the natural ventilation volume flux is less than it would be in a uniform distribution.
We note that, for h/H = 0.5, a two-layer stratification and linear profile 1 result in
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identical net buoyancy and identical natural ventilation volume flux.
To illustrate the variation of the natural ventilation volume flux, QN , with source
buoyancy flux, B, in a typical small office, figure 4.4 plots the dimensional solutions
from (4.23) - (4.26), for a room of height H = 3m, floor area S = 40m2, and effective
vent area A∗ = 0.15m2. These values are typical of a small office, as is the chosen
range of source buoyancy flux; at an air temperature of 20◦C, a buoyancy flux of
B = 0.03m4s−3 corresponds approximately to a heat input of 1kW. For the two-layer
stratification, the warm layer height is taken as h = 2m, and for linear profile 2, the
ratio of local buoyancies is taken as g′z=0/g
′
z=H = 0.5, implying that the temperature
difference, between warm inside air and cooler outside air, at ceiling level is twice
the temperature difference at floor level.
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Linear profile 2, g′z=0/g
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Figure 4.4: The natural ventilation volume flux, QN , in units of air changes per hour (ACH),
plotted as a function of the input buoyancy flux, B, for purely natural ventilation of a typical
small office: H = 3m, S = 40m2 and A∗ = 0.15m2. The uniform distribution, two-layer
stratification, linear profile 1 and linear profile 2 curves, are the solutions (4.23), (4.24),
(4.25) and (4.26), respectively. The units of QN have been converted from m
3s−1 to ACH
solely for the purposes of this plot.
The solid line, representing a uniform distribution, lies above the two-layer and
linear profile curves for all values of the source buoyancy flux (which represents heat
input). Whilst specific values were required in order to plot solutions (4.23) - (4.26),
the basic trends exhibited in figure 4.4 would be the same, regardless of the choice
of H, S, A∗ and B.
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We have considered the effect of different stratifications on the net buoyancy within
and the buoyancy-driven volume flux through a ventilated room. A uniform dis-
tribution results in the simplest mathematical expressions, the largest accumulated
net buoyancy and the largest natural ventilation volume flux. The uniform distribu-
tion, therefore, emerges as an excellent base or reference case, on which to scale the
results of other stratifications. This conclusion is strengthened when examining the
form of expressions for the net buoyancy, (4.19) – (4.22), and the natural ventilation
volume flux, (4.23) – (4.26). Each of the expressions for stratified distributions, can
be rewritten as a simple function of the expression for a uniform distribution.
In §4.4, the effect of these stratifications on the position of the neutral pressure
level is discussed, with a view to using the position of the neutral pressure level to
compare different stratifications.
4.4 The neutral pressure level
This section investigates the role of the neutral pressure level in characterising differ-
ent stratifications within a ventilated room. In a similar format to previous sections,
general expressions will be further developed for the case of purely natural ventila-
tion, enabling interesting conclusions to be deduced. The mathematical development
in this section is based on replacing the general integral term in (3.16), from page 64,
with an expression which is specific to each stratification.
Uniform distribution
For a uniform buoyancy distribution, the integral of the local buoyancy below the
neutral pressure level can be written in terms of the uniform local buoyancy, g′u, and
the position of the neutral pressure level, znpl,u:
∫ znpl,u(t)
0
g′u(z, t)dz = g
′
u(t)znpl,u(t). (4.27)
Substituting this into (3.16), the position of the neutral pressure level can be ex-
pressed in terms of the ceiling-level inflow volume flux, Q1, as
Q21(t)
2a21c
2
1
= g′u(t)znpl,u(t). (4.28)
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This expression is valid regardless of the mechanism of ventilation and, thus, holds
for natural ventilation, mechanical ventilation with a fixed outflow volume flux and
hybrid ventilation with a fixed extract or a fixed supply volume flux.
After multiplying through by A∗2H, and replacing Q1(t) = QB,u(t), (4.28) becomes
Q2B,u(t)
A∗2
2a21c
2
1
H = A∗2g′u(t)Hznpl,u(t). (4.29)
It was shown by (4.5) that for a uniform distribution, QB,u(t) =
(
A∗2g′u(t)H
)1/2
,
leaving
A∗2
2a21c
2
1
H = znpl,u(t). (4.30)
It can easily be shown that,
A∗2
2a21c
2
1
≡
1
1 +R∗2
, (4.31)
where the effective vent area ratio R∗ = a1c1/a2c2, as defined in §3.2. Substituting
this into (4.30) the position of the neutral pressure level, for natural ventilation with
a uniform buoyancy distribution, can be expressed as
znpl,u(t)
H
=
1
1 +R∗2
. (4.32)
It is apparent in (4.32) that there are no time-dependent terms on the RHS and,
therefore, znpl,u is time-independent. For a uniform buoyancy distribution, the posi-
tion of the neutral pressure level in natural ventilation is not time-dependent, neither
does it depend on the magnitude of the local buoyancy, g′u. In other words, as the
room heats up (so g′u increases) or cools (so g
′
u falls), the position of the neutral
pressure level remains unchanged and is set only by the room height, H, and the
ratio of effective vent areas, R∗.
Two-layer stratification
When a stable stratification is present, the distribution of buoyancy within the room
alters; this results in relatively more buoyancy higher in the room and relatively less
buoyancy closer to the floor, when compared with a uniform distribution. For any
stable stratification, the position of the neutral pressure level is, therefore, expected
to be higher in the room (closer to the ceiling) than it would be for a uniform
distribution of buoyancy. The implication of this, in terms of room ventilation, is
that open vents near the middle of the room which were above the neutral pressure
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level and, hence, were outflow vents in a uniform distribution, may become inflow
vents in a two-layer stratification, if the NPL is now above them.
For a two-layer stratification, the inflow volume flux, Q1(t), can be expressed in
terms of the position of the neutral pressure level, znpl,layer(t), as
Q21(t)
2a21c
2
1
= g′layer(t) (znpl,layer(t)− h(t)) , (4.33)
which, after multiplying through by A∗2(H − h(t)), becomes
Q21(t)
A∗2
2a21c
2
1
(H − h(t)) = A∗2g′layer(t)(H − h(t)) (znpl,layer(t)− h(t)) . (4.34)
In natural ventilation, the volume flux through any vent is the buoyancy-driven
volume flux, QB(t). For a two-layer stratification, the buoyancy-driven volume flux
was defined in (4.7). This gives Q1(t) = QB,layer(t) =
(
A∗2g′u(H − h(t))
)1/2
and,
after some manipulation,
1
1 +R∗2
=
znpl,layer(t)
H −
h(t)
H
1− h(t)H
, (4.35)
or equivalently,
znpl,layer(t)
H
=
1
1 +R∗2
(
1−
h(t)
H
)
+
h(t)
H
. (4.36)
Unlike the uniform distribution, (4.32), in a two-layer stratification the vertical
position of the neutral pressure level may change in time, as the height of the warm
layer h(t), adjusts toward its steady position. Despite this, there is no dependence
on the local buoyancy in the warm layer, only its depth. We note that znpl,layer,
(4.36), reduces to znpl,u, (4.32), in the limit of h(t) = 0, i.e. as the warm layer fills
the entire room, the two-layer stratification becomes a uniform distribution.
The dependence of znpl,layer on the warm layer height is interesting. One of the key
findings of Linden et al. (1990) was that, in natural ventilation, the steady-state
height of the warm layer, hss, is solely a function of the room height, H, and the
effective vent area, A∗. This implies that although (4.36) has a dependence on the
interface height, h(t), since the interface height in steady natural ventilation depends
only upon H and A∗, znpl,layer,ss becomes solely a function of R
∗, H and A∗, i.e. a
function only of the geometry of the room.
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Linear profile 1
When considering a linear profile, one might expect the expressions which describe
the position of the neutral pressure level to become more complicated. For linear
profile 1, in which the local buoyancy at the level of the floor is zero, however, this
is not the case.
As in previous sections, the inflow volume flux, Q1(t), is expressed in terms of the
local buoyancy and the position of the neutral pressure level:
Q21(t)
2a21c
2
1
=
g′z=H(t)z
2
npl,linear−1(t)
2H
. (4.37)
Multiplying through by A∗2H and substituting Q1(t) = QB,linear−1(t) (see (4.9)),
after some manipulation the local buoyancy term, g′z=H(t), disappears, and the
position of the neutral pressure level, znpl,linear−1, can again be expressed solely in
terms of the ratio of effective vent areas:
znpl,linear−1
H
=
(
1
1 +R∗2
)1/2
. (4.38)
Comparing (4.38) with (4.32), which described a uniform distribution, the RHS
term being raised to the power of one half in (4.38) indicates that znpl,linear−1 is less
sensitive to changes in the effective vent area ratio than znpl,u.
Linear profile 2
The final stratification considered here is a linear profile of buoyancy from a min-
imum at floor level, g′z=0, to a maximum at ceiling level, g
′
z=H . As previously, we
evaluate the integral term in (3.16), in order to express the inflow volume flux, Q1(t),
in terms of the neutral pressure level:
Q21(t)
2a21c
2
1
= g′z=0(t)znpl,linear−2(t) +
(g′z=H(t)− g
′
z=0(t))z
2
npl,linear−2(t)
2H
. (4.39)
Multiplying through by A∗2H and substituting the buoyancy-driven volume flux
for linear profile 2, (4.11), in order to eliminate Q1(t), the neutral pressure level in
natural ventilation can be expressed in terms of the effective vent area ratio, R∗,
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and the ratio of the local buoyancies at floor-level and ceiling-level:
znpl,linear−2(t)
H
[
znpl,linear−2(t)
H
(
1−
g′z=0(t)
g′′z=H(t)
)
+ 2
g′z=0(t)
g′z=H(t)
]
=
1
1 +R∗2
(
1 +
g′z=0(t)
g′z=H(t)
)
. (4.40)
In a steady state, the value of the maximum local buoyancy, g′z=H , is determined
from the balance of buoyancy flux into and out of the room (i.e. by conservation of
buoyancy flux). With g′z=0 = 0, (4.40) reduces to (4.38), i.e. linear profile 1. With
g′z=0 = g
′
z=H , (4.40) reduces to (4.32), a uniform distribution. The neutral pressure
level expressions for the previous three stratifications gave znpl/H explicitly. In
(4.40), however, we have a quadratic in znpl,linear−2/H, which has one physical and
one non-physical root.
In figure 4.5, solutions (4.32), (4.36), (4.38) and (4.40) are plotted to illustrate the
variation of znpl/H with (a) warm layer height, h/H, and (b) local buoyancy ratio,
g′z=0/g
′
z=H . For all lines in figure 4.5, R
∗ = 1. The dependence of the solutions on
R∗ is illustrated in figure 4.6. It is clear that, for a two-layer stratification, for linear
profile 1 and for linear profile 2, znpl/H is always higher in the room (closer to the
ceiling) than for a uniform distribution.
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Figure 4.5: The position of the neutral pressure level, znpl/H . (a) znpl,layer/H plotted as
a function of warm layer height, h/H ; and (b) znpl,linear−2/H , plotted as a function of the
local buoyancy ratio, g′z=0/g
′
z=H . Solid lines correspond to a uniform distribution (4.32),
dashed lines correspond to the two-layer stratification (4.36), dotted lines represent linear
profile 1 (4.38) and dash-dotted lines represent linear profile 2 (4.40).
During the discussion of figures 4.2 and 4.3 it was identified that, for h/H = 0.5 the
two-layer stratification and linear profile 1 resulted in identical net buoyancy and
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natural ventilation volume flux. Interestingly, this does not imply that the neutral
pressure levels are identical, indeed from figure 4.5 it can be seen that they are not.
The height of the warm layer for which the neutral pressure level in a two-layer
stratification is equal to that of linear profile 1 depends on the effective vent area
ratio, and can be found by equating (4.36) and (4.38).
In figure 4.6, solutions (4.32), (4.36), (4.38) and (4.40) are plotted to illustrate the
dependence of the neutral pressure level on the ratio of effective vent areas, R∗.
Values of R∗ < 1 represent a room in which the ceiling-level (outflow) vent is larger
than the floor-level (inflow) vent. Conversely, R∗ > 1 implies that the floor-level
vent is larger. Figure 4.6 shows that increases in R∗ tend to decrease znpl/H (i.e.
move the neutral pressure level towards the floor), regardless of the stratification.
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Figure 4.6: The position of the neutral pressure level, znpl/H , plotted as a function of the
effective vent area ratio, R∗, in steady natural ventilation. The uniform distribution, two-
layer stratification, linear profile 1 and linear profile 2 curves, are solutions (4.32), (4.36),
(4.38) and (4.40), respectively.
For a uniform buoyancy distribution, figure 4.6 demonstrates that znpl/H is symmet-
rical about R∗ = 1, i.e. for R∗ = 0.5, znpl/H = 0.8 and for R
∗ = 2, znpl/H = 0.2.
The figure also shows that the neutral pressure level in a stratified room is always
higher in the room than it would be for a uniform distribution. A two-layer strat-
ification is represented by a dashed line, which plots (4.36) with h/H = 2/3. The
effect of this stratification is to ‘squash’ the uniform distribution result into the top
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third of the plot, i.e. the variation with R∗ takes the same form but, whilst for a
uniform distribution it was bounded by z = 0 and z = H, in a two-layer system it
is bounded by z = h and z = H.
As we know from comparing (4.38) and (4.32), (znpl,linear−1/H) = (znpl,u/H)
1/2;
figure 4.6 illustrates that this results in the position of the neutral pressure level
in linear profile 1 being less sensitive to changes in R∗, when compared to a uni-
form distribution. Linear profile 1 and a uniform distribution are limiting cases of
linear profile 2, with g′z=0/g
′
z=H = 0 and g
′
z=0/g
′
z=H = 1, respectively. Figure 4.6
plots linear profile 2 with g′z=0/g
′
z=H = 0.5 and, as expected, this lies between the
uniform distribution and linear profile 1 lines. Increasing g′z=0/g
′
z=H will tend to
shift znpl,linear−2/H down, towards the (limiting) uniform distribution line. Since
variations in temperature over the height of a room are likely to be small relative
to the temperature difference between inside and outside air, it is expected that
g′z=0/g
′
z=H & 0.5 and, hence, linear profile 2 is reasonably approximated by a uni-
form distribution.
Very large and very small values of R∗ are of limited practical interest. Through-
out this thesis, 0.5 < R∗ < 2 is considered to be a reasonable range. The range
0.1 < R∗ < 10 is shown here in order to illustrate the trends.
Given the analysis herein, it is proposed that the neutral pressure level be used to
characterise the stratification within a ventilated room. For example, the ratio
β =
H − znpl
H − znpl,u
, (4.41)
is a measure of where in the room the buoyancy is concentrated. For a given net
buoyancy, B, any stable stratification will result in relatively more buoyancy higher
in the room than in an uniform distribution. The neutral pressure level in a strat-
ified room will, therefore, be closer to the ceiling than the neutral pressure level
in a uniform temperature room. If the analysis is limited to stable temperature
stratifications (i.e. stratifications in which the temperature increases with z) then
the maximum value of β = 1 is obtained for a uniform temperature distribution.
For any other stratification, β < 1. Values of β < 0 are not possible in a stable
stratification.
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The expected stratification in a real room
The convective motion above sources of heat, such as those in a ventilated room,
can be characterised by a Rayleigh number, Ra, a relative measure of the buoyancy,
which is driving the fluid motion, compared to the dissipative effects of viscosity
and diffusion, which tend to inhibit the buoyancy-driven motion. Specifically, the
Rayleigh number characterises whether convection or diffusion is the main mecha-
nism by which buoyancy is transported and whether the convection will be laminar
or turbulent. Following Turner (1973), the Rayleigh number is defined as
Ra =
g′H3
νκ
, (4.42)
where H is the vertical length scale of interest (in our case the room height), ν is
the kinematic viscosity and κ is the coefficient of diffusion, sometimes called the
diffusivity. The coefficient of diffusion for heat in air is not generally tabulated, and
must be calculated as
κ =
λ
ρCp
, (4.43)
where λ is the thermal conductivity (sometimes confusingly referred to as the diffu-
sivity of heat in air), ρ is the density of the air and Cp is the specific heat capacity.
The thermal conductivity of dry air at 290K can be found from Kaye & Laby (1995)
as λ = 0.025Wm−1K−1, which leads to κ = 2.1×10−5m2s−1. For a 1kW heat source
at floor level in a 3m tall room, replacing g′ = g′N in (4.42) (where g
′
N is the local
buoyancy in a naturally ventilated room, defined later in §5.1), gives
Ra ≈ 2× 109. (4.44)
This Rayleigh number is sufficiently high to ensure that the floor-level heating is
expected to drive fully-turbulent convection. Combined with an areally distributed
heat source, this turbulent convection is expected to create a well-mixed, approxi-
mately uniform temperature interior.
4.5 Summary
Through analysis of four simple stratifications, it has been shown, for purely natural
ventilation, that the magnitude of the steady net buoyancy within a ventilated room,
BN , and the steady natural ventilation volume flux, QN , are strongly influenced by
the distribution of buoyancy within the space (i.e. the stratification).
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In section 4.2 it was established that, for a given heat input represented by a con-
stant buoyancy flux B, a uniform temperature distribution results in the greatest
accumulated net buoyancy at steady state and, hence, the largest buoyancy-driven
volume flux through the room. In §4.3, our model was developed for purely natural
ventilation, again demonstrating that a uniform distribution results in the greatest
accumulated buoyancy, BN , and the largest natural ventilation volume flux, QN . It
can, therefore, be argued that, the most effective ventilation (in terms of the largest
buoyancy-driven volume flux) is achieved with a uniform distribution of buoyancy.
This was the conclusion of Gladstone & Woods (2001), who studied the two-layer
and uniform temperature distributions resulting from point and areal sources of
heat, respectively. In contrast, Coffey & Hunt (2007) show that, according to their
efficiency measures, a stratified environment generally results in higher ventilation
efficiency. It has also been demonstrated herein that expressions for the net buoy-
ancy, the buoyancy-driven volume flux, the natural ventilation volume flux and the
position of the neutral pressure level, for two-layer or linear stratifications, can be
rewritten as simple functions of the relevant expression for a uniform distribution.
In §4.4, it was shown that for any stable stratification, the neutral pressure level
will always be higher in the room than it would be for a uniform distribution, and
that increasing the effective vent area ratio, R∗, moves znpl downwards (towards the
floor), for all stratifications considered.
Having examined different stratifications within a ventilated room and having con-
sidered the implications of assuming a particular stratification, it is considered ap-
propriate for this, first order, investigation into hybrid ventilation to consider only
a single stratification in the development of new mathematical models. Since a
uniform distribution is the simplest to consider, may be the most effective type
of ventilation, and, based on the Rayleigh number analysis, reasonably represents
the expected temperature profile in a real room with a distributed heat source, the
analysis is here forward restricted to an entirely unstratified, uniform temperature
distribution. This significantly simplifies the mathematical modelling described in
chapter 5, the entirety of which is based on a uniform distribution of buoyancy. A
stratification of buoyancy will be revisited in chapters 7 and 8, in the description of
experimental results.
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Theoretical developments
This chapter focusses on the development of mathematical models which describe
the steady mechanical and hybrid ventilation of a single, isolated room.
In chapter 3, the mathematical framework used to develop expressions for the volume
flux through a ventilated room was described. This framework is based on relating
the velocity of airflow through a vent to static pressure differences and, hence, to
the local and net buoyancy. Similar models have been applied extensively to study
a variety of natural ventilation problems.
In chapter 4, the role of temperature stratification was discussed. Four simple strat-
ifications were considered and the net buoyancy and buoyancy-driven volume flux
resulting from these stratifications compared. It emerged that, in terms of the NPL,
a linear temperature profile can be reasonably approximated by a uniform distribu-
tion, and that a uniform distribution is a sensible base case, on which to scale other
results. It was concluded at the end of chapter 4 that the analysis there forward
should be restricted to a uniform temperature distribution, i.e. in which there is no
variation of temperature over the room height.
In this chapter, since the analysis is entirely restricted to a uniform distribution, for
convenience of nomenclature, the subscript ‘u’, which was used in previous chapters
to denote ‘uniform’, will be dropped. Additionally, this chapter is limited to investi-
gating steady ventilation, in which fluxes (of volume and buoyancy) into and out of
the room are balanced. Again for convenience of nomenclature, the subscript ‘ss’,
which was used in previous chapters to denote ‘steady-state’, is also dropped. All
quantities are steady unless explicitly stated otherwise.
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5.1 Comparing natural, mechanical and hybrid ventila-
tion
We begin by considering the purely natural ventilation of a room in which the
supply of heat is represented by a distributed buoyancy flux, B. Figure 5.1a shows
a schematic of a naturally ventilated room, within which the temperature of air is
represented by the uniform local buoyancy, g′. A uniform distribution of buoyancy
results in a linear variation in the static pressure difference, ∆p(z), as shown in
figure 5.1b. Figure 5.1b also illustrates the relative magnitudes of the floor-level
and ceiling-level pressure differences (|∆p|z=0 and |∆p|z=H , respectively), and the
position of the neutral pressure level, z = znpl.
(a) (b)
Q1
Q2
g′
z
∆p(z)
z = znpl
|∆p|z=0
|∆p|z=H
Figure 5.1: Schematics of: (a) a naturally ventilated room; and (b) the corresponding
variation of static pressure difference, ∆p(z). Curly arrows emanating from the floor of the
room represent heat rising from a distributed floor-level heat source.
At steady state, the buoyancy flux supplied to the room is exactly matched by the
buoyancy flux lost from the room, carried by the outflow. This can be expressed as
B = Qtotg
′, (5.1)
where Qtot is the total outflow volume flux and g
′ is the uniform local buoyancy of
air in the room and, hence, the local buoyancy of outflowing air.
For a naturally ventilated room, the total outflow volume flux at steady state is the
natural ventilation volume flux, Qtot = QN . The steady natural ventilation volume
flux was deduced in §4.3 and is repeated here for convenience:
QN =
(
A∗2BH
)1/3
. (5.2)
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Substituting (5.1) into (5.2), the uniform local buoyancy at steady state in a natu-
rally ventilated room is
g′N =
(
B2
A∗2H
)1/3
. (5.3)
The natural ventilation volume flux, QN , and the resulting local buoyancy, g
′
N ,
depend only on the input buoyancy flux, B, the height of the room, H, and the
geometry of the vents – via the effective vent area, A∗(see (3.22)). Purely natural
ventilation is a convenient benchmark, or reference, against which to compare me-
chanical and hybrid ventilation. For this reason, QN and g
′
N will be used throughout
this chapter to scale volume fluxes and local buoyancies, respectively.
When a supply or extract fan is present, as in mechanical or hybrid ventilation,
the total outflow volume flux is not simply the buoyancy-driven volume flux and,
in general, Qtot 6= QN . As shown in the analyses later in this chapter (§5.3), the
total outflow volume flux in hybrid ventilation can be expressed as a function of
the natural ventilation volume flux, QN , the fan-driven volume flux, QF , and the
effective vent area ratio, R∗; i.e.
Qtot = f (QN , QF , R
∗) . (5.4)
The ratio of local buoyancies, g′/g′N , is a useful measure of the relative effectiveness of
a mechanical or hybrid ventilation system, compared to purely natural ventilation
of the same room, subject to the same input buoyancy flux. Regardless of the
mechanism of ventilation (natural, mechanical or hybrid), under steady conditions
the buoyancy fluxes into and out of a ventilated room must be identical. This
allows us to write B = QNg
′
N and B = Qtotg
′, where g′ and Qtot are the steady local
buoyancy and the steady volume flux in a mechanically or hybrid ventilated room.
It can then easily be shown that
g′
g′N
=
QN
Qtot
, (5.5)
which implies that, provided the total volume flux through the room has been in-
creased compared to a naturally ventilated room (i.e. Qtot > QN ), then g
′/g′N < 1
and the ventilation, in terms of this measure, has been enhanced; smaller g′/g′N
denoting greater enhancement. Later in this chapter, (5.5) will be used to compare
the effectiveness of a range of mechanical and hybrid ventilation strategies. The
total ventilation volume flux, Qtot, will change depending on the type of ventilation
being considered. In mechanical ventilation the total volume flux is, simply, the
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mechanically fixed volume flux, Qtot = QF .
Section 5.2 focusses on the development of mathematical models which describe the
mechanical ventilation of a room at a fixed volume flux, QF . Section 5.3 focusses
on the development of mathematical models which describe the hybrid ventilation
of a room, in which natural and mechanical driving forces combine to determine the
resulting ventilation. Firstly, however, we discuss our representation of a mechanical
fan.
5.1.1 A mechanical fan, its function and location
We assume that a mechanical fan imposes a fixed volume flux, QF . The magni-
tude of QF and whether it is supply or extract (inflow or outflow) are obviously
important to the resulting mechanical or hybrid ventilation. Under the assumption
that the sole function of the fan is to impose a constant volume flux, however, the
position of the fan in the room is not important to the total ventilation volume flux,
nor to the position of the neutral pressure level (provided the hydrostatic pressure
approximation is still reasonable).
At ceiling level, the air pressure inside the room is higher than the outside air
pressure – as required in order to drive an outflow volume flux through the open
ceiling-level vent. If placed at ceiling level, a supply fan will have to do a large
amount of work in order to overcome the positive pressure difference, ∆pz=H , and
supply an inflow volume flux, QF . In contrast, the air pressure inside the room at
floor level is already lower than the outside air pressure (∆pz=0 < 0, as shown in
figure 5.1b). If the supply fan were placed at floor level, therefore, it will have to
do minimal (perhaps zero) work, in order to drive the same inflow volume flux, QF .
Similar arguments can be applied to explain that the optimum location of a fixed
extract (outflow) fan is at ceiling level.
In schematic diagrams throughout this thesis, a supply fan has always been depicted
at floor level and an extract fan at ceiling level, see for example figure 1.1 on page 26
and figures 5.2 and 5.5 in this chapter. This represents the most efficient placement,
minimising the pressure difference which the fan must overcome in order to impose
the specified volume flux, QF . This optimum fan placement minimises the fan energy
consumption, a sensible, economical design decision, although the specific details of
fan energy consumption lie outside the scope of the current research.
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5.2 A mathematical model for steady mechanical ven-
tilation
We consider the ventilation of a room at a constant, fixed volume flux, which may
be imposed at the inflow or at the outflow. Fixed inflow mechanical ventilation and
fixed outflow mechanical ventilation, are illustrated schematically in figure 5.2.
(a) (b)
Q2
QF
QF
Q1
Fixed inflow Fixed outflow
z
Figure 5.2: A mechanically ventilated room. Schematics showing: (a) fixed inflow mechan-
ical ventilation; and (b) fixed outflow mechanical ventilation. Small arrows at floor level
represent a uniformly distributed heat input and straight arrows indicate the direction of
flow through ventilation openings. Crossed circles (
⊗
) denote a vent at which the volume
flux is mechanically fixed.
In mechanical ventilation, whether fixed inflow or fixed outflow, the inflow and
outflow volume fluxes are known a priori :
Q1 = Q2 = QF , (5.6)
where QF is the mechanically ‘fixed’ volume flux. The uniform local buoyancy, g
′,
is simple to determine and does not differ between fixed inflow and fixed outflow
mechanical ventilation. At steady state, the buoyancy flux supplied to the room, B,
is exactly balanced by the buoyancy flux out of the room, carried by the outflow.
This allows us to write B = QF g
′ and, hence,
g′ =
B
QF
. (5.7)
For the purposes of comparing mechanical ventilation with purely natural ventila-
tion, it is convenient to scale this value on the steady local buoyancy in natural
ventilation, g′N . Since the same conservation of buoyancy can be applied to purely
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natural ventilation, we can write B = QNg
′
N and, hence,
g′
g′N
=
QN
QF
, (5.8)
where QN is the steady volume flux in purely natural ventilation.
These results are reasonably straightforward. The position of the neutral pressure
level, z = znpl, however, is less straightforward.
Fixed inflow mechanical ventilation
It was established in §3.2 that, in buoyancy-driven ventilation, the volume flux
through an open vent can be expressed in terms of the net buoyancy between that
vent and the neutral pressure level.
In fixed inflow mechanical ventilation, the inflow volume flux is mechanically im-
posed. The outflow volume flux through the ceiling-level vent, however, is driven
solely by the pressure difference across it and, hence, can be expressed in terms of
the net buoyancy between the outflow vent and the neutral pressure level. Thus, for
a uniform buoyancy distribution we can write
Q22
2a22c
2
2
= g′(H − znpl). (5.9)
Substituting Q2 = QF , dividing through by g
′H and introducing the effective vent
area, A∗, this becomes
(
Q2F
A∗2g′H
)
A∗2
2a22c
2
2
= 1−
znpl
H
, (5.10)
where the geometric term can be rewritten in terms of the effective vent area ratio:
A∗2
2a22c
2
2
≡
R∗2
1 +R∗2
. (5.11)
Applying conservation of buoyancy at steady state (so that g′ = B/QF ) leaves
(
Q3F
A∗2BH
)
R∗2
1 +R∗2
= 1−
znpl
H
. (5.12)
Finally, scaling on the natural ventilation volume flux, QN = (A
∗2BH)1/3, the
position of the neutral pressure level in fixed inflow mechanical ventilation can be
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expressed as
znpl
H
= 1−
R∗2
1 +R∗2
(
QF
QN
)3
. (5.13)
Figure 5.3 illustrates the variation of the position of the neutral pressure level with
fixed inflow volume flux, plotting (5.13) in order to show znpl/H as a function of
QF/QN with R
∗ as a parameter. The fixed volume flux for which znpl/H = 0 is
denoted QF,crit and can be found by setting znpl/H = 0 in (5.13). Doing so gives
QF,crit
QN
=
(
1 +R∗2
R∗2
)1/3
. (5.14)
For QF > QF,crit, the concept of a ‘neutral pressure level’ is no longer physical,
however, (5.13) can still be plotted, denoted by dashed lines in figure 5.3.
QF/QN
z n
p
l/
H
R∗ = 0.5
R∗ = 1
R∗ = 2
QF,crit
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
-0.5
0
0.5
1
1.5
Figure 5.3: Fixed inflow mechanical ventilation. The position of the neutral pressure level,
from (5.13), plotted as a function of fixed inflow volume flux for three values of the effective
vent area ratio. Volume fluxes are normalised on the natural volume flux, QN , and the
neutral pressure level is normalised on the room height, H . Dashed lines, in the region
znpl/H < 0, illustrate (5.13) for QF > QF,crit.
For QF/QN = 0, the neutral pressure level is at the level of the ceiling, that is,
znpl/H = 1. This indicates that |∆p|z=H = 0, and is effectively similar to a room
with a single high-level vent. It has been shown by Linden et al. (1990) that this
situation may result in a bi-directional exchange flow through the single open vent,
which is often referred to as ‘mixing ventilation’. Such flows fall outside the scope
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of the current work. Increasing QF/QN causes the neutral pressure level to move
down, thus increasing the magnitude of the pressure difference |∆p|z=H . The effect
of increasing QF/QN is greatest for large R
∗. At QF/QN = 1, we expect to recover
the natural ventilation solution. Indeed, we find that (5.13) does reduce to (4.32),
which expressed znpl/H(Natural).
Fixed outflow mechanical ventilation
In fixed outflow mechanical ventilation, the floor-level vent is open. Relating the vol-
ume flux through the floor-level vent, Q1, to the net buoyancy that has accumulated
below the neutral pressure level, we can write
Q21
2a21c
2
1
= g′znpl. (5.15)
Dividing through by g′H and introducing the effective vent area, this becomes
(
Q2F
A∗2g′H
)
A∗2
2a21c
2
1
=
znpl
H
, (5.16)
where the substitution Q1 = QF has been made. At steady state in mechanical
ventilation, g′ = B/QF . Substituting this into (5.16), and replacing A
∗2/2a21c
2
1 in
terms of the effective vent area ratio gives
(
Q3F
A∗2BH
)
1
1 +R∗2
=
znpl
H
, (5.17)
which can be rewritten in terms of the natural ventilation volume flux, QN as
znpl
H
=
1
1 +R∗2
(
QF
QN
)3
. (5.18)
This variation of znpl/H as a function of QF /QN , with R
∗ as a parameter, is shown
in figure 5.4.
Setting znpl/H = 0 in (5.18) gives
QF,crit
QN
=
(
1 +R∗2
)1/3
, (5.19)
which is not equal to (5.14).
It can be seen from figure 5.4 that, in fixed outflow mechanical ventilation, increasing
QF causes the neutral pressure level to move upwards, towards the ceiling. The effect
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Figure 5.4: Fixed outflow mechanical ventilation. The position of the neutral pressure
level, from (5.18), plotted as a function of fixed outflow volume flux for three values of the
effective vent area ratio. Volume fluxes are normalised on the natural volume flux, QN and
the neutral pressure level is normalised on the room height, H . Dashed lines, in the region
znpl/H > 1, are provided to illustrate the solution (5.18) for QF > QF,crit.
of increasing the fixed outflow volume flux (increasing QF /QN ) is greatest for small
R∗. This contrasts with figure 5.3, which showed that, in fixed inflow mechanical
ventilation, increasing QF moved the neutral pressure level toward the floor and
that this effect was most pronounced for large R∗.
Comparing (5.13) and (5.18), which were used to plot figures 5.3 and 5.4, respec-
tively, it can be shown that
znpl
H
(Fixed inflow) = 1−R∗2
znpl
H
(Fixed outflow). (5.20)
Here, again, the effective vent area ratio, has a prominent role. We recall that
R∗ = a1c1/a2c2, and that large R
∗ corresponds to relatively larger floor-level vents,
whilst small R∗ corresponds to relatively large ceiling-level vents (see §3.2).
For QF/QN = 1, (5.13) and (5.18) both reduce to the natural ventilation solution,
znpl
H
(Natural) =
1
1 +R∗2
,
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derived in §4.4. This 1/(1+R∗2) term appears in the expressions for the position of
the neutral pressure level in both fixed inflow and fixed outflow mechanical ventila-
tion. During the development of theory to describe hybrid ventilation in §5.3, this
term will repeatedly emerge in expressions for the position of the neutral pressure
level, but also in expressions for the hybrid ventilation volume fluxes.
The presence of the effective vent area ratio, R∗, in expressions for mechanical
ventilation, however, is somewhat artificial, emerging from the analysis as a result
of the introduction of the effective vent area, A∗. Since mechanical ventilation does
not depend on the geometry of the mechanically fixed vent, there is no effective vent
area, nor an effective vent area ratio to consider.
The effective vent area, A∗, was introduced in order to eliminate the local buoyancy
term, effectively replacing it by the natural ventilation volume flux, QN , being the
steady volume flux in an equivalent purely naturally ventilated room. This equiva-
lent room, requires open floor-level and ceiling-level vents; these vents have effective
vent area, A∗, and effective vent area ratio, R∗. This explains why the presence of
R∗ in expressions which relate to mechanical ventilation is artificial. The R∗ term in
(5.13) and (5.18) actually relates to the equivalent naturally ventilated room (which
has steady volume flux QN ) rather than relating specifically to the mechanically
ventilated room.
5.3 A mathematical model for steady hybrid ventilation
The mathematical models developed for natural and mechanical ventilation were
essential stepping stones towards the development of a model for hybrid ventilation.
In this section, mathematical models are developed to describe the steady volume
flux through open floor-level and ceiling-level vents, due to the combined effect of
mechanically-imposed and naturally-occurring driving pressures.
Two design cases are considered: hybrid supply ventilation and hybrid extract ven-
tilation, as shown in figure 5.5. These two design cases are compared with purely
natural ventilation of an identical room, subject to the same input buoyancy flux.
Section 5.3.1 and section 5.3.3 describe (in some detail) the development of math-
ematical models, augmented by physical reasoning. To a reader who is mainly
interested in the outcomes of the models, rather than their mathematical develop-
ment, these sections might prove tedious. In this case, the reader is referred to
§5.3.2 and §5.3.4, in which the results are displayed, discussed and summarised, and
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(a) (b)
Q2
QF Q1
QF Q2
Q1
Hybrid supply Hybrid extract
z
Figure 5.5: Schematics of: (a) hybrid supply ventilation; and (b) hybrid extract ventilation.
Small arrows near floor level represent a uniformly distributed heat input and straight arrows
indicate the direction of flow through ventilation openings in forward flow. Crossed circles
(
⊗
) represent a vent at which the volume flux is mechanically fixed.
§5.4, which expands upon the implications of our results to the design of hybrid
ventilation strategies.
5.3.1 Hybrid supply ventilation – mathematical model develop-
ment
We consider the steady ventilation of a room subject to a constant input buoy-
ancy flux, B, and a fixed supply volume flux, QF , as illustrated schematically in
figure 5.5a. Before deriving mathematical expressions, some physical reasoning is
applied in order to properly formulate the mathematical model.
A fixed supply volume flux increases the static pressure inside a ventilated room,
shifting the pressure difference distribution to the right, when compared to purely
natural ventilation (cf. figure 5.1b). This reduces the pressure difference across and,
hence, the volume flux through the open floor-level vent.
If the fan volume flux is zero (QF = 0) a solely naturally ventilated room, with
volume flux described by (5.2) at the start of this chapter, is established. For
sufficiently small values of QF , the direction of flow through the floor-level and
ceiling-level vents will remain the same as that of a naturally ventilated room –
inflow at floor level and outflow at ceiling level – this is referred to as ‘forward’
flow and is illustrated schematically in figure 5.6 on page 103. As the magnitude of
the fan volume flux, QF , is increased, the pressure difference across the ceiling-level
vent is expected to increase and the pressure difference across the floor-level vent is
expected to decrease. As the pressure difference across the floor-level vent decreases,
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the inflow volume flux through that vent also decreases. At some critical value of the
supply volume flux, QF = QF,crit, the pressure difference across the floor-level vent
will be zero and no airflow is predicted through the floor-level vent. As QF is further
increased, the air pressure at floor level within the room continues to increase. When
the air pressure at floor level inside the room exceeds the air pressure at floor level
outside the room, there will be outflow through the open floor-level vent, i.e. Q1
will be negative – this is referred to as ‘reverse’ flow and is illustrated schematically
in figure 5.7 on page 108.
Expressions are developed for the inflow and outflow volume fluxes, the local buoy-
ancy and the position of the neutral pressure level in ‘forward’ and ‘reverse’ flow. In
order to show the results of forward and reverse flow on the same (rather than sep-
arate) figures, the outcomes of derived expressions are not plotted until pages 114 -
118, wherein figures 5.8 - 5.11 illustrate the results and are accompanied by discus-
sion and explanation.
We begin by considering forward flow, analysis of reverse flow begins on page 107
and the value of QF,crit is established on page 111.
Forward flow, QF < QF,crit
Figure 5.6 shows forward flow in a uniformly warm room with a supply fan provid-
ing an inflow volume flux, QF . The thick (grey) line represents natural ventilation
(cf. figure 5.1 on page 92), whilst the narrow (black) line represents hybrid supply
ventilation. The effect of a supply fan is to shift the static pressure difference distri-
bution to the right, i.e. to increase the static pressure inside the room. The result
of this is that the neutral pressure level is shifted downwards and, consequently,
the pressure difference across the floor-level vent decreases in magnitude, whilst the
pressure difference across the ceiling-level vent increases.
Assuming that the total ventilation volume flux, Qtot, increases (which will be
demonstrated later), the uniform reduced gravity of air within the room, g′, will be
lower in hybrid ventilation than would be expected in a naturally ventilated room,
subject to the same input buoyancy-flux. This explains the different gradients of
the two pressure difference lines in figure 5.6b.
Assuming inflow through the floor-level vent, conservation of volume for an incom-
pressible fluid requires that
Q1 +QF = Q2. (5.21)
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(a) (b)
QF Q1
Q2
g′
z
∆p(z)
z = znpl
|∆p|z=0
|∆p|z=H
Figure 5.6: Schematic of forward flow with a supply fan showing: (a) a ventilated room; and
(b) the corresponding vertical variation of static pressure difference, ∆p(z). In (b), the thick
(grey) line is the pressure difference distribution from natural ventilation (cf. figure 5.1) and
the narrower (black) line is the pressure difference distribution in forward flow, hybrid supply
ventilation.
Comparing the static pressure difference across the floor-level and ceiling-level vents,
|∆p|z=0 and |∆p|z=H , respectively, with the static pressure difference over the height
of the room due to the buoyant, warm air in the room, the balance of pressures can
be expressed as
|∆p|z=0
ρ0
+
|∆p|z=H
ρ0
= g′H, (5.22)
where ρ0 is the constant density of outside air. This follows the methodology laid
out in §3.2.
In §3.1, whilst considering flow through an open vent in an orifice plate, expression
(3.4) was developed (following the convention of Ward-Smith (1980)), to relate the
volume flux through an open vent to the static pressure difference across it. In the
case of room ventilation, (3.4) can be modified to give
Q21
2a21c
2
1
=
|∆p|z=0
ρ0
(5.23)
and
Q22
2a22c
2
2
=
|∆p|z=H
ρ0
. (5.24)
Substituting (5.23) and (5.24) into (5.22), the floor-level and ceiling-level volume
fluxes, Q1 and Q2, respectively, can be linked to the buoyancy within the room:
Q21
2a21c
2
1
+
Q22
2a22c
2
2
= g′H. (5.25)
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The floor-level inflow volume flux, Q1
Making Q2 the subject of the volume conservation expression, (5.21), and substi-
tuting into (5.25), the floor-level volume flux, Q1, can be expressed in terms of the
fixed volume flux, QF , and the buoyancy in the room,
Q21
A∗2
+
Q2F
2a22c
2
2
(
1 + 2
Q1
QF
)
= g′H. (5.26)
After multiplying through by A∗2/Q2F and substituting for A
∗2/2a22c
2
2 in terms of
the effective vent area ratio, R∗, this becomes
(
Q1
QF
)2
+
(
R∗2
1 +R∗2
)(
1 + 2
Q1
QF
)
=
A∗2g′H
Q2F
. (5.27)
In a steady state, conservation of buoyancy requires that the buoyancy flux supplied
by the heat source, B, is exactly balanced by the buoyancy flux lost in the outflow.
This allows us to write B = Qtotg
′, which, with Qtot = Q1 +QF , can be rearranged
to give
g′ =
B
Q1 +QF
. (5.28)
Substituting (5.28) into (5.27), in order to eliminate the local buoyancy, g′, leaves
(
Q1
QF
)2
+
(
R∗2
1 +R∗2
)(
1 + 2
Q1
QF
)
=
A∗2BH
Q2F (Q1 +QF )
=
(
QN
QF
)3(
1 +
Q1
QF
)−1
, (5.29)
where we recall QN = (A
∗2BH)1/3 is the steady volume flux for a purely naturally
ventilated room with a uniform distribution of buoyancy.
The floor-level volume flux, Q1, is here expressed solely in terms of the supply fan
volume flux, QF , the natural ventilation volume flux, QN , and the ratio of effective
vent areas, R∗. With some algebra, this can be written in a form which will be
common throughout §5.3:
(
QN
QF
)3
=
(
1 +
Q1
QF
)[(
Q1
QF
)2
+
(
R∗2
1 +R∗2
)(
1 + 2
Q1
QF
)]
. (5.30)
The parameter of interest is the floor-level inflow volume flux, Q1; (5.30) is cubic in
Q1/QF . In order to solve for Q1, the method used was to specify R
∗ and Q1/QF ,
and solve for QN/QF . After some manipulation, this provided a solution for Q1/QN ,
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in terms of QF/QN . The variation of Q1/QN with QF/QN is plotted in figure 5.8
on page 114 for lines of constant R∗.
The natural ventilation volume flux, QN , was chosen as the scaling parameter as it
is not explicitly varied in the current analysis. Scaling on the fixed volume flux, QF ,
was considered. As the focus of the current study is to investigate the ventilation
resulting from a range of fixed volume flux settings, QF will not be constant and,
hence, is inappropriate as a scaling parameter. The natural ventilation volume flux,
QN = (A
∗2BH)1/3 can be considered constant throughout the theoretical analysis
herein, as its components (A∗, B and H) are not varied.
It is interesting that the effective vent area ratio, R∗, is a key parameter, in the form
R∗2/(1 + R∗2), but the effective vent area, A∗, does not appear in (5.30). This is a
feature of the chosen scaling on QN . Since A
∗, B and H appear in QN , they are
scaled out of and, hence, do not appear explicitly in (5.30); although they do appear
implicitly, through QN .
The ceiling-level outflow volume flux, Q2
Since the floor-level inflow volume flux is known, Q2 can be calculated by simple
conservation of volume. However, we feel it is imformative to follow the same thor-
ough derivation here, allowing volume conservation to be used as a simple check of
the final predictions. In order to develop an expression for the ceiling-level volume
flux, Q2, the volume conservation expression, (5.21), is rearranged, making Q1 the
subject, and substituted into (5.25) to eliminate the floor-level volume flux, Q1,
leaving
Q22
A∗2
+
Q2F
2a21c
2
1
(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)
= g′H. (5.31)
Multiplying through by A∗2/Q2F gives
(
Q2
QF
)2
+
(
1
1 +R∗2
)(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)
=
A∗2g′H
Q2F
, (5.32)
where
1
1 +R∗2
≡
A∗2
2a21c
2
1
. (5.33)
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With Qtot = Q2, conservation of buoyancy allows us to write g
′ = B/Q2, which can
be used to eliminate the local buoyancy, leaving
(
Q2
QF
)2
+
(
1
1 +R∗2
)(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)
=
A∗2BH
Q2FQ2
=
(
QN
QF
)3(QF
Q2
)
. (5.34)
The ceiling-level volume flux is then expressed solely in terms of the supply fan
volume flux, the natural ventilation volume flux and the ratio of effective vent areas:
(
QN
QF
)3
=
(
Q2
QF
)[(
Q2
QF
)2
+
(
1
1 +R∗2
)(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)]
. (5.35)
The variation of Q2/QN with QF/QN , is shown in figure 5.9 on page 115. Solutions
of (5.35) were calculated by specifying R∗ and Q2/QF and solving for QN/QF .
The relative efficiency of hybrid ventilation
It was argued previously that the ratio of the uniform local buoyancy resulting
from hybrid ventilation, g′, to the local buoyancy resulting from purely natural
ventilation, g′N , may be used to compare the relative effectiveness of the hybrid
ventilation strategy; see (5.5) on page 93. This expresses the relative dilution of
buoyancy in hybrid ventilation, compared to purely natural ventilation. Values of
g′/g′N less than unity indicate greater dilution of the buoyancy (i.e. a cooler room)
in hybrid ventilation than natural ventilation.
In forward flow hybrid supply ventilation, the total ventilation volume flux, Qtot, is
equal to the ceiling-level outflow volume flux, Q2. Substituting Qtot = Q2 into (5.5)
yields
g′
g′N
=
QN
Q2
. (5.36)
The variation of this ‘ventilation effectiveness ratio’, g′/g′N , with fixed supply volume
flux, in the formQF /QN , is shown in figure 5.10 on page 117, whereQ2/QN is known
from (5.35).
The neutral pressure level, znpl
We recap that the neutral pressure level is a horizontal plane over which the air
pressure inside and outside a ventilated room are equal (∆p(znpl) = 0). In buoyancy-
driven ventilation, the pressure difference across an open vent is determined by the
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net buoyancy between the horizontal plane of the vent and the neutral pressure level.
This allows us to write
Q21
2a21c
2
1
= g′znpl. (5.37)
Dividing through by g′H and introducing the effective vent area, A∗, the normalised
height of the neutral pressure level above the floor can be expressed as
znpl
H
=
Q21
A∗2g′H
(
1
1 +R∗2
)
. (5.38)
With Qtot = Q1 +QF , conservation of buoyancy is expressed as g
′ = B/(Q1 +QF ),
which can be substituted into (5.38). Thus, the position of the neutral pressure level
can be expressed in terms of the floor-level inflow volume flux, Q1, the fixed supply
volume flux, QF , the natural ventilation volume flux, QN , and the effective vent
area ratio, R∗:
znpl
H
=
Q21(Q1 +QF )
A∗2BH
(
1
1 +R∗2
)
=
(
Q1
QN
)3(
1 +
QF
Q1
)(
1
1 +R∗2
)
. (5.39)
Since the inflow volume flux, Q1, is itself a function of QF , QN and R
∗ (see (5.30) on
page 104), znpl/H is, in effect, a function of only these three quantities. Figure 5.11,
page 118, plots znpl/H as a function of QF/QN , for three values of the effective vent
area ratio, R∗.
Reverse flow, QF > QF,crit
For a sufficiently large supply volume flux, QF > QF,crit, a positive pressure differ-
ence is expected across the floor-level vent, ∆pz=0 > 0, and Q1 will be (negative)
outflow; this is referred to as ‘reverse flow’. Figure 5.7a shows a schematic of reverse
flow in a ventilated room. Note the reversal of the arrow denoting the direction of
flow through the open floor-level vent, compared with figure 5.6.
From the corresponding pressure difference schematic (figure 5.7b), it can be seen
that there is no height at which the pressure inside the room is equal to the pressure
outside. It is therefore not possible to define a true neutral pressure level and,
instead, a virtual neutral pressure level, z = znpl(virtual), is considered. This virtual
neutral pressure level is defined as the height at which a line extrapolated from the
pressure difference distribution crosses ∆p = 0. Whilst znpl(virtual) is not a physical
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concept, it does give some measure of the change required, in QF/QN , in order to
return to forward flow.
(a) (b)
QF Q1
Q2
g′
z
∆p(z)
z = znpl
(virtual)
|∆p|z=0
|∆p|z=H
Figure 5.7: Schematic of reverse flow with a supply fan showing: (a) a ventilated room; and
(b) the corresponding vertical variation of static pressure difference, ∆p(z). In (b), the thick
(grey) line is the pressure difference distribution for natural ventilation (cf. figure 5.1) and
the narrower (black) line is the pressure difference distribution in hybrid ventilation.
When the volume flux through the floor-level vent is reversed, the only inflow volume
flux is QF and conservation of volume for an incompressible fluid requires that
QF = |Q1|+Q2, (5.40)
where the modulus |Q1| is taken in order to remove any uncertainty associated with it
now being (negative) outflow. SinceQ1 is negative, the pressure balance relationship,
(5.22), derived for forward flow, is no longer valid. The revised pressure balance (cf.
figure 5.7b) is
|∆p|z=H
ρ0
−
|∆p|z=0
ρ0
= g′H. (5.41)
Substituting (5.23) and (5.24) from page 103, which relate the volume flux through
open floor-level and ceiling-level vents to the pressure differences across them, into
(5.41), the floor-level and ceiling-level volume fluxes can be linked to the buoyancy
in the room:
Q22
2a22c
2
2
−
Q21
2a21c
2
1
= g′H. (5.42)
Floor-level outflow volume flux, Q1
Making Q2 the subject of the volume conservation expression, (5.40), and substi-
tuting into (5.42), the floor-level volume flux, Q1, can be expressed in terms of the
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fixed volume flux and the buoyancy in the room:
Q21
2a22c
2
2
+
Q2F
2a22c
2
2
(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)
−
Q21
2a21c
2
1
= g′H. (5.43)
Multiplying through by 2a21c
2
1/Q
2
F gives
(
R∗2 − 1
)(Q1
QF
)2
+R∗2
(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)
=
(
1 +R∗2
) A∗2g′H
Q2F
, (5.44)
where (1 + R∗2)A∗2 ≡ 2a21c
2
1. In reverse flow, the total volume flux is simply QF .
Applying conservation of buoyancy, this allows us to substitute g′ = B/QF into
(5.44), leaving
(
R∗2 − 1
)(Q1
QF
)2
+R∗2
(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)
=
(
1 +R∗2
) A∗2BH
QFQ2F
=
(
1 +R∗2
)(QN
QF
)3
. (5.45)
The floor-level volume flux, Q1, is here expressed solely in terms of the fixed supply
volume flux, the natural ventilation volume flux and the ratio of effective vent areas.
With minor manipulation, this can be rearranged into the form used throughout
§5.3:
(
QN
QF
)3
=
(
1
1 +R∗2
)[(
R∗2 − 1
) (Q1
QF
)2
+R∗2
(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)]
. (5.46)
The variation of floor-level volume flux (in the form Q1/QN ) with supply fan volume
flux (QF /QN ) for both forward and reverse flow is plotted in figure 5.8 on page 114.
Ceiling-level outflow volume flux, Q2
An expression is now developed for the volume flux, Q2, through the ceiling-level
vent when the flow through the floor-level vent is reversed. Making Q1 the subject
of the volume conservation expression, (5.40), and substituting into (5.42) gives,
Q22
2a22c
2
2
−
Q22
2a21c
2
1
−
Q2F
2a21c
2
1
(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)
= g′H. (5.47)
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Multiplying through by 2a21c
2
1/Q
2
F , leaves the non-dimensional expression,
(
Q2
QF
)2
(R∗2 − 1)−
(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)
=
(
1 +R∗2
) A∗2g′H
Q2F
. (5.48)
In reverse flow, the total volume flux is the fixed volume flux, Qtot = QF . Applying
conservation of buoyancy leads to g′ = B/QF , which, when substituted into (5.48),
eliminates the local buoyancy term, leaving
(
Q2
QF
)2
(R∗2 − 1)−
(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)
=
(
1 +R∗2
) A∗2BH
QFQ
2
F
=
(
1 +R∗2
)(QN
QF
)3
. (5.49)
After minor manipulation, this can be expressed in our common form as:
(
QN
QF
)3
=
(
1
1 +R∗2
)[(
Q2
QF
)2
(R∗2 − 1)−
(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)]
. (5.50)
The variation of Q2 with supply fan volume flux for both forward and reverse flow
is plotted in figure 5.9 on page 115.
The relative efficiency of hybrid ventilation
As described previously, the ratio of the local buoyancies, g′/g′N , is used to quantify
the relative effectiveness of hybrid ventilation. In reverse flow, the total volume flux
through the room is equal to the fixed supply volume flux. Substituting Qtot = QF
into (5.5) from page 93, the ratio of local buoyancies is given by
g′
g′N
=
QN
QF
. (5.51)
The variation of g′/g′N with supply fan volume flux for both forward and reverse
flow is plotted in figure 5.10 on page 117.
The neutral pressure level, znpl
It has been established that for reverse flow the concept of the neutral pressure
level is not physical; the air pressure inside the room is greater than the outside air
pressure at all heights. However, as shown in figure 5.7, a virtual neutral pressure
level can be defined, being the vertical position at which the extrapolated pressure
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difference line crosses ∆p = 0. This gives some measure of how ‘far’ from forward
flow the ventilation is – large |znpl(virtual)| indicating a large change required in
order to return to forward flow.
By extrapolating the pressure difference line in figure 5.7 such that the extrapolated
line crosses ∆p = 0, the volume flux through the floor-level vent, Q1, can be written
as a function of the imagined (or indeed virtual) buoyancy between the floor and
the virtual neutral pressure level, this gives
Q21
2a21c
2
1
= g′ |znpl(virtual)| . (5.52)
Dividing through by g′H and introducing the effective vent area, A∗, the virtual
neutral pressure level is expressed as
znpl
H
(virtual) =
−Q21
A∗2g′H
A∗2
2a21c
2
1
=
−Q21
A∗2g′H
(
1
1 +R∗2
)
, (5.53)
where the negative sign is introduced to account for the fact that znpl(virtual) < 0.
In reverse flow Qtot = QF and conservation of buoyancy is expressed as g
′ = B/QF .
Substituting g′ = B/QF into (5.53),
znpl
H
(virtual) =
−Q21QF
A∗2BH
(
1
1 +R∗2
)
= −
(
Q1
QN
)3(QF
Q1
)(
1
1 +R∗2
)
. (5.54)
The variation of the position of the neutral pressure level (both real and virtual)
with fixed supply volume flux is plotted in figure 5.11 on page 118.
The critical supply volume flux, QF = QF,crit
There exists a critical value ofQF , herein denoted QF,crit, which marks the transition
between forward flow and reverse flow. At this critical supply volume flux the
pressure difference across and, hence, the volume flux through the floor-level vent is
predicted to be zero. This critical value is found by setting Q1 = 0 in either (5.30)
or (5.46), thus
QF,crit
QN
=
(
1 +R∗2
R∗2
)1/3
. (5.55)
In hybrid supply ventilation, increasing the effective vent area ratio (R∗ = a1c1/a2c2)
decreases QF,crit; i.e. if the floor-level vents are large compared to the ceiling-level
vents, reverse flow is expected at relatively small values of QF .
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This can be explained by considering an alternative definition of QF,crit; namely
the fixed supply volume flux for which the neutral pressure level is at floor level,
znpl/H = 0. Regardless of the type of ventilation, increasing the area of the floor-
level vent relative to the ceiling-level vent (increasing R∗) shifts the neutral pressure
level toward the level of the floor (as shown in figure 4.6 on page 87). In terms of
QF,crit, for a given fixed supply volume flux, QF , the larger R
∗ is, the closer to the
floor znpl/H is and, therefore, the smaller the value of QF required for znpl/H = 0.
This analysis allows us to conclude that, in hybrid supply ventilation, in order to
make reverse flow less likely, the value of R∗ should be small; i.e. the floor-level
vents should be small relative to the ceiling-level vents.
The critical supply volume flux is illustrated in figures 5.8 to 5.11 by asterisks on
the QF /QN axis.
5.3.2 Hybrid supply ventilation – discussion of results
Mathematical models have been developed to investigate hybrid supply ventilation
of a room. Specifically, expressions have been developed which describe the volume
flux through floor-level and ceiling-level vents, Q1 and Q2, respectively, the uniform
local buoyancy, g′, which represents the temperature of air within the room relative
to the exterior, and the position (the height above the floor) of the neutral pressure
level, znpl.
Predictions of the model are now plotted to illustrate the effect of imposing a me-
chanically fixed volume flux in an otherwise naturally ventilated room. For example,
a ventilation design engineer may be interested in how much cooler the room will
be in hybrid rather than purely natural ventilation, or what the effect might be of
doubling the supply fan volume flux, QF – does this halve the room temperature?
Although reverse flow is generally assumed to be undesirable, what are the main
differences between forward and reverse flow, in terms of the total ventilation?
It is important to realise that each expression developed herein is only valid under
the conditions (flow direction) for which it was derived. Expressions which describe
forward flow (e.g. (5.30), (5.35), (5.36) and (5.38)) are not valid if QF > QF,crit.
Similarly, (5.46), (5.50), (5.51) and (5.54)) are not valid for QF < QF,crit. In fig-
ures 5.8 - 5.11, solid lines represent the physical solution; dashed lines represent
the continuation of the mathematical solutions, for forward-flow and reverse-flow.
Dashed lines are provided for illustrative purposes only and do not represent physical
solutions.
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Each figure shows three plotted lines, representing solutions with R∗ = 0.5, R∗ = 1
and R∗ = 2; increasing line thicknesses representing larger R∗. These values of the
effective vent area ratio were chosen to span what is considered to be a reasonable
range of vent areas in a typical room. It is perceived that floor-level vents which
are more than twice or less than half the area of the ceiling level vents (in the same
room) are uncommon.
All figures in this section show some quantity of interest – namely, the volume
flux through open vents, the uniform local buoyancy or the position of the neutral
pressure level – plotted as a function of the fixed supply volume flux, QF , scaled
on the natural ventilation volume flux, QN . This scaling, QN = (A
∗2BH)1/3, is a
function of the source buoyancy flux, B, and the geometry of the room, A∗ and
H. It is convenient to scale volume fluxes on the natural ventilation volume flux,
QN , as this generalises the results shown and provides a contextual comparison for
the magnitude of the fixed supply volume flux, which would not be possible using
unscaled values. In order to interpret the figures, one should consider that QN is
a constant, although it is not necessary to specify the value of QN and, indeed, no
value of QN has been specified in order to plot these figures. The convenience of
representing the results in this general, non-dimensional form is that, if numerical
values of the results are required, one need only multiply the non-dimensional results
by the value of QN which is of interest.
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the variation of the volume flux through floor-level and
ceiling-level vents, respectively, in both forward and reverse flow regimes. These
figures illustrate the effect of increasing the fixed supply volume flux, QF , on the
variable volume fluxes, Q1 and Q2, through the open vents.
In figure 5.8, Q1/QN is plotted as a function of QF/QN for three values of R
∗. Along
each line of constant R∗, therefore, the only variable is QF/QN . As shown in the
figure, for small fixed volume flux, QF /QN → 0, the natural ventilation solution,
Q1/QN → 1, is recovered. As the fan volume flux is increased, Q1/QN decreases
monotonically for all QF /QN . For Q1/QN > 0, the physical solution (solid lines)
is the solution of (5.30). Asterisks mark the value of QF,crit, which was defined in
(5.55); QF,crit is the fixed supply volume flux for which Q1 = 0. For QF > QF,crit,
the physical solution follows the reverse flow expression, (5.46).
Figure 5.8 shows that, for sufficiently small fixed volume flux, QF < QF,crit, the
effect of imposing a fixed supply volume flux is to decrease the floor-level inflow
volume flux, Q1. For R
∗ = 0.5 (floor-level vents smaller than ceiling-level vents),
the rate of change of Q1/QN with QF/QN is less than for R
∗ = 2. Furthermore,
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Figure 5.8: Hybrid supply ventilation. The floor-level volume flux, Q1, plotted as a function
of fixed supply volume flux, QF , for three values of the effective vent area ratio, R
∗. Volume
fluxes are normalised on the natural volume flux, QN . Asterisks mark the critical supply
volume flux, QF = QF,crit. For QF > QF,crit, the floor-level volume flux, Q1, is negative;
this is known as reverse flow.
the critical fixed volume flux, QF,crit, beyond which the flow through the floor-
level vent reverses, is larger for smaller values of R∗. As a consequence, in hybrid
supply ventilation, if reduction and reversal of the airflow through the floor-level
vent is undesirable, it is better to design floor-level vents which are smaller than the
ceiling-level vents (R∗ < 1).
Although not clearly shown in figure 5.8, for sufficiently large values of QF/QN ,
in the reverse flow region, the variation of Q1/QN with QF /QN tends towards a
constant gradient (as identified by inspection), which depends upon the effective
vent area ratio, R∗.
Figure 5.9 shows the ceiling-level volume flux, Q2/QN , plotted as a function of the
fixed supply volume flux, QF/QN . For small values of the fixed supply volume
flux, QF < QF,crit, the physical solution (solid lines) is the solution of (5.35). For
QF > QF,crit, the physical solution is the solution of (5.50). The critical fixed supply
volume flux is marked by an asterisk and can be clearly identified in figure 5.9 by
an abrupt change in the gradient of the physical solution.
Following the R∗ = 2 line in figure 5.9, increasing QF/QN from QF /QN = 0 to
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Figure 5.9: Hybrid supply ventilation. The ceiling-level volume flux, Q2, plotted as a
function of fixed supply volume flux, QF , for three values of the effective vent area ratio,
R∗. Volume fluxes are normalised on the natural ventilation volume flux, QN .
QF/QN = 1 achieves only a minor increase in Q2/QN , whilst for R
∗ = 0.5 a much
greater increase in Q2/QN is shown over this same range. This behaviour can be
justified by considering the effect of a supply fan on the position of the neutral
pressure level. A supply fan increases the air pressure inside a ventilated room
and, hence, causes the neutral pressure level to move downwards (znpl/H ↓). For
R∗ = 0.5, the neutral pressure level (NPL) in natural ventilation is relatively close to
the ceiling, when a fixed supply, QF , is added, this tends to move the neutral pressure
level downwards, which has a significant effect on Q2. Conversely, for R
∗ = 2, the
NPL in natural ventilation is close to the floor, when a fixed supply volume flux is
added (or increased), the effect on Q2 of the neutral pressure level moving downward
is less pronounced, as the NPL is nearer the floor to begin with. Analysis of the
neutral pressure level will be revisited in the discussion of figure 5.11.
In contrast to the previous figure, figure 5.9 shows that Q2 is not monotonic for
the values of the effective vent area shown. The R∗ = 1 line, for example, clearly
shows that, when the physical solution (solid line) switches from forward to reverse
flow, there is a decrease in Q2/QN and a local minimum, before Q2/QN recovers.
This results in there being multiple values of QF/QN which may result in identical
values of Q2/QN . For example, for R
∗ = 1, Q2/QN ≈ 1.2 can be achieved with
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QF/QN ≈ {1.0, 1.3 or 1.9}. If the aim of providing a supply fan was to increase the
airflow rate through the ceiling-level vent, this (multi-valued) solution demonstrates
that one might put a great deal of energy into increasing QF , for very little or no
gain in terms of the airflow rate Q2, through the ceiling-level vent.
For R∗ = 2, we predict that, in the region QF/QN ≈ 1.5, the outflow through the
ceiling-level vent drops below its natural ventilation value, i.e. Q2/QN < 1. The
region where Q2/QN locally decreases is in the reverse flow regime, i.e. the floor-
level volume flux, Q1, is outflow. In this region, the total volume flux through the
room, Qtot, continues to increase, despite the local decrease in Q2.
Although not fully shown in figure 5.9, for large QF /QN the solutions continue
their upwards trends, eventually tending to a constant gradient (as identified by
inspection), a gradient which depends on the effective vent area ratio.
Figure 5.10 shows the variation of the scaled local buoyancy, g′/g′N , a measure of
the relative efficiency of hybrid ventilation, with fixed supply volume flux, QF/QN
for three values of the effective vent area ratio. Similarly to figures 5.8 and 5.9, as
QF/QN → 0, the natural ventilation solution, in this case g
′/g′N → 1, is recovered.
For QF < QF,crit, the solution follows (5.36) which, due to a dependence on Q2, has
an implied dependence on R∗. For QF > QF,crit, however, the three plotted lines
are coincident – the reverse regime solution follows (5.51), which depends only on
QF/QN and, hence, is independent of R
∗.
This figure provides perhaps the most obvious and compelling evidence for the wis-
dom of designing for small R∗, if one intends to employ a supply fan. For R∗ = 2, the
effect of increasing QF/QN from 0 to 1 produces only a small reduction in g
′/g′N . In
contrast, for R∗ = 0.5, the same increase in QF/QN results in a far greater reduction
in g′/g′N , corresponding to much more effective cooling of the room.
Finally in §5.3.2, figure 5.11 plots the variation of znpl/H against QF /QN . The
figure shows how the position of the neutral pressure level descends with increasing
fixed supply volume flux. Similar to the previous figures, thick solid lines represent
physically valid solutions, whilst the thin dashed lines represent the continuation of
mathematical solutions.
It has been emphasised previously that the position of the neutral pressure level
is a useful and intuitive tool for (physically) understanding the ventilation flow in
a single room. Hybrid ventilation with QF/QN = 0 is purely natural ventilation.
In figure 5.11, therefore, the solutions at QF/QN = 0 represent the position of the
neutral pressure level in natural ventilation (equivalent to (4.32) from page 83); for
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Figure 5.10: Hybrid supply ventilation. The steady local buoyancy, g′/g′N , plotted as a
function of QF /QN , for three values of the effective vent area ratio, R
∗.
R∗ = {0.5, 1, 2}, znpl/H(Natural)= {0.8, 0.5, 0.2}. The R
∗ = 2 line in figure 5.11
clearly demonstrates that for all QF/QN , znpl/H < 0.2, implying that for large R
∗
the neutral pressure level is close to the floor. The steeper slope of the R∗ = 0.5 line
demonstrates that increases in QF/QN have a greater effect on the position of the
neutral pressure level for smaller values of R∗.
In the region znpl/H < 0 in figure 5.11, the dashed lines are solutions of (5.54),
which expresses the position of the virtual neutral pressure level, in reverse flow.
Whilst there is no physical neutral pressure level in reverse flow, these solutions
provide some measure of what reduction in QF/QN would be required in order to
return to forward flow.
To summarise this section on hybrid supply ventilation:
• the effect of a fixed supply volume flux is to increase the air pressure within a
ventilated room;
• this results in the position of the neutral pressure level moving downwards,
i.e. towards the floor.
The effect of increasing QF /QN in hybrid supply ventilation is:
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Figure 5.11: Hybrid supply ventilation. The position of the neutral pressure level, znpl/H ,
plotted as a function of fixed supply volume flux, QF /QN , for three values of the effective
vent area ratio, R∗. Dashed lines in the region znpl/H > 0 are provided to illustrate the
mathematical solution of (5.38). Dashed lines in the region znpl/H < 0 are the reverse flow
solution (5.54).
• Q1/QN decreases monotonically, eventually tending to a constant gradient
which depends on R∗;
• Q2/QN generally increases, but experiences local minima, also eventually tend-
ing to a constant gradient;
• g′/g′N decreases and for QF > QF,crit the solution is independent of R
∗;
• these effects are greater if R∗ is small.
5.3.3 Hybrid extract ventilation – mathematical model develop-
ment
The previous section considered hybrid supply ventilation. In this section, similar
mathematical expressions are developed for hybrid extract ventilation, which was
illustrated schematically in figure 5.5b on page 101. Section 5.3.3 follows a very
similar layout to §5.3.1. It is considered worthwhile to describe the development
of the mathematical model in the same thorough way for completeness and clarity.
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Before developing mathematical expressions, there follows some physical reasoning,
which is essential in order to ensure appropriate formulation of the model.
Forward flow is again defined as flow in the same sense as that driven by the buoyancy
alone – inflow through the floor-level vent and outflow through the ceiling-level vent.
In contrast to the previous section, the criterion for reverse flow here, with an extract
fan, is reversal of the ceiling-level volume flux, Q2. For sufficiently small values of
QF , the ceiling-level volume flux will be outflow. As the extract fan volume flux
is increased, the air pressure within the room decreases and the pressure difference
across the ceiling-level vent also decreases. At a critical value of the fixed extract
volume flux, QF = QF,crit, the pressure difference across and, hence, the predicted
volume flux through the ceiling-level vent will be zero. For all values of the fixed
extract volume flux which exceed this critical value, the volume flux through the
ceiling-level vent will be negative, i.e. Q2 < 0, signifying inflow.
Forward flow is considered first, followed by reverse flow, which begins on page 123.
The value of QF,crit in hybrid extract ventilation is established on page 127.
Forward flow, QF < QF,crit
Figure 5.12 shows a schematic of forward flow in a ventilated room, with floor-
level inflow volume flux, Q1, ceiling-level, outflow volume flux, Q2, and extract
fan volume flux, QF . The corresponding static air pressure distribution shows the
relative magnitudes of the pressure difference at floor-level and ceiling-level and the
position of the neutral pressure level, z = znpl.
The volume flux through the ceiling-level vent, Q2, is outflow and, hence, with a
fixed extract volume flux, conservation of volume for an incompressible fluid requires
that
Q1 = Q2 +QF . (5.56)
Comparing the pressure distribution for hybrid ventilation (narrow black line) with
the equivalent pressure distribution for a naturally ventilated room (thick grey line)
in figure 5.12b, it can be seen that an extract fan shifts the pressure distribution to
the left (reducing the pressure inside the room). The general relationship between
the pressure difference across the floor-level and ceiling-level vents, and the pressure
difference due to the buoyant, warm air in the room, is described by
|∆p|z=0
ρ0
+
|∆p|z=H
ρ0
= g′H, (5.57)
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Figure 5.12: Schematic of forward flow with an extract fan showing: (a) a ventilated room;
and (b) the corresponding vertical variation of static pressure difference, ∆p(z). In (b),
the thick (grey) line is the pressure difference distribution from natural ventilation (cf.
figure 5.1), whilst the narrower (black) line is the pressure difference distribution in hybrid
ventilation.
as it was for forward flow with a supply fan and for purely natural ventilation. This
expression, (5.57), is identical to (5.22) from page 103.
In §5.3.1, the pressure differences across floor-level and ceiling-level vents were re-
lated to the volume flux through those vents by (5.23) and (5.24), respectively.
Substituting these into (5.57), links the floor-level and ceiling-level volume fluxes to
the buoyancy within the room:
Q21
2a21c
2
1
+
Q22
2a22c
2
2
= g′H. (5.58)
This expression, identical to (5.25), is stated here for convenience as it will be used
in the following sections.
Floor-level inflow volume flux, Q1
In order to develop an expression for the floor-level volume flux, Q1, the ceiling-level
volume flux, Q2, is made the subject of the volume conservation expression, (5.56),
which is then substituted into (5.58) to give
Q21
A∗2
+
Q2F
2a22c
2
2
(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)
= g′H. (5.59)
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Multiplying through by A∗2/Q2F , and writing A
∗2/2a22c
2
2 in terms of the ratio of
effective vent areas, results in the non-dimensional expression,
(
Q1
QF
)2
+
(
R∗2
1 +R∗2
)(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)
=
A∗2g′H
Q2F
. (5.60)
At steady state, conservation of buoyancy can be applied to eliminate the local
buoyancy, g′, from (5.60). In forward flow hybrid extract ventilation, the total
volume flux is equal to the floor-level inflow volume flux, Qtot = Q1, allowing us to
write g′ = B/Q1. Substituting this into (5.60) gives
(
Q1
QF
)2
+
(
R∗2
1 +R∗2
)(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)
=
A∗2BH
Q1Q2F
=
(
QN
QF
)3(QF
Q1
)
. (5.61)
The floor-level volume flux, Q1, is then expressed solely in terms of the fixed extract
volume flux, the natural ventilation volume flux, and the ratio of effective vent
areas. Rewriting this expression in the common form employed throughout this
chapter gives
(
QN
QF
)3
=
(
Q1
QF
)[(
Q1
QF
)2
+
(
R∗2
1 +R∗2
)(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)]
. (5.62)
Immediately evident in (5.62) is the 1/(1+R∗2) term, which appeared in isolation in
the expression for znpl/H in purely natural ventilation (see §4.4) and recurs through-
out chapter 5. The quantity of interest in (5.62) is the floor-level inflow volume flux,
Q1; (5.62) is cubic in Q1/QF . Solutions of this cubic were determined practically
by specifying R∗ and Q1/QF , computing QN/QF and, after some manipulation,
emerging with Q1/QN as a function of QF /QN with R
∗ as the parameter.
In a similar layout to §5.3.1, solutions of expressions developed in §5.3.3 are not
plotted until later (page 128), where forward and reverse flow solutions are shown
on the same plots.
Ceiling-level outflow volume flux, Q2
The volume conservation expression for forward flow with an extract fan, (5.56), can
be substituted into (5.58) to eliminate Q1, leaving
Q22
A∗2
+
Q2F
2a21c
2
1
(
1 + 2
Q2
QF
)
= g′H. (5.63)
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After multiplying through byA∗2/Q2F and rearranging, we arrive at the non-dimensional
form, (
Q2
QF
)2
+
(
1
1 +R∗2
)(
1 + 2
Q2
QF
)
=
A∗2g′H
Q2F
. (5.64)
With the total ventilation volume flux given by Qtot = Q2 + QF , applying conser-
vation of buoyancy in order to eliminate the local buoyancy leaves
(
Q2
QF
)2
+
(
1
1 +R∗2
)(
1 + 2
Q2
QF
)
=
A∗2BH
Q2F (Q2 +QF )
(5.65)
=
(
QN
QF
)3(
1 +
Q2
QF
)−1
.
The ceiling-level volume flux, Q2, is here expressed solely in terms of the fixed extract
volume flux, the natural ventilation volume flux, and the ratio of effective vent areas.
In the common form being applied in this chapter, this becomes
(
QN
QF
)3
=
(
1 +
Q2
QF
)[(
Q2
QF
)2
+
(
1
1 +R∗2
)(
1 + 2
Q2
QF
)]
. (5.66)
We recognise similarities between, expressions (5.62) and (5.66) which describe hy-
brid extract ventilation, and expressions (5.30) and (5.35) which described hybrid
supply ventilation. This comparison will be revisited during the discussion in §5.3.4.
The relative efficiency of hybrid ventilation
In forward flow with an extract fan, the total outflow volume flux is equal to the
floor-level inflow volume flux: Qtot = Q1. Substituting Qtot = Q1 into (5.5) gives
g′
g′N
=
QN
Q1
. (5.67)
Figure 5.16 on page 131 shows the variation of g′/g′N with QF /QN . Since Q1/QN
was expressed solely in terms of QF , QN and R
∗ in (5.62), g′/g′N is actually a
function of only these three quantities.
The neutral pressure level, znpl
Comparing the pressure difference across the floor-level vent with the net buoyancy
between the floor and the neutral pressure level, the volume flux through the floor-
level vent, Q1, can be written as a function of the buoyancy in the room below the
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neutral pressure level:
Q21
2a21c
2
1
= g′znpl. (5.68)
Dividing through by g′H and introducing the effective vent area, A∗, the normalised
neutral pressure level is expressed as
znpl
H
=
Q21
A∗2g′H
A∗2
2a21c
2
1
=
Q21
A∗2g′H
(
1
1 +R∗2
)
. (5.69)
Applying conservation of buoyancy, with Qtot = Q1, in order to eliminate the local
buoyancy term, the neutral pressure level can be expressed solely in terms of the
normalised floor-level volume flux, Q1/QN , and the ratio of effective vent areas, R
∗:
znpl
H
=
Q21Q1
A∗2BH
(
1
1 +R∗2
)
=
(
Q1
QN
)3( 1
1 +R∗2
)
. (5.70)
As discussed above, since Q1 = f(QF , QN , R
∗), and Q1/QN can be computed, there
is no need to further manipulate this expression. The variation of znpl/H from (5.70)
is plotted as a function of QF /QN for lines of constant R
∗ in figure 5.17 on page 132.
Reverse flow, QF > QF,crit
We now consider reverse flow in hybrid extract ventilation. If the fixed extract
volume flux is sufficiently large, the air pressure inside the room will be lower than
the air pressure outside over the entire height of the room. Since the pressure
difference across the ceiling-level vent is negative, the volume flux, Q2, through
the ceiling-level vent will be inflow. This is referred to as ‘reverse’ flow, in which
only a virtual neutral pressure level can be defined, being the level at which the
extrapolated pressure difference line crosses ∆p(z) = 0. This is shown in figure 5.13.
For this situation, volume conservation with an incompressible fluid requires that
Q1 + |Q2| = QF . (5.71)
From inspection of figure 5.13b, the pressure differences across the floor-level and
ceiling-level vents relate to the pressure difference due to the buoyant, warm air in
the room, as:
|∆p|z=0
ρ0
−
|∆p|z=H
ρ0
= g′H. (5.72)
Substituting the pressure-volume flux relationships, (5.23) and (5.24) from page 103,
into (5.72), the floor-level and ceiling-level volume fluxes can be linked to the buoy-
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Figure 5.13: Schematic of reverse flow with an extract fan showing: (a) a ventilated room;
and (b) the corresponding vertical variation of static pressure difference, ∆p(z). In (b),
the thick (grey) line is the pressure difference distribution from natural ventilation (cf.
figure 5.1), whilst the narrower (black) line is the pressure difference distribution in hybrid
ventilation.
ancy within the room:
Q21
2a21c
2
1
−
Q22
2a22c
2
2
= g′H. (5.73)
Note, this is different to the equivalent expression for reverse flow with a fixed supply
volume flux (cf. (5.42) on page 108).
Floor-level inflow volume flux, Q1
In order to develop an expression for the floor-level volume flux, Q1, the ceiling-level
volume flux, Q2, is made the subject of the volume conservation relationship, (5.71).
This is substituted into (5.73), eliminating the ceiling-level volume flux, to leave
Q21
2a21c
2
1
−
Q21
2a22c
2
2
−
Q2F
2a22c
2
2
(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)
= g′H. (5.74)
Multiplying through by 2a21c
2
1/Q
2
F gives
(
1−
1
R∗2
)(
Q1
QF
)2
−R∗2
(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)
=
(
1 +R∗2
) A∗2g′H
Q2F
, (5.75)
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where (1 + R∗2)A∗2 ≡ 2a21c
2
1. Under reverse flow conditions, Qtot = QF so that
applying conservation of buoyancy, i.e. substituting g′ = B/QF into (5.75), leaves
(
1−
1
R∗2
)(
Q1
QF
)2
−R∗2
(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)
=
(
1 +R∗2
) A∗2BH
QFQ2F
=
(
1 +R∗2
)(QN
QF
)3
. (5.76)
The floor-level volume flux is then expressed solely in terms of the fixed extract
volume flux, the natural ventilation volume flux and the ratio of effective vent areas.
After some minor manipulation, this can be rearranged into the common form used
throughout §5.3:
(
QN
QF
)3
=
(
1
1 +R∗2
)[(
1−
1
R∗2
)(
Q1
QF
)2
−R∗2
(
1− 2
Q1
QF
)]
. (5.77)
Solutions of (5.77) are plotted in figure 5.14, which illustrates the variation of the
floor-level volume flux with fixed extract volume flux for forward and reverse flow.
Volume fluxes are, therein, scaled on the natural ventilation volume flux, QN . Fig-
ure 5.14 plots Q1/QN as a function of QF /QN , with R
∗ as the parameter.
Ceiling-level volume flux, Q2
As previously, since the floor-level inflow volume flux is known, Q2 can be calculated
by simple conservation of volume. For completeness, we choose to follow the same
detailed derivation. The ceiling-level inflow volume flux, Q2, is investigated by
rewriting the volume conservation expression, (5.71), in terms of Q1 and substituting
into (5.73) to eliminate the floor-level volume flux. This leaves
Q22
2a21c
2
1
−
Q22
2a22c
2
2
+
Q2F
2a21c
2
1
(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)
= g′H, (5.78)
which, after multiplying through by 2a21c
2
1/Q
2
F and introducing the effective vent
area, A∗, becomes
(
Q2
QF
)2
(1−R∗2) +
(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)
=
(
1 +R∗2
) A∗2g′H
Q2F
. (5.79)
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With Qtot = QF , conservation of buoyancy allows us to substitute g
′ = B/QF into
(5.79), thereby eliminating the local buoyancy term, to leave
(
Q2
QF
)2
(1−R∗2)+
(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)
=
(
1 +R∗2
) A∗2BH
QFQ2F
=
(
1 +R∗2
)(QN
QF
)3
. (5.80)
The ceiling-level volume flux is here expressed solely in terms of the fixed extract
volume flux, the natural ventilation volume flux and the ratio of effective vent areas.
After some minor manipulation, this can be written as
(
QN
QF
)3
=
(
1
1 +R∗2
)[(
Q2
QF
)2
(1−R∗2) +
(
1− 2
Q2
QF
)]
. (5.81)
We note that, whilst the forward flow expressions, (5.62) and (5.66), were cubic in
the quantity of interest, the reverse flow expressions, (5.77) and (5.81), are quadratic
in the quantity of interest, here Q2. Nevertheless, only one root is the stable phys-
ical solution. Because these expressions were solved by specifying Q2/QF and R
∗,
computing QN/QF and rearranging to determine Q2/QN , this issue of non-physical
roots did not arise; we effectively specified the physical root in order to calculate
the solution.
The relative efficiency of hybrid ventilation
The total outflow volume flux for reverse flow is the fan volume flux, QF . Substi-
tuting Qtot = QF into (5.5), the ratio of local buoyancies becomes
g′
g′N
=
QN
QF
. (5.82)
The variation of this local buoyancy ratio, g′/g′N , with supply fan volume flux for
both forward and reverse flow is plotted in figure 5.16.
For reverse flow, i.e. for QF > QF,crit, the ratio, g
′/g′N is the same whether the
volume flux is fixed by a supply or extract fan, (5.51) is identical to (5.82). This is
because whether supply or extract, under reverse flow conditions, the total ventila-
tion volume flux is the fan volume flux, Qtot = QF , and it is the total volume flux
which determines the resulting uniform local buoyancy within the room.
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The neutral pressure level, znpl
It has been established that, for reverse flow, the concept of a vertical position at
which the air pressures inside and outside the room are equal is not physical. In
hybrid extract ventilation this is because the air pressure inside the room is lower
than the air pressure outside at all heights. A virtual neutral pressure level is defined,
being the level at which the extrapolated pressure difference line crosses ∆p = 0 (see
figure 5.13b). This gives some measure of how ‘far’ from forward flow the ventilation
is, even though the neutral pressure level does not physically exist.
By extrapolating the pressure difference line, the volume flux through the floor-level
vent, Q1, can be written as a function of the imagined buoyancy between the floor
and the virtual neutral pressure level,
Q21
2a21c
2
1
= g′znpl(virtual). (5.83)
Dividing through by g′H and introducing the effective vent area, A∗, the virtual
neutral pressure level is expressed as
znpl
H
(virtual) =
Q21
A∗2g′H
A∗2
2a21c
2
1
=
Q21
A∗2g′H
(
1
1 +R∗2
)
. (5.84)
For reverse flow, at steady state, the total volume flux is the mechanical extract
volume flux, Qtot = QF , and conservation of buoyancy allows us to write g
′ = B/QF .
Substituting this into (5.84), the virtual neutral pressure level can be expressed as
znpl
H
(virtual) =
Q21QF
A∗2BH
(
1
1 +R∗2
)
=
(
Q1
QN
)3(QF
Q1
)(
1
1 +R∗2
)
. (5.85)
In this case, as the virtual neutral pressure level is outside the geometry of the actual
room, it is expected that znpl/H(virtual) > 1. Solutions of (5.85) are plotted in
figure 5.17, denoted by dashed lines in the region znpl/H > 1.
The critical extract volume flux, QF = QF,crit
There is a critical value of QF , herein referred to as QF,crit, for which the pressure
difference at ceiling-level is zero, ∆pz=H = 0. This critical value marks the boundary
between forward and reverse flow and is found by setting Q2 = 0 in either (5.66) or
(5.81). Doing so gives
QF,crit
QN
= (1 +R∗2)1/3. (5.86)
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This expression contrasts with the critical volume flux in hybrid supply ventilation,
(5.55) from page 111. In hybrid supply ventilation, the critical volume flux was
larger for smaller R∗, which was explained by the neutral pressure level being closer
to the floor for large R∗. The criterion for QF,crit in hybrid supply ventilation was
znpl/H → 0. In hybrid extract ventilation, however, the criterion for QF,crit is
znpl/H → 1. Thus, larger values of R
∗, which cause the neutral pressure level to
be closer to the floor, delay the onset of a reverse flow and smaller values of R∗,
which cause the NPL to be closer to the ceiling, result in transition to reverse flow
at smaller values of QF .
5.3.4 Hybrid extract ventilation – discussion of results
Mathematical expressions have been developed to describe the hybrid extract ven-
tilation of a room. Whilst solutions to these mathematical expressions exist over
a wide domain, their physical validity is limited to the flow regime for which they
were derived. In the following figures (5.14 - 5.17), thick, solid lines represent the
physical solution and thin, dashed lines represent the continuation of mathematical
solutions. Where dashed lines are plotted, their solutions are not physically valid;
the dashed lines are provided for interest only, to illustrate the continuation of the
mathematical solution.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the variation of floor-level volume flux, Q1, and ceiling-
level volume flux, Q2, respectively, with fixed extract volume flux, QF , where the
effective vent area ratio, R∗, is a parameter.
Figure 5.14, plots Q1/QN against QF/QN for hybrid extract ventilation. On in-
spection, this figure is very similar in appearance to figure 5.9 on page 115, which
shows the variation of Q2/QN with QF/QN in hybrid supply ventilation.
Indeed, the R∗ = 1 lines in figures 5.14 and 5.9 are identical and, by comparing
the relevant expressions, it can be shown that for R∗ = 1, the supply fan solutions
for Q2/QN , (5.35) and (5.50), are identical to the extract fan solutions for Q1/QN ,
(5.62) and (5.77), respectively. This implies that, for R∗ = 1, the effect of an extract
fan on the floor-level volume flux is identical to the effect of a supply fan on the
ceiling-level volume flux.
In figure 5.15, Q2/QN , is plotted as a function of the extract volume flux, QF/QN .
As in the previous discussion, we can identify similarities between figure 5.15 and
figure 5.8 from page 114, which showed the variation of Q1/QN with fixed supply
volume flux.
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Figure 5.14: Hybrid extract ventilation. The floor-level volume flux, Q1, plotted as a function
of fixed extract volume flux, QF , for three values of the effective vent area ratio, R
∗. Volume
fluxes are normalised on the natural ventilation volume flux, QN .
Physical justification for this behaviour can be found by taking a step back from
analysing volume fluxes, to consider the pressure variation within the room. The
effect of a supply fan is to increase the pressure within a ventilated room, thereby
shifting the static pressure difference distribution to the right, when compared to
that of a naturally ventilated room – as shown in figure 5.6b on page 103. Conversely,
the effect of an extract fan is to decrease the pressure within a ventilated room,
thereby shifting the natural pressure difference distribution to the left – as shown in
figure 5.12b on page 120.
The direction in which the pressure difference distribution is shifted depends on the
direction (supply or extract) of the mechanical volume flux, but the magnitude of
this shift depends only on the magnitude of QF/QN . A given value of QF/QN in
hybrid supply ventilation reduces the pressure difference across the floor-level vent
by a set magnitude. The same value of QF/QN in hybrid extract ventilation reduces
the pressure difference across the ceiling-level vent by exactly the same magnitude.
Rather than plotting the variation of Qtot/QN , we illustrate the variation of g
′/g′N ,
which is equivalent to the relative temperature within the room (compared with
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Figure 5.15: Hybrid extract ventilation. The ceiling-level volume flux, Q2, plotted as a
function of fixed extract volume flux, QF , for three values of the effective vent area ratio,
R∗. Volume fluxes are normalised on the natural volume flux, QN .
purely natural ventilation). It was described in (5.5) that
g′
g′N
=
QN
Qtot
.
In figure 5.16, g′/g′N is plotted against QF /QN for three values of R
∗. In the
forward flow region, the figure shows the solution of (5.67). In the reverse flow
region, QF > QF,crit, we plot the solution of (5.82).
We identify that for QF < QF,crit there is a dependence on R
∗, which is implied
through the dependence of g′/g′N on Q1/QN in (5.67). For QF > QF,crit, however,
there is no dependence on R∗, which is consistent with the solution of (5.82). If
R∗ = 0.5, increasing QF /QN from 0 to 1 produces a small reduction in g
′/g′N . For
R∗ = 2, however, the same increase in QF/QN results in a much greater reduction
in g′/g′N .
The difference between figure 5.16, shown here, and figure 5.10, which illustrated
the variation of g′/g′N in hybrid supply ventilation, is for R
∗ 6= 1. In hybrid supply
ventilation, the most effective cooling (smaller g′/g′N ) was provided by small values of
R∗. In hybrid extract ventilation, R∗ = 2 results in a greater reduction in g′/g′N for
a given increase in QF /QN . In hybrid extract ventilation, therefore, more effective
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Figure 5.16: Hybrid extract ventilation. The uniform local buoyancy, g′/g′N , plotted as a
function of fixed extract volume flux, QF /QN , for three values of the effective vent area
ratio, R∗.
cooling is provided by large values of R∗.
In figure 5.17, the position of the neutral pressure level, znpl/H, is plotted as a
function of fixed extract volume flux, QF /QN , for three values of the effective
vent area ratio. For QF/QN = 0, the purely natural ventilation solution, (4.32),
znpl/H = 1/(1 +R
∗2), is recovered. As QF/QN is increased, the NPL moves higher
in the room (closer to the ceiling). For QF > QF,crit, there is no physical neutral
pressure level. The virtual neutral pressure level, znpl(virtual), is represented by
thin dashed lines in the region znpl/H > 1 and QF > QF,crit.
For R∗ = 0.5, increasing the extract volume flux from QF /QN = 0 to QF/QN = 1
causes the neutral pressure level to move upwards from znpl/H = 0.8 to znpl/H =
1.0. For R∗ = 2, increasing QF/QN from 0 to 1 results in an increase from znpl/H =
0.2 to znpl/H = 0.7, representing a much greater change. The contrast between
R∗ = 0.5 and R∗ = 2 explains the different impact of a unit increase in QF/QN ,
which was described previously in terms of volume fluxes and the local buoyancies.
To summarise this section on hybrid extract ventilation:
• the effect of a fixed extract volume flux is to decrease the air pressure within
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Figure 5.17: Hybrid extract ventilation. The position of the neutral pressure level plotted
as a function of fixed extract volume flux for three values of the effective vent area ratio,
R∗. Dashed lines in the region znpl/H > 1 and QF > QF.crit are the reverse flow solution,
(5.54), and give an indication of the change required in QF /QN to return to forward flow.
a ventilated room;
• this results in the position of the neutral pressure level moving upwards, i.e.
towards the ceiling, when compared to its position in purely natural ventila-
tion.
The effect of increasing QF /QN in hybrid extract ventilation is:
• Q1/QN generally increases, eventually tending to a constant gradient which
depends on R∗;
• Q2/QN decreases monotonically, also tending to a constant gradient;
• g′/g′N decreases and for QF > QF,crit the solution is independent of R
∗;
• these effects are greater if R∗ is large.
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5.4 Implications for the design of hybrid ventilation strate-
gies
A supply fan and an extract fan, at identical settings in identical rooms, do not
necessarily have the same effect on the ventilation. For R∗ < 1, a supply fan
provides greater enhancement of the ventilation, whilst for R∗ > 1, an extract fan
provides better ventilation, this for a given fan volume flux, QF .
Because a supply fan moves the NPL towards the floor (znpl/H ↓), flow reverseal is
more likely with large floor-level vents, i.e. R∗ > 1. Conversely, because an extract
fan moves the NPL towards the ceiling, (znpl/H ↑), flow reversal is more likely with
large ceiling-level vents, i.e. R∗ < 1.
In terms of room ventilation, assuming the fan always provides a set volume flux, its
location in the room is irrelevant to its effect on the position of the neutral pressure
level and, hence, to its effect on the ventilation volume flux. In terms of the fan
energy consumption, however, it is more efficient to locate supply fans at floor level
and extract fans at ceiling level, as this minimises the pressure difference the fan
must overcome.
5.4.1 An example
Let us assume that, in a single, isolated room, floor-level vents are typically larger
than ceiling-level vents, so that R∗ > 1. Given the implications described above,
we recommend the use of an extract fan rather than a supply fan, as this provides
greater enhancement of the ventilation for large R∗ and delays the onset of reverse
flow, characterised by larger values of QF,crit.
Considering the same typical small office of §4.3, with room height H = 3m, floor
area S = 40m2, effective vent area A∗ = 0.15m2, and, for this example, effective
vent area ratio, R∗ = 2. Suppose the room receives 1kW total heat input and the
outside air temperature is taken to be 20◦C. First we calculate the natural ventilation
volume flux,
QN = (A
∗2BH)1/3 = 0.12m3s−1 ≡ 3.7ACH, (5.87)
where ACH denotes air changes per hour, and the corresponding uniform local buoy-
ancy,
g′N =
(
B2
A∗2H
)1/3
= 0.23ms−2. (5.88)
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Thus, using (3.28) from page 68, the room temperature in purely natural ventilation
will be 26.7◦C.
We can now calculate the reduction in the temperature of interior air achieved by
the addition of an extract fan. If we set the extract fan volume flux to be equal to
the natural ventilation volume flux, QF = 3.7ACH, then QF /QN = 1 and, reading
from figure 5.16 on page 131, we find that in steady hybrid extract ventilation,
g′
g′N
= 0.66. (5.89)
Substituting this into (5.5) from page 93, the total hybrid ventilation volume flux is
calculated as
Qtot = 5.6ACH. (5.90)
Again using (3.28) from page 68, the room temperature in steady hybrid extract
ventilation can be calculated as 24.5◦C, representing a 2.2◦C temperature reduction
when compared to purely natural ventilation. The same fan employed to supply
3.7ACH would have achieved less than 0.5◦C temperature reduction, emphasising
the importance of understanding the difference between hybrid supply and hybrid
extract ventilation.
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The mathematical models developed in chapter 5 enhance our understanding of the
key differences between natural, mechanical and hybrid ventilation of warm air from
a room into a cooler, quiescent outside environment. In terms of the physics, how-
ever, these mathematical models describe a more general relationship between the
buoyancy that accumulates within an enclosure (i.e. the density difference between
fluid inside and fluid outside the enclosure) and the volume flux this buoyancy drives
through ventilation openings in the top and base of the enclosure. Buoyancy-driven
flows, generated by different density solutions in a freshwater environment, are,
therefore, analogous (in terms of the physics) to buoyancy-driven ventilation flows
in air.
This chapter describes a set of laboratory experiments which investigate natural,
mechanical and hybrid ventilation of dense saline solution from a simple, box-like
model (which represents a ventilated room) within a freshwater environment. The
experiments were designed and conducted specifically to complement the theoretical
study and to enhance still further the basic understanding of hybrid ventilation.
The advantages of the small-scale physical modelling technique were described in
§2.4 and are reiterated in §6.1. Section 6.2 overviews the experiments conducted and
describes the key dimensionless quantities which are required to ensure dynamical
similarity between small-scale and full-scale flows. The experimental apparatus are
described in §6.3. In §6.4, the procedure followed for a typical experiment is laid out
and §6.5 quantifies the uncertainty in experimental measurements. In §6.6 we review
previous work relating to, and discuss the numerical value of discharge coefficients
associated with flow through vents.
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6.1 Small-scale physical modelling
There are numerous analysis ‘tools’ which can be applied to the study of low-energy
ventilation in buildings, a range of methods were discussed in section 2.4. The de-
velopment of simplified mathematical models was considered appropriate for the
current study as it enables a wide range of parameters to be investigated and fo-
cusses on the bulk air flow, rather than detailed or very localised effects – the bulk
effects being of primary interest in basic design. The question then arises of how
confident one can be in the conclusions drawn from the theoretical analysis, given
the many inherent assumptions and simplifications. To answer this question, we
propose comparing the predictions of our simplified mathematical models with the
results of an alternative modelling approach.
Small-scale physical modelling using dyed solutions in a freshwater environment, has
been used extensively to study the fluid dynamics of buoyancy-driven flows in the
context of scientific research and is a convenient and well documented method for
the analysis of ventilation flows, see for example Linden et al. (1990), Gladstone &
Woods (2001), Hunt & Coffey (2010).
In this technique, colour-dyed saline solution is introduced to the experimental model
with a known density and volume flux – easily controllable and variable. This
enables precise control of the input buoyancy flux (equivalent to the heat input
to a building), and easy visualisation of the inflow and outflow, using for example
the shadowgraph technique (Settles, 2001). When working with saline solutions,
there is zero transfer of buoyancy to the walls of the model – matching a major
assumption of the mathematical model, namely that of perfectly insulating walls.
These features are in contrast to experiments using heat in air or water, in which
the input buoyancy flux is complicated to determine and the transfer of buoyancy
to the walls, in the form of conduction, is difficult to control and quantify.
A final, major factor in selecting the salt-in-water experimental technique to comple-
ment our mathematical model development, is its extensive pedigree and previous
use in the study of natural ventilation. Having been used by Linden et al. (1990) to
demonstrate the relationship between a localised buoyancy source and the resulting
steady stratification in a ventilated room, the technique has since been applied by
numerous other studies, including Hacker et al. (1996) to study mixing in gravity
currents, Hunt & Linden (2001, 2004) to study the effect of assisting and opposing
wind, and Lynch & Hunt (2011) to study the night purging of warm air from a
two-storey atrium building.
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6.2 Laboratory experiments
Preliminary experiments were performed to investigate purely natural ventilation.
This was done to enable development of the experimental equipment and procedure,
and to provide a base or reference case, against which to compare the results of me-
chanical and hybrid ventilation experiments. The first set of truly new experiments
involved an investigation of mechanically forced ventilation at a constant, fixed in-
flow or fixed outflow, volume flux. These design cases were described theoretically
in §5.2. The second set of novel experiments investigated hybrid ventilation in which
a supply or extract volume flux provided ventilation in addition to the buoyancy-
driven ventilation through low-level and high-level vents, as considered theoretically
in §5.3.
The aim of the experiments was to learn about the differences between natural
and mechanical ventilation, to provide further insight into the fluid mechanics and,
thereby, to enhance our understanding of hybrid ventilation. In addition to this,
the experiments were conceived to challenge the validity of assumptions made in the
theoretical models and to provide qualitative confirmation of the trends and general
conclusions, which were the outcomes of the theoretical model development.
The experiments conducted herein represent a significant departure from similar
previous experiments and, therefore, involved numerous novel techniques. For ex-
ample, the effect of a fixed volume flux, whether greater or less than the natural
ventilation volume flux, has not been considered previously; a method for provid-
ing a constant volume flux was developed during the current work. The position
of the neutral pressure level has not, to this author’s knowledge, been investigated
experimentally in natural, mechanical or hybrid ventilation; a novel adaptation of
the light attenuation technique (which will be described in chapter 7) was developed
in order to enable this investigation.
Overview of experimental equipment
The main feature of the experimental set-up was a Perspex box – ‘the model’ – which
had openings in the top and base; this model represents a ventilated room which has
horizontal vents at floor level and ceiling level. The model was submerged inside a
large glass-sided tank, which was filled with fresh water; the fresh water in the tank
created an ambient external environment, representing the air outside a building.
The inside top face of the model was covered by a coiled porous pipe, which enabled
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saline solution (denser than fresh water) to be introduced in a distributed manner;
this provided a distributed source of buoyancy, which represents heat input to a
ventilated room from, for example, underfloor heating.
6.2.1 A note on the vertical reference frame
The experiments conducted were intended to simulate the ventilation of warm air
from a room into a cooler external environment. Warm air, being less dense than
the cooler environment, tends naturally to rise and flow out of a ceiling-level vent.
Experiments were conducted using saline solutions (introduced to simulate heat in-
put) in a freshwater tank. In contrast to heat in air, saline solution, being denser
than the freshwater environment, tends naturally to fall and flow out through vents
in the base of the experimental model. This results in the vertical reference frame
being reversed between warm air ventilation flows and the salt-in-water flows ob-
served experimentally. This is illustrated in figure 6.1, which shows a comparison
between the vertical reference frame for heat-in-air and salt-in-water. This change
of reference frame could be avoided by working with dyed freshwater in a tank of
saline solution. This would, however, result in considerable extra labour, expense,
inconvenience and waste.
Heat-in-air
(a) Room ventilation
Ceiling, z = H
Floor, z = 0
z
Salt-in-water
(b) Laboratory experiments
Top, z = 0
Base, z = H
z
Figure 6.1: A comparison of the vertical reference frames for (a) heat-in-air and (b) salt-in-
water. The input buoyancy flux is represented by small, curly arrows at z = 0.
In this chapter, and in chapters 7 and 8, experiments will be described in the lab-
oratory reference frame – forward flow being in the sense of inflow at the top and
outflow at the base of the experimental model. Throughout the rest of this thesis,
however, outside the context of experiments, ventilation flows are discussed in the
‘heat-in-air’ frame of reference – forward flow being in the sense of inflow at floor
level and outflow at ceiling level. In room ventilation, we define the vertical origin at
floor level, coincident with the plane of the inflow vent. For consistency, this defini-
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tion is maintained in the experimental reference frame; z = 0 being coincident with
the top of the model and the plane of the inflow vent, and z = H being coincident
with the base of the model and the plane of the outflow vent.
6.2.2 Dynamical similarity arguments
The experiments conducted simulate the ventilation of warm air from a room through
the use of dense saline solution in a freshwater environment. For this approach to
provide results which are meaningfully comparable, the laboratory flows must be
dynamically similar to the full-scale flow. Dynamical similarity, has two parts, geo-
metric similarity and kinematic, or flow, similarity.
In order to satisfy geometric similarity, the model geometry must replicate the full-
scale geometry. This implies that key non-dimensional parameters, such as the
scaled effective vent area, A∗/H2, the effective vent area ratio, R∗, and the aspect
ratio of the room and vents should be replicated at laboratory scale.
In order to satisfy kinematic similarity, the main physical processes present in ven-
tilation flows must be considered. In the ventilation of a room which is heated by a
distributed source – the important processes are the turbulent convection generated
by the heat source and the flow through ventilation openings.
Buoyancy-driven convection is often characterised by the Rayleigh number, with
high Rayleigh number indicating turbulent convection in which the dissipative effects
of diffusion and viscosity play no significant role. A typical Rayleigh number for a
distributed heat source in a ventilated room, was calculated using (4.42) from page 89
as
Ra ≈ 2× 109.
This is sufficiently large that we may assume the main mechanism of heat transfer
in room ventilation is fully-turbulent convection (mixing), rather than diffusion of
heat. It is not necessary to match these high Rayleigh numbers at laboratory scale,
however it is necessary to ensure that the Rayleigh number of the saline buoyancy
source in laboratory experiments is sufficiently high, in order to replicate the fully-
turbulent convection of full-scale ventilation flows in air.
For NaCl (common salt) in fresh water, κ = 1.2×10−9m2s−1, and, using (4.42) with
H = 0.3m, this gives
Ra ≈ 9× 1012.
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This implies that the buoyancy source in our experimental model will generate
high-Rayleigh-number, fully-turbulent convection, leading to turbulent mixing and,
hence, a ventilation flow which is dynamically similar to that of heat in air.
Flow through a vent is characterised by the Reynolds number,
Re =
uD
ν
, (6.1)
where the characteristic velocity, u, is taken as the mean velocity of the flow, the
characteristic length scale, D, is the diameter of the vent and ν is the kinematic
viscosity. The Reynolds number is commonly used in fluid dynamics as a measure
of the relative magnitudes of inertial and viscous forces. For full-scale ventilation
flows, in air, typical Reynolds numbers are high; in excess of 103 (Linden, 1999). A
large Reynolds number implies that the effect of inertial forces dominates the effect of
viscous forces and generally indicates turbulent flow. It is, therefore, important that
the Reynolds number of flow through vents in the laboratory model is sufficiently
high, in order to replicate the nature of full-scale ventilation flows in air. The
Reynolds number of a typical natural ventilation experiment herein was Re ≈ 2000.
Interestingly, in hybrid ventilation one must also consider the ratio of mechanically
fixed to natural ventilation volume flux, QF/QN . This ratio quantifies the relative
strengths of the mechanically imposed and naturally occurring driving forces. As
this is of key importance and interest, QF/QN must be exactly matched between full-
scale flows and laboratory experiments. This requirement is analogous to ventilation
driven by the combined effect of wind and buoyancy, in which the Froude number,
used to quantify the relative importance of these two driving forces, must be exactly
matched between full-scale and model-scale flows (Hunt & Linden, 2004).
It was described in §3.3 that the temperature of warm air is often considered in
terms of the reduced gravity, g′, which was defined in terms of the density of air
in (3.15) on page 64 and in terms of temperatures in (3.26). In the laboratory, the
reduced gravity is defined in terms of the density difference between fresh water and
saline solution, so that
g′(z, t) = g
ρ(z, t) − ρ0
ρ0
, (6.2)
where ρ is now the density of saline solution and ρ0 is the constant density of the
freshwater surroundings.
The ratio between laboratory and full-scale reduced gravities gives a scaling which
enables comparison between laboratory and full-scale results. For more discussion
on this scaling, see §6 of Linden et al. (1990).
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6.3 Experimental equipment
The experimental set-up consisted of a Perspex box – ‘the model’ – submerged inside
a larger, glass-sided tank, which was filled with fresh water. The tank was diffusively
backlit and filmed with a digital camera. A side-view of the experimental set-up is
shown schematically in figure 6.2.
CCD camera
5m 1.25m
Visualisation tank
Perspex
model
Pump
Buoyancy
source
Floated
saline
Light box
Figure 6.2: The experimental set-up. Schematic diagram of a side elevation of the exper-
imental apparatus, showing the glass-sided visualisation tank filled with fresh water, the
Perspex model rigidly suspended within the tank, the floated container of saline solution,
the diffuse light source and the CCD camera (drawing not to scale).
The visualisation tank had a rigid steel frame, supporting a glass tank of internal
horizontal cross-section 2.50m × 1.25m. The tank was filled to a depth of 1.20m
with fresh (tap) water.
Inside the tank, a rectangular, clear Perspex box (wall thickness 0.01m) with internal
horizontal cross-section S = 0.30m × 0.40m and height H = 0.30m was suspended
rigidly, 0.20m below the free surface. This ensured sufficient depth of water above the
model that the presence of the free surface did not effect flow through openings. The
model was positioned 0.05m from the front face of the glass tank as this provided the
best visualisation. A number of circular holes (diameters 0.03m and 0.05m) in the
top and base horizontal faces of the model provided connections between the interior
and the quiescent exterior. These holes could be plugged to provide a water-tight
seal. A schematic of the model is shown in figure 6.3.
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(a) (b)
30
cm
30
cm
40cm
0.05m 0.03m
Figure 6.3: The model: (a) a schematic diagram; and (b) a photograph of the physical model
used in all experiments. The model dimensions including the small and large ventilation
openings diameters are labelled (drawing not to scale).
For simplicity, in order to reduce the number of variables, experiments in this study
were conducted using only one small size hole in the top and one small size hole in
the base of the model. For all experiments described herein, therefore, the vent sizes
were a1 = a2 = 7.07 × 10
−4m2 ≡ 7.07cm2, where a1 and a2 are the total vent areas
in the top and base of the model, respectively.
A reservoir of saline solution, used throughout a set of experiments, was prepared in
a 500 litre container by mixing NaCl crystals (plus a small quantity of anti-caking
agent) with filtered fresh water. Methylene blue dye (C16H18N3SCl) was used to
stain the saline solution. This ensured that all experiments were conducted with
close to identical saline concentrations.
Before each experiment, the saline reservoir was thoroughly mixed, to ensure homo-
geneity, and 18 litres was extracted into a plastic container. The 18 litre container
was then floated in the freshwater tank, as shown in figure 6.2. The water in the
tank and the floated saline solution were left to stand for a number of hours, allowing
them to reach thermal equilibrium prior to beginning an experiment. The tempera-
ture of both the tank and the floated container of saline were measured at the start
and end of each experiment, using a ‘Traceable FB50266’ digital thermometer, with
an accuracy of ±0.01◦C. The temperature difference between fresh water and saline
solution was typically less than 1◦C and the change in water temperature over the
course of an experiment was also typically less than 1◦C.
Saline solution, drawn from the floated beaker, was supplied at a volume flux QS ,
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(a) (b)
Porous pipe
Saline
supply
Figure 6.4: The distributed buoyancy source. Plan view (from above) of the top face of the
model showing: (a) a schematic diagram; and (b) a photograph of the layout and coverage
of the distributed buoyancy source, constructed from a rectangular coil of porous pipe.
by an ‘ISMATEC MCP-Z Process’ gear pump (model IP65), through a vertical
‘floating ball’ type flow rate meter, to an areally distributed buoyancy source. The
buoyancy source consisted of a 3.0m length of 0.015m diameter porous pipe, affixed
to and covering approximately 25% of the inside, top face of the model, laid out in a
rectangular coil as shown in figure 6.4. The porous pipe is of the type used in garden
irrigation and is constructed of compressed rubber krum with pore sizes of typically
less than 0.5mm2. Saline solution, pumped through the porous pipe, leaked from the
pipe into the model with very low source momentum flux, simulating a distributed
source of heat at floor level (such as underfloor heating) in a real room. Saline
solution was supplied at volume flow rates of QS = 115±5cm
3s−1; the pump setting
and, hence, the intended saline supply volume flux was not varied during nor between
experiments.
For the mechanically fixed volume flux experiments, a ‘Pompe Cucchi N1’ gear
metering pump (model NCX41/C), located on the laboratory floor near to the tank,
was used to impose a mechanically fixed volume flux through ventilation openings.
For fixed supply volume flux experiments, the pump intake was placed in the tank at
the same vertical position as the top of the model, to ensure fresh water intake, and
the pump outlet was connected to a ventilation opening in the top of the model. For
fixed extract volume flux, the pump intake was connected to a ventilation opening in
the base of the model and the pump outlet was placed near the bottom of the tank,
to reduce mixing between the outflowing saline and the fresh water in the tank.
The pump was connected to the model by a rigidly clamped, cylindrical pipe section
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(a) (b)
Section of
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Connection to
pump
Needle for
dye injection
0.03m
Figure 6.5: The pump-model connector. Showing: (a) a schematic diagram; and (b) a
photograph of the pump-model connector used to impose a fixed volume flux through one
ventilation opening.
of internal diameter 0.03m (equal to the diameter of the ventilation opening in the
model) and length 0.15m. Approximately 0.05m of the pipe length was occupied by
low density plastic foam, in an attempt to ensure that the flow through the connector
would result in uniform, parallel streamlines at the entry to the model. A schematic
and accompanying photograph of the connector are shown in figure 6.5.
Samples of fluid were extracted from within the model, during experiments, in order
to measure the density. Figure 6.6 shows a diagram and corresponding photograph
of the experimental model, showing the position of hollow needles from which fluid
samples were extracted using a syringe. Locations I, II, III, IV and V were located
at z/H = 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1, respectively. This array of sampling locations
provided a clear representation of the stratification within the model. This was used
to compare the stratification observed in filmed images with measurements made at
these five discrete locations and to compare the stratification in experiments with
the (theoretically assumed) uniform distribution.
The apparatus was diffusively lit from behind using a custom made light box. The
light box consisted of a steel frame of dimensions 2.50m × 1.50m × 0.20m, supporting
a bank of 42 vertically mounted fluorescent tube lights and surrounded by 5mm thick
translucent opal Perspex. The light box was positioned as close as possible behind
the visualisation tank, 0.10m from the rear, glass face, as shown in figure 6.2. This
provided uniform, diffuse illumination of the experimental set-up. Trial tests were
performed with the laboratory lights on and off; it was found that, provided the
lighting was not altered during an experiment, there was no benefit to conducting
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(a) (b)
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V
IV
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I
Figure 6.6: Density sampling locations. (a) A schematic diagram and (b) a photograph
of the experimental model in front elevation, showing the position of needle syringes from
which fluid samples were extracted. Locations I, II, III, IV and V were located at z/H =
0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1, respectively.
experiments with the laboratory lights off.
Experiments were recorded using a a ‘JAI CV-M4+CL’ CCD camera (pixel reso-
lution 1392 × 1040), connected via a frame grabber card to a desktop computer.
Images were captured using ‘DigiFlow’ software (Dalziel, 2012) and manipulated and
analysed in MATLAB. The camera was positioned 5m in front of the visualisation
tank, aligned vertically and horizontally with the centre of the model. A Pentax
125-75mm zoom lens, with a ‘Hoya R(25A)’ filter was fitted to the camera. The
filter removes all wavelengths from the polychromatic, incident light except those in
the red region of the visible spectrum. This region corresponds with the strongest
absorption peak in the absorption spectrum of methylene blue, the dye used to stain
the saline solution. For more discussion on the use of methylene blue dye and the
red filter, see Allgayer & Hunt (2012).
6.4 Experimental procedure
Before the start of each experiment, the apparatus (i.e. the visualisation tank and
submerged Perspex box, filled entirely with fresh water and diffusively back-lit) was
filmed for 1 minute at an image acquisition frequency of 1Hz. By averaging, at
each pixel location, the recorded light intensity over these 60 frames, a single time-
averaged-mean image was constructed. This image is considered to be the ‘incident’
or ‘background’ light intensity. Increasing the number of images used to construct
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this background image did not change the mean intensities; thus, this was a true
representation of a mean background. We are not interested in the amount of light
absorbed by the fresh water or experimental apparatus, only departures from this
background.
Each experiment was filmed without disruption for 60 minutes at 1Hz, capturing the
entirety of the transients and a significant period of steady state. Whilst determining
the time to steady state did not form a focus of this work, 60 minutes was considered
reasonable based on the following arguments. The volume of the experimental model
is 0.036m3 (i.e. 36 litres). At the steady, natural ventilation volume flux, QN =
4.98 × 10−5m3s−1 (3 litres per minute), it takes approximately 12 minutes to flush
one model volume (0.036m3). The filming duration, 60 minutes, represents five
of these model flushing times. Furthermore, whilst sampling the density at five
minute intervals (described below) it was found that from approximately 35 minutes
onwards in natural ventilation experiments, no significant change was observed in
the measured density of extracted samples, indicating that a steady state had been
reached.
After 60 minutes, selected experiments were filmed for a further 10 minutes at 1Hz.
During this second filming, coloured dye was introduced within the model (e.g. at
the ventilation openings) to enable visualisation of the motion of fluid at steady state
and measurement of the time taken for fresh inflowing fluid to be mixed throughout
the interior of the model; this enabled an estimation of the residence time of fluid
within the model. In the application considered (namely building ventilation), this
gave insight into where in a room air might be relatively old, even at what might be
regarded as sufficiently high ventilation rates.
Prior to starting each experiment, samples were taken of ambient fresh water from
the tank and of saline solution from the floated beaker. During an experiment, fluid
samples were extracted at 5 minute intervals from location I (z/H = 0.9), very near
the exit vent (see figure 6.6). After 60 minutes, at the end of the experiment, when
a steady state had been established, fluid samples were extracted from locations I,
II, III, IV and V (z/H = 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3 and 0.1, respectively). The density of
these samples was measured using an ‘Anton PAAR DMA 4500’ densitometer (to
an accuracy of ±5× 10−5 g cm−3).
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Frame rate and recording duration
A short, preliminary investigation was performed into the effect of the frame rate
(image acquisition frequency) and recording duration on the processed images.
To establish the ‘optimum’ duration and frequency at which to record images, in
order to assemble the background image, the background was filmed for 3 minutes
at a frame rate of 24Hz; 24Hz being the maximum frame rate possible using the
available camera and image acquisition software. From this data set, by extract-
ing the appropriate images, time-averaged-ensemble-mean background images were
constructed for recording durations of 3 minutes, 1 minute and 10 seconds and for
each of these recording periods, at image acquisition frequencies of 24Hz and 1Hz.
The box-averaged mean light intensities of these images were all within 1% of each
other, indicating that there is no benefit to recording for longer than 10 seconds and
there is no benefit to acquiring images at a frequency greater than 1Hz.
A similar procedure was followed to assess reasonable frame rate and recording
duration for the transients and the steady state. An experiment which had reached
steady state was filmed for 10 minutes at 24Hz, time-averaged-ensemble-mean images
were constructed for recording durations of 10 minutes, 1 minute and 1 second and
for each of these recording periods, at image acquisition frequencies of 24Hz and
1Hz. Again, there was no benefit to either long recording duration or high frequency
image acquisition, there being less than 2% variation across all results. For filming
durations of 10 seconds or longer, this difference fell to less than 0.1%.
It was concluded that the background would be filmed for 1 minute at 1Hz and that
each experiment would be filmed for 60 minutes at 1Hz.
6.5 Error analysis
Measurements recorded in physical experiments are subject to errors, which arise
due to the limited precision of experimental equipment. This section documents
the precision of our experimental measurements and quantifies how the associated
uncertainty is propagated to the results displayed in chapter 8.
Following Berendsen (2011), if the independent variables v and w have standard
uncertainties σv and σw, respectively (i.e. v = v ± σv and w = w ± σw), then the
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standard uncertainty in X(v,w), where X is some function, is given by
σ2X =
(
dX
dv
)2
σ2v +
(
dX
dw
)2
σ2w, (6.3)
so that X(v,w) = X(v,w) ± σX .
Measurements made during our experiments were the density and volume flux of
the saline supply, ρS and QS , respectively, the density of extracted samples, ρ, and
the fixed volume flux, QF . The uncertainties in measurements of these quantities
are recorded in table 6.1. The model height and the vent diameters were measured
to ±0.0001m, leading to measurement errors associated with geometric quantities
which are negligibly small and are not considered herein. All densities were measured
to the same precision.
Table 6.1: Uncertainties in measured experimental quantities.
Variable, v Standard uncertainty, σv Relative uncertainty, σv/v
ρ ±5× 10−5 (g cm−3) ±0.005%
QS ±2× 10
−8 (m3s−1) ±0.7%
QF ±2× 10
−6 (m3s−1) ±3.3%
Quantities affected directly by these measurements were the source buoyancy flux,
B, and the measured local buoyancies, g′. Following the method described above,
the propagated uncertainty in B and g′ are recorded in table 6.2. As functions of
B, the uncertainties in the natural ventilation volume flux, QN , and local buoyancy,
g′N , were calculated using the same procedure. Finally, the uncertainty in the scaled
quantities, QF/QN and g
′/g′N was calculated and these are also recorded in table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Uncertainties in calculated experimental quantities.
Variable, v Standard uncertainty, σv Relative uncertainty, σv/v
B ±1.3× 10−8 (m4s−3) ±0.7%
g′ ±1.8× 10−6 (ms−2) ±0.005%
QN ±1.2× 10
−7 (m3s−1) ±0.2%
g′N ±1.6× 10
−2 (ms−2) ±0.4%
QF/QN ±3.4× 10
−2 (-) ±3.4%
g′/g′N ±4.4× 10
−3 (-) ±0.4%
The conclusion of this analysis is that the uncertainty in experimental results due
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to the limited precision of experimental equipment is less than 1% for all results,
except the scaled volume flux, QF/QN , in which the uncertainty rises to 3.4%.
The natural ventilation volume flux, QN , and the associated uniform local buoyancy,
g′N , depend upon the effective vent area, A
∗. Via this parameter, QN and g
′
N depend
on the values of the discharge coefficients, c1 and c2, which are discussed at length
in section 6.6.
6.6 The discharge coefficient
The discharge coefficients, c1 and c2, were introduced in chapter 3, in order to
account for the contraction of the streamtube in the region immediately downstream
of a vent. It was established that these coefficients are also used to account for the
loss in total pressure experienced along a streamline which passes through the vent; a
convenient simplification which ‘mops up’ much of the complicated physics involved
in flow through a sharp-edged vent.
The coefficients, c1 and c2, appear prominently in expressions for the effective vent
area, A∗ (3.22), and the ratio of effective vent areas, R∗ (3.24). As a result of this, c1
and c2 are present (implicitly) in the buoyancy-driven volume flux, QB , the natural
ventilation volume flux, QN , and indeed in almost every expression in chapter 5.
In this section, the use of discharge coefficients by previous authors is discussed in
order to inform appropriate values for these coefficients in the current work. For
clarity, the values used by previous authors are denoted cD, whilst those associated
with the inflow and outflow in the current work are denoted c1 and c2, respectively.
Despite their importance and extensive previous use, discharge coefficients are still
not fully understood and there is much disagreement on appropriate values. Batch-
elor (1967, p.390) recorded a discharge coefficient of cD ≈ 0.6 for a circular hole
in a plane wall, the same value was later documented by Ward-Smith (1980), for a
square-edged orifice plate in a pipe. Ward-Smith (1980) also showed that the geom-
etry of the vent and the Reynolds number of the flow were significant in determining
the value of cD. Karava et al. (2004) reviewed the use of discharge coefficients in
wind-driven ventilation (i.e. with no density contrast across the vent), concluding
that “the literature shows considerable variations of the [numerical value of the]
discharge coefficient”.
In the context of ventilation, the discharge coefficients associated with inflow and
outflow, c1 and c2, respectively, may take different values.
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The discharge coefficient of the outflow, c2
In the scientific literature on natural ventilation, numerous authors have used con-
stant values of the discharge coefficient at the outflow vent. Linden et al. (1990)
showed that theoretical predictions based on cD = 0.5 and cD = 1.0 bounded their
experimental results and Linden (1999) recommended using cD = 0.6 for sharp-
edged horizontal vents. CIBSE guide AM10: Natural ventilation in non-domestic
buildings (Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers, 2005) adopted the
recommendation of Linden (1999), i.e. cD = 0.6.
Measurements of the discharge coefficient made at full scale in air suggest larger
values, for example, Bjorn et al. (2000) measured discharge coefficients in the range
0.6 ≤ cD ≤ 1 for real windows with a range of opening areas. Heiselberg & Li (2009)
measured discharge coefficients in a similar range, 0.8 ≤ cD ≤ 1.1, for side-hung and
bottom-hung windows, although the physical justification for cD > 1 is not clear and
this may have been a feature of experimental error.
Hunt & Holford (2000) hypothesised that positively-buoyant flow through a vent
may result in cD < 0.6. Their results indicate that, after passing through a vent,
a plume-like flow exhibits greater contraction than does a neutrally-buoyant flow,
resulting in smaller values of cD. Hunt & Holford propose that the value of cD
depends upon the ‘discharge parameter’ or ‘plume source parameter’, Γ. Assuming
uniform (top-hat) profiles,
Γ =
5
8απ1/2
a5/2g′
Q2
, (6.4)
where g′ and Q are the reduced gravity and the volume flux of the outflow, a is the
area of the vent and α = 0.117 is the plume entrainment coefficient. Large values of Γ
denote relatively ‘lazy’ outflows which, due to buoyancy-driven acceleration, contract
more after passing through a vent than would be observed with a neutrally-buoyant
flow. Small values of the plume source parameter indicate a relatively ‘forced’ plume,
in which the inertial contraction (described in §3.1) is expected to dominate any
buoyancy-driven contraction.
Holford & Hunt (2001) extended this investigation, significantly increasing the num-
ber of experimental measurements and concluding that, for Γ < 4.9, cD ≈ 0.63,
whilst for 4.9 < Γ < 500, a power law fitted to experimental results suggested that
cD = 1.11Γ
−0.356. (6.5)
The importance of the plume source parameter, Γ, implies that the discharge coef-
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ficient is strongly influenced by the vent area, a, the buoyancy of the flow, g′, and
the volume flux, Q.
Radomoski (2008) extensively reviewed previous use of the discharge coefficient in
mathematical and experimental modelling of natural ventilation. Radomoski per-
formed a similar study to that of Holford & Hunt (2001), focussing on a more ‘forced’
outflow, with correspondingly small values of Γ. The study of Radomoski (2008)
made use of the same experimental model as is being used in the current work. In
the range 0.3 ≤ Γ ≤ 3, Radomoski fitted a power law to experimental results to yield
the following relationship for the discharge coefficient:
cD = 0.728Γ
−0.0837. (6.6)
For small values of the plume source parameter, Γ . 10, this results in values of cD
which are larger than the maximum value, cD = 0.63, measured by Holford & Hunt
(2001).
In order to test our experimental set-up, a number of preliminary experiments were
performed to investigate purely natural ventilation. These experiments used the
same model, identical vents and near-identical source buoyancy flux as were used
throughout all mechanical and hybrid ventilation experiments. From the results of
these experiments, a plume source parameter Γ ≈ 0.55 was calculated using (6.4).
Substituting this value of Γ into (6.6), gives cD = 0.77. Given that the results
obtained by Radomoski (2008) were from experiments using the exact experimental
model as is in use in the current work, it was considered appropriate to adopt a
discharge coefficient for the outflow vent of
c2 = 0.77. (6.7)
The discharge coefficient of the inflow, c1
The current work focusses on a uniform distribution of buoyancy. This means that
the freshwater inflow through the top vent in experiments was a negatively-buoyant
fountain. No evidence was found to suggest appropriate values of the discharge
coefficient, c1, which is associated with these negatively-buoyant inflows.
For a neutrally-buoyant, jet-like inflow, Radomoski (2008) followed the convention
of Ward-Smith (1980) and of Linden (1999) in adopting cD = 0.60. As no better
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estimate is available, this value was also adopted herein:
c1 = 0.60. (6.8)
The impact of c1 and c2 on other parameters.
These values, c1 = 0.60 and c2 = 0.77 were universally adopted in the processing of
experimental data in the current work.
For all experiments, the area of open vents was a1 = a2 = 7.07×10
−4m2, these areas
were not varied between experiments. The result of selecting constant discharge
coefficients is that the effective vent area, A∗, and the ratio of effective vent areas,
R∗, for all experiments, are given by
A∗ =
(
1
2a21c
2
1
+
1
2a22c
2
2
)−1/2
= 4.73 × 10−4m2 ≡ 4.73cm2 (6.9)
and
R∗ =
a1c1
a2c2
= 0.78, (6.10)
respectively.
6.7 Summary
The focus of this chapter was on describing small-scale laboratory experiments, in
which buoyancy-driven flows of saline solutions in a freshwater environment were
used to simulate natural, mechanical and hybrid ventilation of a single room. Each
piece of apparatus was described in detail, before a full description was given of the
experimental procedure, which defined precisely the data gathered and why.
The final part of the experimental method – locating the position of the neutral
pressure level from the analysis of filmed images – is described in chapter 7.
The results of these experiments, beginning with a detailed description of a typical
experiment, are laid out in chapter 8, which begins on page 165.
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The neutral pressure level in
experiments
This chapter describes how the position of the neutral pressure level, z = znpl, was
determined from light intensity data, recorded non-intrusively during laboratory
experiments.
Light intensity data recorded herein exhibited a variation over the height of the
experimental model (indicating a stratification). For this reason, this chapter con-
siders a general vertical stratification of local buoyancy, g′(z, t), and the general,
integral form of the net buoyancy, B(t). This differs from the theory developed in
chapter 5, which focussed on a uniform buoyancy distribution.
In practice and in experiments, even in a well-mixed space, local variations, both
vertically and horizontally, are expected. The assumption of horizontal homogeneity
is imposed in practice by taking an ensemble mean of horizontal rows of pixels from
the filmed images, in order to generate a vertical distribution.
This chapter considers, both time-varying and steady-state conditions. For this
reason, the ‘(t)’ and ‘ss’ nomenclature is again adopted to denote time-dependent
and steady-state variables, respectively.
The chapter begins with a description of the light-attenuation technique – a method
for relating the density of a dyed solution to the attenuation of light which passes
through it. This is followed by an extension of the discussion presented in section 3.4,
which described the role of the neutral pressure level in determining a relationship
between the net buoyancy that has accumulated within the experimental model and
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the volume flux this buoyancy drives. Finally, in §7.4, the calculation procedure
used to determine znpl is described.
7.1 Relating light intensity to dye concentration
During the course of an experiment, dyed saline solution was introduced to the
model by means of a distributed source. This saline solution mixed with fluid inside
the model, which was, thereby, colour-dyed and, hence, attenuated the intensity of
light which passed through it, when compared to light which passed only through
fresh water. Data recorded during experiments included: local measurements of
the density of fluid within the model (at z/H = 0.9) every 5 minutes; and greyscale
images, recorded by the CCD camera every second. From this data, the stratification
of buoyancy, g′(z, t), was not generally known. The stratification of light intensity,
I(z, t), however, was known, as it can be calculated from pixel intensities, recorded
in filmed images.
The light-attenuation technique, described in detail by Allgayer & Hunt (2012), en-
ables synoptic measurements of the local buoyancy to be obtained non-intrusively.
The key to the technique is that the concentration of a passive tracer dye dilutes
at the same rate as the density of the saline solution which it colours. By mon-
itoring the dilution of the tracer dye during an experiment, the density field can
be inferred. The technique has been successfully applied to study mixing in grav-
ity currents (Hacker et al., 1996), Rayleigh-Taylor instability (Dalziel, 1993) and
transient natural ventilation (Hunt & Coffey, 2010). Using the light-attenuation
technique, Hunt & Coffey (2010) and Allgayer & Hunt (2012) obtained density mea-
surements that were within 5% and 3%, respectively, of those made directly using a
densitometer.
In the current study, an adaptation of the light-attenuation technique was used,
which negated the requirement for reference measurements, significantly simplifying
the experimental procedure. Despite this, an appreciation for the full method (an
abridged version of which now follows) will be useful in the following discussion.
The light-attenuation technique
The intensity of light which has passed through the dyed solution, recorded during
an experiment, was compared to the intensity of the incident light from the same
pixel location in the background image. The background image was constructed
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from a time-averaged-ensemble-mean of images recorded before starting an experi-
ment. This normalised light intensity is known as the transmittance, Tr (-), and is
expressed as
Tr =
I(t)
Ii
, (7.1)
where I(t) is the recorded light intensity at a given pixel location at time t and Ii is
the incident light intensity from that same pixel location in the background image.
This process results in a set of images, in which the recorded light intensity values
have been normalised with respect to the background image. In the background
image itself, therefore, all pixels have transmittance, Tr = 1; whilst in all other
images, any region effected by the dyed saline solution will be darker than the
corresponding region in the background image and will have a transmittance, Tr < 1.
In order to relate the intensity of light to the density of the fluid, it is the fraction
of light absorbed by the dyed solution, rather than the fraction of light transmitted
through it, which is of interest. Absorbance, A (-), is related to transmittance by
the Lambert-Beer law:
A = −ln(Tr). (7.2)
The method laid out by Allgayer & Hunt (2012) follows the technique described
by Cenedese & Dalziel (1998), whereby the concentration of dye, C (ppm), can be
determined from the amount of light absorbed by the solution:
C =
A
bǫ
, (7.3)
where b (m) is the path length (the distance light has travelled through the dyed
solution) and ǫ (/ppm·m) is the coefficient of molar absorption, specific to both the
wavelength of incident light and the chemical dye used. In the current experiments,
the path length, b, is the horizontal length of the experimental model, b = 0.30m.
In our modified technique, the value of ǫ is not required.
Allgayer & Hunt (2012) recommend the use of methylene blue (C16H18N3SCl) as
the passive tracer dye. Methylene blue is safe to use, non-hazardous and shows a
strong peak in its absorption spectrum at a wavelength of around 660nm. The light-
attenuation technique requires the light source to be monochromatic, it was found
by Allgayer & Hunt that satisfactory results were obtained using a polychromatic
light source, combined with methylene blue dye and a red filter on the lens of the
camera. The red filter is used because the strong peak at 660nm in the absorption
spectrum of methylene blue corresponds to red in the visible spectrum.
The dye was prepared by mixing powdered methylene blue with filtered fresh water.
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An amount of solute methylene blue was then added to the 500 litre reservoir of saline
solution and mixed thoroughly to ensure homogeneity throughout the container.
The exact concentration of methylene blue was not recorded, the amount of dye
added was based on experience to provide reasonable attenuation of light through
the duration of an experiment.
The key to the light-attenuation technique is that the concentration of dye dilutes
at the same rate as the density of the dyed solution. That is,
∆ρ
C
= const., (7.4)
where ∆ρ is the density difference between fresh water and the dyed saline solution
and the constant of proportionality is determined from a reference case in which the
density difference and dye concentration are both known. This allows the density
difference, ∆ρ, and, hence, the buoyancy, g′ = g∆ρ/ρ0, to be expressed in terms of
the relative concentration of dye:
C(z, t)
Cref
=
∆ρ(z, t)
∆ρref
=
g′(z, t)
g′ref
. (7.5)
The subscript ‘ref ’ denotes values which were recorded in a reference test case. It
is explained later that, following expressions (7.16), (7.17) and (7.18) in §7.3, the
reference values actually cancel and, for the purposes of the current study, there was
no need to conduct the reference test case.
Since the concentration of dye, C(z, t), is directly proportional to the absorbance,
A(z, t), as described by (7.3), the local buoyancy at any location can be expressed
in terms of the light absorbance:
g′(z, t) =
g′ref
Aref
A(z, t), (7.6)
where g′(z, t) is the unknown local buoyancy and g′ref and Aref are the buoyancy
and corresponding light absorbance from a reference case, in which both are known.
7.2 The neutral pressure level in terms of buoyancy
The position of the neutral pressure level, z = znpl, and the net buoyancy above and
below the neutral pressure level in a ventilated room, were illustrated schematically
in figure 3.6 on page 69. In the experimental set-up, the vertical reference frame is
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reversed. Figure 7.1 depicts hybrid supply ventilation in the experimental reference
frame, illustrating the net buoyancy above and below the neutral pressure level,
B1(t) and B2(t), respectively.
B1(t)
B2(t)
Fixed Vent Open Vent
QF Q1(t)
Q2(t)
z = 0
z = znpl(t)
z = H
Figure 7.1: Schematic diagram of hybrid ventilation with a fixed supply volume flux in the
salt-in-water reference frame. This figure illustrates the net buoyancy above and below the
neutral pressure level, B1(t) and B2(t), respectively, the fixed supply volume flux, QF , and
the top and base vent volume fluxes, Q1(t) and Q2(t), respectively.
For an open vent (i.e. a vent with no fan to impose a fixed volume flux), the pressure
difference across and, hence, the volume flux though the vent is due solely to the net
buoyancy that has accumulated between the neutral pressure level and the plane
of the vent. The net buoyancy above and below the neutral pressure level at any
instant, B1(t) and B2(t), were described in terms of integrals of the local buoyancy
by (3.17) and (3.19), respectively, in chapter 3 (page 64). Also in chapter 3, the
volume flux through an open vent was expressed in terms of the integral of the local
buoyancy between the vent and the neutral pressure level, in (3.16) and (3.18).
Combining (3.17) with (3.16), the net buoyancy above the neutral pressure level,
B1(t), can be linked to the integral of the local buoyancy and, hence, to the volume
flux through the top vent:
B1(t) = S
∫ znpl(t)
0
g′(z, t) dz = S
Q1(t)
2
2a21c
2
1
. (7.7)
Similarly, by combining (3.19) with (3.18) the net buoyancy below the neutral pres-
sure level, B2(t), can be linked to the outflow volume flux through the base vent:
B2(t) = S
∫ H
znpl(t)
g′(z, t) dz = S
Q2(t)
2
2a22c
2
2
. (7.8)
The net buoyancy within the entire room at steady state, Bss, is a constant, which
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can be calculated for each experiment as:
Bss = S
∫ H
0
g′ss(z) dz = S
Q2B,ss
A∗2
. (7.9)
In purely natural ventilation, the inflow volume flux is driven by the net buoyancy
between z = 0 and z = znpl and the outflow volume flux is driven by the net
buoyancy between z = znpl and z = H. Taking the ratio of the expressions for the
net buoyancy above and below the neutral pressure level, (7.7) and (7.8), results in
an expression for the net buoyancy ratio in terms of the effective vent area ratio, R∗
and a ratio of volume fluxes:
B1(t)
B2(t)
=
∫ znpl(t)
0 g
′(z, t)dz∫H
znpl(t)
g′(z, t)dz
=
1
R∗2
(
Q1(t)
Q2(t)
)2
. (7.10)
This relationship, (7.10), can be applied to natural ventilation and also to hybrid
ventilation, in which there are open vents in the top and base, with volume fluxes
Q1(t) and Q2(t), respectively, through those open vents. In natural ventilation, the
volume fluxes Q1(t) and Q2(t) are equal, however in hybrid ventilation they will, in
general, not be equal and will only be known as functions of the fixed volume flux
and the source buoyancy flux, as described by the theory developed in chapter 5.
For fixed inflow mechanical ventilation, the inflow volume flux, Q1(t), does not
depend on the accumulated buoyancy. For this reason, (7.10) cannot be applied.
Similarly, (7.10) cannot be applied to fixed outflow mechanical ventilation, wherein
the outflow volume flux does not depend on the net buoyancy.
For the purposes of investigating fixed outflow and fixed inflow mechanical ventila-
tion, the ratio of (7.7) and (7.9) and the ratio of (7.8) and (7.9) are written as
B1(t)
Btot,ss
=
∫ znpl(t)
0 g
′(z, t)dz∫ H
0 g
′
ss(z)dz
=
1
1 +R∗2
(
Q1(t)
QB,ss
)2
(7.11)
and
B2(t)
Btot,ss
=
∫H
znpl(t)
g′(z, t)dz∫ H
0 g
′
ss(z)dz
=
R∗2
1 +R∗2
(
Q2(t)
QB,ss
)2
, (7.12)
respectively.
In natural and hybrid ventilation, (7.11) and (7.12) are both valid, although the
volume fluxes Q1(t) and Q2(t) change with time, as buoyancy accumulates in the
space, and will, in general, only be known as a function of the buoyancy.
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The reason for expressing the net buoyancy in terms of these rather cumbersome
ratios will become clear in §7.3.
7.3 The neutral pressure level in terms of light absorbance
It is infeasible to measure directly the stratification of buoyancy, g′(z, t), at regular
time intervals during an experiment, as such it is not generally known. The stratifi-
cation of light absorbance, A(z, t), however, can be calculated from images captured
by the CCD camera.
In (7.7), (7.8) and (7.9), the net buoyancy was expressed in terms of the integral
of the local buoyancy within a region. By substituting (7.6) from page 156, which
relates the local buoyancy to the local light absorbance, into these expressions, the
unknown local buoyancy, g′(z, t), can be replaced by the known light absorbance
profile, A(z, t). The net buoyancy expressions ((7.7), (7.8) and (7.9)) can then
be rewritten in terms of the reference buoyancy, g′ref , and the calculated light ab-
sorbance profile, A(z, t):
B1(t) = S
g′ref
Aref
∫ znpl(t)
0
A(z, t)dz = S
Q1(t)
2
2a21c
2
1
, (7.13)
B2(t) = S
g′ref
Aref
∫ H
znpl(t)
A(z, t)dz = S
Q2(t)
2
2a22c
2
2
(7.14)
and
Bss = S
g′ref
Aref
∫ H
0
Ass(z)dz = S
Q2B,ss
A∗2
. (7.15)
Similarly, the net buoyancy ratios, (7.10), (7.11) and (7.12), can be rewritten in
terms of the light absorbance, eliminating the unknown local buoyancy, g′(z, t).
This leaves
B1(t)
B2(t)
=
∫ znpl(t)
0 A(z, t)dz∫H
znpl(t)
A(z, t)dz
=
1
R∗2
(
Q1(t)
Q2(t)
)2
, (7.16)
B1(t)
Bss
=
∫ znpl(t)
0 A(z, t)dz∫ H
0 Ass(z)dz
=
1
1 +R∗2
(
Q1(t)
QB,ss
)2
(7.17)
and
B2(t)
Bss
=
∫ H
znpl(t)
A(z, t)dz∫ H
0 Ass(z)dz
=
R∗2
1 +R∗2
(
Q2(t)
QB,ss
)2
. (7.18)
The three net buoyancy ratios are expressed here solely in terms of the integrated
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light absorbance profiles.
As they appear in the numerator and denominator of the middle term in the above
expressions, the reference values of the local buoyancy and light absorbance, g′ref
and Aref , respectively, cancel, and do not appear in (7.16), (7.17) and (7.18). This
is a very convenient feature of our adaptation of the light-attenuation technique.
Crucially, in order to identify the position of the neutral pressure level, reference
values are not required. This convenience represented a significant time saving
whilst conducting experiments.
7.4 Procedure for locating znpl from filmed images
Images recorded during experiments are two-dimensional arrays of light intensity
values, each entry corresponding to a single pixel. Light intensity values are con-
verted to absorbance using (7.1) and (7.2) from page 155. Horizontal rows of pixels
were averaged to generate a vertical light absorbance profile, A(z, t), for each image.
The integrated light absorbance profiles,
∫ z(t)
0 A(z, t) dz and
∫ H
z(t) A(z, t) dz, were
calculated for each image for as many values of z between 0 and H as there were
pixels over the height of the model. The integrated light absorbance profile at
steady state,
∫H
0 Ass(z) dz, was calculated from a time-average-ensemble-mean,
constructed from steady-state images.
Given that the integrated light absorbance profiles can be calculated for any value of
z, the only unknown in (7.16), (7.17) or (7.18) is the position of the neutral pressure
level, znpl(t).
Slightly different methods were applied to determine the position of the neutral
pressure level in natural, mechanical and hybrid ventilation. These methods are
described in the following sections.
7.4.1 Natural ventilation and hybrid ventilation
In natural ventilation and in hybrid ventilation, the inflow and outflow volume fluxes
(through the open vents) are both driven by the net buoyancy within the room.
For every discrete value of z (corresponding to a pixel location), starting from z = 0,
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the ratio of the integrated light absorbance profiles above and below z, namely,
∫ z(t)
0 A(z, t)dz∫ H
z(t)A(z, t)dz
,
was computed and compared with the RHS of (7.16). For small values of z, this
ratio is smaller than the RHS of (7.16). The criterion employed for determining the
position of the neutral pressure level, was the smallest value of z for which
∫ z(t)
0 A(z, t)dz∫ H
z(t)A(z, t)dz
>
1
R∗2
(
Q1(t)
Q2(t)
)2
. (7.19)
When this criterion is met, the neutral pressure level has been found and z = znpl.
As described in §6.6, for all natural, mechanical and hybrid ventilation experiments,
we assume R∗ = 0.78. In natural ventilation, Q1(t)/Q2(t) = 1. In hybrid ventilation,
Q1(t)/Q2(t) is calculated using expressions developed in §5.3.
7.4.2 Fixed inflow mechanical ventilation
In fixed inflow mechanical ventilation, the outflow volume flux is driven by the net
buoyancy below the neutral pressure level, B2(t) (in the laboratory reference frame
inflow is through the top of the model and outflow is through the base). The position
of the neutral pressure level is determined by examining the ratio of the integrated
light absorbance below z and the integrated light absorbance in the entire model at
steady state, comparing this ratio, namely,
∫ H
z(t)A(z, t)dz∫H
0 Ass(z)dz
,
with the RHS of (7.18). For small values of z, this ratio will be greater than the
RHS of (7.18). The criterion employed for identifying the position of the neutral
pressure level is, therefore, the minimum value of z for which
∫ H
z(t) A(z, t)dz∫ H
0 Ass(z)dz
<
R∗2
1 +R∗2
(
Q2(t)
QB,ss
)2
. (7.20)
Since we are here considering fixed volume flux mechanical ventilation, conservation
of volume requires that the outflow volume flux, Q2(t), be equal to the fixed inflow
volume flux, QF , for all time:
Q2(t) = QF . (7.21)
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The steady buoyancy-driven volume flux, QB,ss, was determined using (4.5) from
page 73, assuming g′u(t) = g
′
I,ss, where g
′
I,ss is the steady local buoyancy measured
at location I.
7.4.3 Fixed outflow mechanical ventilation
In fixed outflow mechanical ventilation, the inflow volume flux is driven by the net
buoyancy above the neutral pressure level, B1(t). The neutral pressure level is found
by examining the ratio of the integrated light absorbance above z and the integrated
light absorbance in the entire model at steady state. For small values of z, this ratio,
∫ z(t)
0 A(z, t)dz∫H
0 Ass(z)dz
,
is smaller than the RHS of (7.17). The criterion employed for identifying the position
of the neutral pressure level is the smallest value of z, for which
∫ z(t)
0 A(z, t)dz∫ H
0 Ass(z)dz
>
1
1 +R∗2
(
Q1(t)
QB,ss
)2
. (7.22)
Conservation of volume requires that the inflow volume flux, Q1(t), is equal to the
fixed, outflow volume flux, QF :
Q1(t) = QF . (7.23)
7.4.4 A note on filmed images
Images recorded during experiments were centred on the experimental model, but
extended to include a region of the freshwater tank above, below and on either side
of the model. This enabled visualisation of the inflow and outflow when analysing
filmed images. In terms of analysing the fluid mechanics within the model, the
‘region of interest’ is bounded by the base, top and walls of the model. This is
shown in figure 7.2. Due to practical limitations, the entire region of interest cannot
be usefully visualised. In practice, every image was cropped to an ‘image crop
window’, also shown in figure 7.2.
As the region obscured by needles (for the extraction of samples, RHS of the image)
is similar to the region not obscured, having to crop this area is not considered to
have influenced the results in any way.
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Region of interest
Image crop window
Figure 7.2: A typical image from a hybrid extract ventilation experiment. Overlaid onto
the image are: the ‘region of interest’ (solid white line), being the entire interior of the
model, including the distributed buoyancy source; and the ‘image crop window’ (dashed
white line), the area to which every image was cropped before performing the previously
described analysis.
The porous pipe (the buoyancy source) occupies approximately the top 1.5cm of
the model. The lower edge of the porous pipe was, therefore, at z/H ≈ 0.05. This
was the upper limit of the image crop window. It is difficult to say whether the
presence of the porous pipe reduces the ‘effective’ height of the model, the porous
pipe covers approximately 25% of the horizontal area of the model, but there are
spaces between the pipe, into which fluid can move. The plane of the top vent is, of
course, at z/H = 0. It was decided not to introduce an ‘effective’ model height.
Along the base of the model drilled screws can be seen, protruding vertically ap-
proximately 1.5cm into the region of interest; these secure the sidewalls to the base.
The image crop window lies above the top of these screws in order to eliminate
them from the image. A strategy was considered to include the regions between the
screws, however, as the camera is aligned vertically with the centre of the model, a
portion of the inside base face of the model can also be seen. The result of this was
that the extra vertical extent of the image, if the regions between the screws had
been included, was approximately 0.02H, and was considered negligible. The image
crop window is, therefore, bounded vertically by z/H = 0.05 and z/H = 0.95
7.5 Summary
This chapter has described the method by which the position of the neutral pressure
level was determined from experimental data. Our method involved a novel adap-
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tation of the light-attenuation technique, an experimental technique which enables
non-intrusive measurements of the density of a dyed fluid.
The results obtained by the technique described herein will be incorporated into
the discussion of experimental results in chapter 8. In figure 8.6 on page 174, a
comparison is presented of the three methods, described in sections 7.4.1, 7.4.2 and
7.4.3, by which the position of the neutral pressure level can be determined.
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Experimental results
This chapter documents the results of laboratory experiments conducted in the Hy-
drodynamics Laboratory at the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineer-
ing, Imperial College London. Experiments were conducted to investigate natural,
mechanical and hybrid ventilation, of dense, saline solution from a box-like model
immersed in a freshwater tank.
The experimental campaigns were conceived with a similar intention to the theo-
retical development, to enhance our understanding of the fluid mechanics of hybrid
ventilation. Arguably the most thorough way of achieving this aim is through in-
cremental development, by progressively extending situations that are already well
understood. This is the justification for starting with a purely natural ventilation
experiment. Fixed volume flux, mechanical ventilation is perhaps the simplest ex-
tension of the methods and practices, which have predominantly been developed in
the study of purely natural ventilation. Finally, hybrid ventilation is investigated, in
which a fixed supply or extract volume flux is imposed, alongside open vents in the
top and base of the model. The hybrid study builds on the understanding gleaned
from the natural and mechanical ventilation experiments.
In order to focus on the effect of varying the mechanically fixed volume flux, the
model geometry and the area of open vents were not varied over the entire ex-
perimental campaign. Source buoyancy flux settings were not deliberately varied,
although there were some minor variations due to complications involving the deliv-
ery of saline solution at a constant volume flux. These complications are discussed
in appendix A, although, since the variation in the source buoyancy flux never ex-
ceeded 3% of the mean, it is not considered to be important. This is reinforced by
the fact that the buoyancy-driven volume flux scales on the buoyancy flux to the
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power of one third.
Section 8.1 gives a detailed description of a natural ventilation experiment. Whilst
this is an accurate description of one particular experiment, the trends described are
typical of what was observed during most natural, mechanical and hybrid ventilation
experiments. This is followed by a description of the two types of data that were
acquired – synoptic light intensity and local density measurements – and how these
data sets were used to complement each other. Sections 8.2 and 8.3 document and
discuss the results of mechanical and hybrid ventilation experiments, respectively.
8.1 Natural ventilation experiments
Figure 8.1 shows a schematic of a natural ventilation experiment, with inflow volume
flux Q1(t), through the top vent, and outflow volume flux Q2(t), through the base
vent. The vertical coordinate, z, has its origin level with the top of the model and
is (in the experimental reference frame) positive downwards.
Q2(t)
Q1(t)
Natural
z
Figure 8.1: Schematic of a natural ventilation experiment. Small arrows near the top of the
model represent the distributed buoyancy source and straight arrows indicate the direction
of flow through ventilation openings.
Selected quantities of interest from natural ventilation experiments are summarised
in table 8.1. The precise values of the source buoyancy flux, B, and the natural
ventilation volume flux, QN , are not important in terms of understanding the ven-
tilation flow; the results presented will typically be non-dimensionalised in order
to remove any dependence on the value of these quantities. Nevertheless, they are
recorded here for completeness, and for the benefit of any future investigators who
may wish to repeat the experiments described herein.
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Table 8.1: Experimental quantities in natural ventilation experiments.
Experimental quantity Value in natural ventilation
Source buoyancy flux, B (1.83 ± 0.05) × 10−6 (m4s−3)
Natural ventilation volume flux, QN (4.98 ± 0.05) × 10
−5 (m3s−1)
Steady local buoyancy, g′N (0.037 ± 0.001) (ms
−2)
8.1.1 Description of a typical experiment
The apparatus was set up, as described in chapter 6, without the fixed volume flux
pump attachment. Ventilation openings in the top and base of the model provided
the only connections between the interior of the model and the ambient environment.
The entire tank, including the model and the length of porous pipe which forms the
buoyancy source, was filled with fresh water and, at time t = 0, the ISMATEC pump
was switched on, supplying saline solution to the buoyancy source at a constant
volume flux, QS . The saline solution flowed into the porous pipe, emerged from pores
in the pipe and descended through the freshwater interior of the model as narrow
filaments with a width of approximately 1mm. These filaments took approximately
15 seconds to reach the base of the model, on meeting which the saline mixed
thoroughly with the fresh water. After approximately 20 seconds, discrete filaments
of descending saline could no longer be observed. As the duration of these early
transients is short, they are not considered important to the eventual steady state,
which is of primary interest herein.
For approximately 3-4 minutes there was no discernible stratification within the
model, darker and lighter regions (more and less dense solution) both being present.
From around 4 minutes onward, the fluid within the model was ostensibly uniform
in appearance, as judged by the uniformity of dye within the model. After ap-
proximately 5 minutes, one could observe a negatively-buoyant inflow of fresh water
through the top vent and a positively-buoyant outflow of denser fluid through the
base vent.
The inflow penetrated down into the model, entraining denser fluid whilst collapsing
back up toward the vent through which it had passed, creating a fountain. From
roughly 20 minutes onward, the penetration depth of the inflowing fountain fluctu-
ated about a mean, zf ≈ 0.3H, as illustrated in figure 8.2.
From approximately 20 minutes onward, a region of lighter fluid, formed from the
returning upflow of the inflowing fountain, was observed near the top of the box.
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(a) (b)
Q1
Q2
z = 0
z = zf
z = H
Figure 8.2: The mean penetration depth, zf , of the inflowing fountain in a typical natural
ventilation experiment. (a) A schematic diagram to illustrate the inflow and outflow volume
fluxes, Q1 and Q2, respectively, and (b) a greyscale image, captured during the steady state
after coloured dye had been introduced to the inflow. Small arrows at z = 0 in the schematic
(a) represent the distributed buoyancy source, which can be seen in the image (b) as a dark
horizontal band, covering the inside top face of the model.
Descending saline solution (having emerged from the porous pipe) entrained fluid
from this less dense layer and, in this way, the fresh water inflow and dense saline
were mixed throughout the interior of the model. The result of this was a weak but
definite stratification over the height of the model, which was maintained throughout
the rest of the experiment.
At the natural ventilation volume flux, QN = 4.98×10
−5m3s−1 (3 litres per minute),
it takes approximately 12 minutes to flush 0.036m3 (36 litres) of fluid, this being
the volume of the model. Thus, the total duration of the transients described above
was less than two model flushing times.
Time series
By filming the experiment for 60 minutes (five box flushing times), a set of 3600
images at 1 second intervals was obtained. Each image is a two-dimensional array of
numbers, each entry in which is the recorded light intensity at a single pixel. Pixel
intensities were normalised by the incident light intensity from the corresponding
pixel in the background image, converting them to transmittance. Following this, for
each image, a single column vector, Tr(z, t), being the vertical profile of horizontally
averaged transmittance, was calculated; each entry in this column vector is the mean
transmittance of a horizontal row of pixels. This data covered the entire period of
transients and a significant period of the resulting steady state.
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Figure 8.3: A time series of the horizontally averaged light transmittance over the course
of a 60 minute natural ventilation experiment. A colour map is used to illustrate variations
in the stratification. The colour-bar on the RHS represents the transmittance, Tr, and is
a key to colours in the main figure; Tr = 1 corresponds to fresh water and Tr = 0 would
correspond to complete absorption of all incident light by the dyed solution.
Figure 8.3 is a time series of the horizontally-averaged transmittance. A time series
is formed by assembling the vertical transmittance profiles, Tr(z, t), in chronological
order. Each column of pixels represents the vertical stratification of light transmit-
tance and, hence, the vertical stratification of buoyancy within the model for the
image captured at that instant in time. Time series are used herein to illustrate the
development of the stratification within the model over the duration of an experi-
ment.
Figure 8.3 shows the stratification in the same sense as one would observe during
an experiment; z/H = 0 being coincident with the top of the model and the plane
of the inflow vent, and z/H = 1 being coincident with the base of the model and
the plane of the outflow vent. As discussed in section 7.4.4, images were cropped to
a region bounded vertically by 0.05 ≤ z/H ≤ 0.95; the vertical axis in figure 8.3 is
bounded by these same limits.
In figure 8.3, a vertically uniform region from approximately 3-10 minutes is fol-
lowed by the development of a weak stratification, which changes very little from
20 minutes onwards. In this region, the stratification appears to be approximately
uniform for z/H & 0.1. These are the same trends as described previously, from
observation of an experiment in real time.
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Density measurements
In addition to filming, samples of fluid were extracted from location I at 5 minute
intervals over the course of a 60 minute experiment. Location I, near the outlet
vent, is illustrated in figure 6.6 on page 145. This location, at z/H = 0.9, was
chosen as it is the closest sample location to the exit vent, thereby providing an
approximate measurement of the density of outflowing fluid. From the time series,
figure 8.3, it is clear that z/H = 0.9 is well within the nominally uniform region of the
stratification. Measurements made at location I, therefore, are representative of the
entire uniform region of the stratification and, since this region covers more than half
of the model height, these measurements are considered to be the most appropriate
single measurement for characterising the local buoyancy within the entire model.
The density of the extracted samples was measured and the local buoyancy, g′I , was
calculated using a modified version of expression (6.2) from page 140:
g′(z, t) = g
(
ρ(z, t) − ρ0
ρ0
)
. (8.1)
Here, ρ(z, t) is the measured density at vertical position z and time t, and ρ0 is
the constant density of fresh water in the tank, which was measured at the start
and at the end of each experiment. At the start of the experiment, t = 0, the
model was entirely filled with fresh water and the local buoyancy was, therefore,
zero everywhere.
Figure 8.4a shows the variation with time of the local buoyancy at location I, dur-
ing two nominally identical natural ventilation experiments. Solid, horizontal lines
denote the predicted steady buoyancy for each experiment. This prediction is deter-
mined by applying conservation of buoyancy to the steady system. When a steady
state is reached, the buoyancy flux supplied by the saline source is exactly matched
by the buoyancy flux lost in the outflow through the base vent. Applying conser-
vation of buoyancy, therefore, enables prediction of the steady local buoyancy of
outflowing fluid in terms of the supply buoyancy flux, B, and the outflow volume
flux, Qtot,ss. In steady natural ventilation, Qtot,ss = QB,ss = QN , so that the pre-
dicted local buoyancy is in fact g′N , the steady local buoyancy for purely naturally
ventilation, derived in §5.1 as
g′N =
(
B2
A∗2H
)1/3
.
Figure 8.4a shows that, during the transient period, the measured local buoyancy
increased as buoyancy accumulated within the model. After 20 minutes, g′I had
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reached 90% of its steady value and for t & 35 minutes there was very little change
in the measured local buoyancy. This indicates that after approximately 35 minutes
(three flushing times), a nominally steady state had been reached.
At 60 minutes, fluid samples were extracted from locations I, II, III, IV and V
within the model (see figure fig:SamplingLocations). The local buoyancy at these
five locations was calculated and the results plotted against their vertical position in
the model, figure 8.4b. Results from the same two passive ventilation experiments
as were shown in figure 8.4a (nominally identical runs) are shown here.
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Figure 8.4: Natural ventilation. Experimental results for two nominally identical exper-
iments: (a) the local buoyancy, g′I(t), calculated from the measured density of samples
extracted from location I at 5 minute intervals over the course of a 60 minute experiment;
and (b) the steady local buoyancy, g′ss(z), calculated from measured density samples ex-
tracted from locations I to V during the steady state. The results of two natural ventilation
experiments are shown and solid lines illustrate the predicted steady buoyancy, g′N .
The weak vertical stratification which was identified in the steady region of the time
series can also be seen in figure 8.4b, in which the results show a relatively uniform
region for z/H & 0.4 and decreasing local buoyancy in the region near the top of
the model, z/H . 0.4. Noting that the local density measurements, figure 8.4a and
figure 8.4b, were entirely independent of the synoptic light intensity measurements,
shown in the time series, the general trends exhibited closely match.
Comparing scaled results
In order to provide further evidence of the agreement between results calculated
from measured densities and results calculated from measured light intensities, fig-
ures 8.5a and 8.5b show normalised local buoyancy and normalised light transmit-
tance results on the same plots.
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Figure 8.5a shows the variation in the ‘box-averaged’ light transmittance, Tr(t), be-
ing the spatial mean of the vertical transmittance profile, Tr(z, t), and the variation
in the local buoyancy near the base vent, g′I(t), calculated from density measure-
ments of samples extracted from location I at 5 minute intervals. We define
Tr(t) =
∫ Z
0 Tr(z, t) dz
Z
, (8.2)
where 0 ≤ z ≤ Z and Z is the vertical height of the image crop window. In practice
this integral is computed as a summation of values at discrete pixel locations, over
the height of the image crop window. In order to show the transmittance and the
local buoyancy on the same figure, both have been scaled on their steady values.
Light transmittance is scaled on Trss, the mean, box-averaged transmittance for
55 < t < 60 minutes. Local buoyancies are scaled g′I,ss, begin the measured local
buoyancy at t = 60 minutes. Excellent agreement is demonstrated between the two
sets of results in both the transient and steady phases of the experiment.
Figure 8.5b shows the variation in the horizontally-averaged light transmittance
at steady state, Trss(z), over the height of the experimental model, alongside the
steady local buoyancy, g′ss(z), measured at locations I to V. In order to show the
transmittance and the local buoyancy on the same plot, both have been scaled on
their steady value in the region of the outflow vent, near the base of the model.
Light transmittance is here scaled on the mean of the steady light transmittance
for 0.85 < z/H < 0.95 and local buoyancies are scaled on g′I,ss, the steady local
buoyancy at location I.
Encouragingly, the general trend, of a reasonably uniform region for z/H & 0.4 and
a stratified region for z/H . 0.4, with a decrease in the local buoyancy and the light
absorbance near the top of the model, is evident in both the local buoyancy and the
transmittance results. The agreement between the two independent sets of results
is very good.
These results indicate that light intensity measurements, recorded non-intrusively
using a CCD camera, can be used with confidence to infer the density field within
the model. Given the precision to which the densitometer measures densities, from
which local buoyancy values are calculated, this excellent agreement between the
two data sets is an impressive result. In the next section, the use of recorded light
intensities is extended to investigate the position of the neutral pressure level.
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Figure 8.5: Natural ventilation. A comparison of experimental results for: (a) the local
buoyancy, g′I(t) and the light transmittance, Tr(t), over the course of a 60 minute experi-
ment; and (b) the vertical variation of the steady local buoyancy, g′ss(z) and the steady light
transmittance, Trss(z). Local buoyancy results are represented by hollow circles. Light
transmittance is represented by solid lines. Local buoyancy values in (a) were calculated
from density measurements made at 5 minute intervals and normalised on the steady local
buoyancy, g′I,ss; light transmittance information shown in (a) is a ‘box-averaged’ measure,
which has been scaled on its steady value, Trss. Local buoyancy values in (b) were calcu-
lated from density measurements made after 60 minutes at locations I to V and scaled on
the steady local buoyancy at location I, g′I,ss; light transmittance results were scaled on the
mean of the light transmittance in the region 0.85 ≤ z/H ≤ 0.95.
The neutral pressure level
Chapter 7 described how the the neutral pressure level can be determined from
light intensity measurements, obtained non-intrusively through filming experiments
with a CCD camera. In section 7.4, three methods were described for determining
the position of the neutral pressure level from experimental data. Figure 8.6 shows
the result of these three calculation methods, applied to two nominally identical
natural ventilation experiments. The results of applying (7.19), (7.20) and (7.22)
are represented by solid, dashed and dotted lines, respectively.
As previously discussed, whilst (7.19), (7.20) and (7.22) can all be applied to natural
ventilation, Q1(t) and Q2(t) will not generally be known. To calculate the solutions
plotted in figure 8.6, it was assumed that Q1(t) = Q2(t) = QB,ss for all time. For
this reason the dotted and dashed lines in figure 8.6 are only valid in the steady-state
region, t & 35 minutes.
All three methods converge on the same steady-state result, znpl/H ≈ 0.63. This
convergent result is as expected from substitutingQ1(t) = Q2(t) = QB,ss into expres-
sions (7.19), (7.20) and (7.22) and comparing the results. The position of the neutral
pressure level in natural ventilation can be predicted using (4.32) from page 83. Do-
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Figure 8.6: A comparison of the neutral pressure level, znpl, during two nominally identical
natural ventilation experiments, calculated using three different approaches. The solutions
of (7.19), (7.20) and (7.22) are represented by solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively.
ing so, with R∗ = 0.78, gives a prediction of znpl/H = 0.62, resulting in less than a
2% difference between the theoretically and experimentally determined values. This
provides a clear illustration of the robustness of the experimental approach.
The use of small-scale experiments to investigate natural ventilation has been ex-
tensive in the scientific literature (see, for example, Linden et al. (1990)). The
experiments described herein, however, introduced a number of new techniques, in-
cluding the use of a coiled porous pipe to create an areally distributed source of
buoyancy and our adapted light-attenuation technique, which was used to infer the
position of the neutral pressure level. During the course of the natural ventilation
experiments, a great deal of experience was gained in terms of the set up and opera-
tion of the experiments. For example, the length of porous pipe was extended from
1.5m to 3.0m in order to increase the fraction of the total ‘floor-area’ covered by the
buoyancy source. This was an effort to generate a more homogeneous distribution
of buoyancy within the model. During preliminary natural ventilation experiments,
the concentration of dye in the saline solution was adjusted, in order to provide
sufficient attenuation of the incident light during the transients, without blocking
too much light at steady state.
The experience, competence and understanding gained from these natural ventila-
tion experiments will now be extended in order to investigate mechanical ventilation
at a fixed volume flux.
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8.2 Mechanical ventilation experiments
A set of experiments was designed and conducted to investigate the ventilation of
an enclosure at a mechanically fixed volume flux, QF . Schematics of fixed inflow
and fixed outflow mechanical ventilation are shown in figure 8.7.
(a) (b)
QF
Q2 QF
Q1
Fixed inflow Fixed outflow
z
Figure 8.7: Schematics of mechanical ventilation experiments with: (a) a fixed inflow volume
flux; and (b) a fixed outflow volume flux. Small arrows near the top of the model represent
the distributed buoyancy source and straight arrows indicate the direction of flow through
ventilation openings in forward flow. Crossed circles (
⊗
) represent a vent at which the
volume flux is fixed by a mechanical pump.
In fixed inflow mechanical ventilation, the volume flux (i.e. the ventilation flow
rate) was imposed by attaching the pump-model connector, illustrated in figure 6.5
on page 144, to a vent in the top of the model. The only connections between the
model and the freshwater environment were then through the pump or through a
single open vent in the base of the model. In fixed outflow mechanical ventilation,
the pump-model connector was attached to a vent in the base of the model. The
only connections between the model and the environment were then through a single
open vent in the top of the model, or through the pump.
Selected key quantities from the mechanical ventilation experiments are summarised
in table 8.2. As in natural ventilation, the precise values of the source buoyancy flux,
B, and the fixed volume flux, QF , are not themselves important, but are recorded
here for completeness.
Fixed volume flux settings in the range 0.3 ≤ QF /QN ≤ 1.8 were considered, where
QN = (A
∗2BH)1/3 is the natural ventilation volume flux. All other quantities –
namely, the input buoyancy flux and model geometry – were not varied. Fixed
volume flux settings spanned a range lower than, approximately equal to and higher
than the natural ventilation volume flux, QN . Repeated experiments showed good
agreement with each other in all cases.
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Table 8.2: Experimental quantities in mechanical ventilation experiments.
Experimental quantity Value in mechanical ventilation
Source buoyancy flux, B (1.90 ± 0.05) × 10−6 (m4s−3)
Minimum fixed volume flux, QF (MIN) 1.63 × 10
−5 (m3s−1)
Maximum fixed volume flux, QF (MAX) 8.75 × 10
−5 (m3s−1)
Natural ventilation volume flux, QN (5.03 ± 0.05) × 10
−5 (m3s−1)
Steady local buoyancy, g′N (0.038 ± 0.002) (ms
−2)
Local buoyancy results
Results shown in figure 8.8 illustrate the variation of the steady local buoyancy at
location I, g′I,ss, with fixed volume flux QF . The results of fixed inflow and fixed
outflow experiments are represented by triangles (N) and squares (), respectively.
Hollow triangles (△) and hollow squares () represent theoretical predictions, based
on (4.14) from page 77, using the actual input buoyancy flux values for each experi-
ment. The solid line represents a mean theoretical prediction, again based on (4.14),
but using the mean input buoyancy flux over all mechanical ventilation experiments,
dotted lines represent ±10% deviation from this mean.
The results for both fixed inflow and fixed outflow experiments show a clear trend
of decreasing local buoyancy with increasing fixed volume flux. That is, at higher
ventilation flow rates, there is greater dilution of the interior. A typical result from
a natural ventilation experiment is represented by a circle (•); this result is plotted
at a value of QF which corresponds to the natural ventilation volume flux, QN . For
mechanical ventilation, when QF = QN the steady ventilation should be identical to
that observed in purely natural ventilation. The natural ventilation result shows ex-
cellent agreement with the results of mechanical ventilation experiments at a similar
volume flux. Indeed, the steady stratification in mechanical ventilation experiments
with QF ≈ QN , was nominally identical to the steady stratification observed in nat-
ural ventilation experiments. This is encouraging, as it indicates that the dynamics
of the inflow of fresh water, through the pump-model connector, were similar to the
inflow of fresh water (at the same volume flux) through an open vent, generating a
similar amount of mixing and, hence, a similar steady stratification.
The dimensional values of the results shown in figure 8.8 depend upon numerous
quantities – namely, the source buoyancy flux, B, the model height, H, the area of
open vents, a1 and a2, and their associated discharge coefficients, c1 and c2. The
result of this dependence is that the magnitudes of QF and g
′
I,ss are of limited
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Figure 8.8: Mechanical ventilation. Experimental results for the measured local buoyancy
near the exit vent, g′I,ss (ms
−2), plotted against fixed volume flux, QF (m
3s−1).
interest.
The results shown in figure 8.8 are replotted in figure 8.9 on scaled axes. This is
done to eliminate the dependence on specific details of the source buoyancy flux and
the model geometry. The fixed volume flux, QF , is scaled on the natural ventilation
volume flux, QN . Measured local buoyancies, g
′
I,ss, are scaled on the predicted local
buoyancy in natural ventilation, g′N . The values of these natural ventilation quan-
tities, QN and g
′
N , were calculated using expressions (5.2) and (5.3), respectively,
from page 92. As the geometry of the model and the source buoyancy flux were not
varied, the natural ventilation volume flux, QN , and the associated local buoyancy,
g′N , remained fixed.
In figure 8.9 there is, therefore, no dependence on the source buoyancy flux, nor the
geometry of the model – they have been eliminated via the scaling quantities, QN and
g′N . This scaling enables the results to be generalised to a range of room geometries.
Recall that the ratio of buoyancies, g′I,ss/g
′
N , is a measure of the relative dilution of
buoyancy in mechanical ventilation, compared to purely natural ventilation.
Figure 8.9 demonstrates excellent agreement between experimental results and the
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Figure 8.9: Mechanical ventilation. Dimensionless experimental results for the measured
local buoyancy near the exit vent, g′I,ss, plotted against fixed volume flux, QF . The steady
local buoyancy is scaled on g′N , the predicted local buoyancy in natural ventilation and the
fixed volume flux is scaled on the natural ventilation volume flux, QN .
theoretically predicted curve. It is evident that, for QF /QN . 0.5, small increases in
QF/QN produce large reductions in the local buoyancy. In contrast, forQF/QN & 1,
the variation of g′I,ss/g
′
N with QF/QN is weaker and, hence, much larger increases
in QF/QN are required to produce a similar reduction in g
′
I,ss/g
′
N . This strong then
weak variation is a feature of the inverse dependence between local buoyancy and
volume flux, i.e.
g′I,ss
g′N
∼
(
QF
QN
)−1
.
The local buoyancy results from mechanical ventilation experiments are plotted for
a third time in figure 8.10, in which the measured local buoyancy, g′I,ss, is scaled
on the predicted local buoyancy of outflowing fluid. This is a very different scaling
to that used in the previous figure, in which measured results from mechanical
ventilation experiments were scaled relative to purely natural ventilation. Here,
measured results are scaled on a simple theoretical prediction of the expected local
buoyancy in mechanical ventilation. This prediction is determined from applying
conservation of buoyancy: once a steady state has been reached, the buoyancy flux
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supplied by the source of saline is exactly matched by the buoyancy flux being lost
in the outflow. This can be expressed as B = Qtot,ssg
′
ss, where B is the buoyancy
flux of the saline supply, Qtot,ss is the outflow volume flux (in mechanical ventilation
Qtot,ss = QF ), and g
′
ss is the local buoyancy of outflowing fluid. Scaling g
′
I,ss on
(QF /B) effectively normalises the measured results on a predicted local buoyancy.
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Figure 8.10: Mechanical ventilation. Dimensionless experimental results for the measured
local buoyancy near the exit vent, g′I,ss, plotted against fixed volume flux, QF . The steady
local buoyancy is scaled on the predicted local buoyancy of the outflow and the fixed volume
flux is scaled on the natural ventilation volume flux, QN .
In general, the measured results for g′I,ss lie within ±10% of the predicted value. The
poor agreement between measurement and prediction in experiments conducted at
low fixed volume flux settings, QF /QN . 0.5, is potentially due to the experiments
not having reached a steady state after 60 minutes, the time at which g′I,ss was
measured and the experiment stopped. This practical oversight was not noted until
the variation of g′I(t) was examined during later analysis of the experimental data.
The same difference between theoretical predictions and experimental results at
small QF /QN is evident in figure 8.9, although less obvious due to the steep gradient
of the trend in this region.
We go on to investigate the position of the neutral pressure level in mechanical venti-
lation, making use of results determined from synoptic light intensity measurements.
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Figure 8.11: Mechanical ventilation. Experimental results for the steady position of the
neutral pressure level, znpl/H , plotted as a function of mechanically fixed volume flux,
QF /QN . Theoretical predictions for fixed inflow and fixed outflow mechanical ventilation
represent solutions of (5.13) and (5.18), respectively, from §5.2 with R∗ = 0.78.
The neutral pressure level
In §5.2, expressions (5.13) and (5.18) were developed, which predict the position of
the neutral pressure level in fixed inflow and fixed outflow mechanical ventilation,
respectively. Figure 8.11 shows experimental results for the position of the neutral
pressure level in mechanical ventilation, determined using the method laid out in
§7.4. The results of fixed inflow and fixed outflow mechanical ventilation experiments
are compared with theoretical predictions based on (5.13) and (5.18). Figure 8.11
shows experimental results and, as such, it is presented in the salt-in-water reference
frame, z/H = 0 being coincident with the top of the model.
Experimental results for fixed inflow mechanical ventilation (N) display a clear trend
of decreasing znpl/H as QF/QN is increased, i.e. the neutral pressure level moves
towards the top of the model (towards the plane of the fixed inflow vent) with
increased forcing. Conversely, the fixed outflow results () clearly show znpl/H in-
creasing with QF/QN . Excellent qualitative agreement is shown between theoretical
predictions and experimental results, indicating that the main physical processes are
well represented by our mathematical model.
Figure 8.8 showed that, in terms of the local buoyancy, fixed inflow and fixed outflow
mechanical ventilation demonstrated the same trend, i.e. the local buoyancy was
reduced by increasing the fixed volume flux. In contrast, figure 8.11, shows that
the position of the neutral pressure level in fixed inflow and fixed outflow mechani-
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cal ventilation exhibits the opposite trend, actually increasing with increased fixed
volume flux. Whilst there is no apparent difference between fixed inflow and fixed
outflow in terms of the ventilation, there is clearly an important difference in terms
of the position of the neutral pressure level.
These results have demonstrated that the steady local buoyancy, g′I,ss, decreases
with increasing QF , that the natural ventilation quantities g
′
N and QN are reason-
able scaling terms and that fixed inflow and fixed outflow mechanical ventilation
exhibit opposite trends in terms of the position of the neutral pressure level. The
agreement between theoretical predictions and experimental results is very good.
To our knowledge, these were the first experiments to investigate the position of
the neutral pressure level in mechanical ventilation. Only minimal changes to the
set-up were required in order to perform hybrid ventilation experiments, which are
described in section 8.3.
8.3 Hybrid ventilation experiments
The investigations into natural and mechanical ventilation were designed, in essence,
as preliminary studies, to inform the development of, and to enhance understanding
of, hybrid ventilation flows. The final experiments investigated hybrid ventilation, in
which a constant supply or extract volume flux was imposed in addition to open vents
in the top and base of the model. Hybrid ventilation in the experimental reference
frame is illustrated schematically in figure 8.12. Hybrid ventilation experiments were
conducted at fixed volume flux settings in the range 0.3 ≤ QF/QN ≤ 1.6. Selected
quantities from hybrid ventilation experiments are summarised in table 8.3.
Table 8.3: Experimental quantities in hybrid ventilation experiments.
Experimental quantity Value in hybrid ventilation
Source buoyancy flux, B (1.85 ± 0.03) × 10−6 (m4s−3)
Minimum fixed volume flux, QF (MIN) 1.63 × 10
−5 (m3s−1)
Maximum fixed volume flux, QF (MAX) 7.71 × 10
−5 (m3s−1)
Natural ventilation volume flux, QN (4.99 ± 0.05) × 10
−5 (m3s−1)
Steady local buoyancy, g′N (0.037 ± 0.001) (ms
−2)
In §5.3, expressions were developed which enable theoretical prediction of the inflow
and outflow volume fluxes, Q1 and Q2, respectively, the uniform local buoyancy,
g′, and the position of the neutral pressure level, znpl, in hybrid supply and hybrid
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(a) (b)
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Q2 QF
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z
Figure 8.12: Schematics of: (a) hybrid supply ventilation; and (b) hybrid extract ventilation.
Small arrows near the top of the model represent the distributed buoyancy source and
straight arrows indicate the direction of flow through ventilation openings, in forward flow.
Crossed circles (
⊗
) represent a vent at which the volume flux is fixed by a mechanical pump.
extract ventilation. It is not possible to measure the volume fluxes, Q1 and Q2,
directly, without significantly effecting the flow. Even the use of particle imaging
velocimetry or other similar techniques would require volume fluxes to be inferred.
For this reason, the inflow and outflow volume fluxes were not measured directly
during experiments. The local buoyancy, however, can be calculated from local
density measurements, using (8.1) from page 170.
Local buoyancy results
Experimental results for the steady local buoyancy at location I, g′I,ss, are shown in
figure 8.13. Results from hybrid supply and hybrid extract experiments are repre-
sented by triangles (N) and squares (), respectively. In order to provide a compar-
ative reference, the result of a typical natural ventilation experiment is also shown,
represented by a circle (•); this result is plotted at QF = 0, as hybrid ventilation
with QF = 0 is purely natural ventilation. Hollow triangles (△) and squares ()
represent theoretical predictions of the local buoyancy for hybrid supply and hy-
brid extract ventilation, respectively. These ‘point-by-point’ predictions, based on
applying conservation of buoyancy at steady state, are calculated using (4.14) from
page 77, and use the actual values of the input buoyancy flux for each experiment.
The results in figure 8.13 are presented without any scaling. For all QF greater
than zero, the measured local buoyancy, g′I,ss, is smaller than the value in purely
natural ventilation (denoted by a green circle at QF = 0). There is a clear trend of
decreasing g′I,ss with increasing QF and, in general, the hybrid supply predictions
(hollow triangles) lie below the hybrid supply results (filled triangles), whilst the
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Figure 8.13: Hybrid ventilation. Experimental results for the measured local buoyancy near
the exit vent, g′I,ss (ms
−2), plotted against fixed volume flux, QF (m
3s−1).
hybrid extract predictions (hollow squares) lie above the hybrid extract results (filled
squares). This finding will be discussed in more detail in relation to the next figure.
The magnitude of these dimensional results is of limited interest; their numerical
values depend on the precise input buoyancy flux, the height of the experimental
model, the area of ventilation openings and their associated discharge coefficients.
In figure 8.14, these same results are replotted on scaled axes. The fixed volume flux,
QF , is scaled on the natural ventilation volume flux, QN . Measured local buoyancies
are scaled on g′N , the predicted local buoyancy in natural ventilation. This scaling
puts the results into context and enables direct comparison between the results of
hybrid ventilation and purely natural ventilation. For example, figure 8.14 reveals
that, for all hybrid ventilation experiments, g′I,ss/g
′
N < 1, indicating greater dilution
in hybrid ventilation than would be obtained with purely natural ventilation.
Dashed and solid lines in figure 8.14 represent theoretical predictions for hybrid
supply and hybrid extract ventilation, respectively. These predictions are calculated
using results from §5.3, in which the ratio of local buoyancies, g′/g′N , is described
in terms of the natural ventilation volume flux, QN , and the steady, total volume
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Figure 8.14: Hybrid ventilation. Dimensionless experimental results for the measured local
buoyancy at location I, g′I,ss, plotted against fixed volume flux, QF . The steady local
buoyancy is scaled on g′N , the predicted local buoyancy in natural ventilation. The fixed
volume flux is scaled on the natural ventilation volume flux, QN .
flux, Qtot,ss. Abrupt changes in the gradient of the dashed and solid lines in fig-
ure 8.14 mark the predicted boundaries between forward and reverse flow. These
were predicted using (5.55) from page 111 and (5.86) from page 127 (for hybrid
supply ventilation with R∗ = 0.78, QF,crit/QN = 1.38; for hybrid extract ventilation
with R∗ = 0.78, QF,crit/QN = 1.17).
In order to plot the solutions shown in figure 8.14, the total volume flux was de-
termined using expressions developed in §5.3. In the forward flow region, for hy-
brid supply ventilation, Qtot,ss = QF +Q1 and Q1 was determined using (5.30) from
page 104. In the forward flow region for hybrid extract ventilation, Qtot,ss = QF +Q2
and Q2 was determined using (5.66) from page 122. In reverse flow, Qtot,ss = QF
and the solutions for supply and extract hybrid ventilation, (5.51) and (5.82), re-
spectively, are identical.
Expressions (5.30) and (5.66) require the ratio of effective vent areas, R∗, to be
specified. In §6.6, it was explained that, following a review of relevant studies, a
value of R∗ = 0.78 was adopted for all experiments. The dashed and solid lines
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in figure 8.14 are, therefore, calculated assuming this value. As a consequence,
the theoretical trends predict that the local buoyancy in hybrid extract ventilation
exceeds the local buoyancy in hybrid supply ventilation, for the same fixed volume
flux, QF ; hence, the solid line (hybrid extract) lies above the dashed line (hybrid
supply) in figure 8.14.
As an aside, if R∗ = 1, the solutions of (5.30) and (5.66) are identical, and the
dashed and solid lines in figure 8.14 would be coincident for all QF /QN .
Ignoring the theoretically predicted lines momentarily and examining only the ex-
perimental results, the results of hybrid supply experiments (N) clearly lie above
the results of hybrid extract experiments (), g′I,ss(Supply) > g
′
I,ss(Extract). This
contradicts the previous discussion, in which it was stated that, based on the value
of R∗ = 0.78, the local buoyancy in hybrid extract ventilation was expected to be
greater.
Since the experimental results so clearly show that g′I,ss(Supply) > g
′
I,ss(Extract),
the assumed value of R∗ = 0.78 – being the only variable in expressions (5.30) and
(5.66), which were used to plot the dashed and solid lines in figure 8.14 – is drawn
into question. Indeed, the experimental results suggest, not only that R∗ = 0.78
is likely to be incorrect, the results indicate that, in order to correctly predict that
g′I,ss(Supply) > g
′
I,ss(Extract), the value of R
∗ should actually be greater than
unity, not less than unity as assumed above. If, that is, a single value of R∗ for all
hybrid ventilation experiments is actually reasonable at all.
Our analysis has focussed on the value of R∗ as it is the only ‘free’ parameter,
and there is no reason to suggest that any of the model assumptions (such as the
hydrostatic pressure approximation) should have broken down.
Given this rather startling result, the debate on the numerical value of the discharge
coefficients, c1 and c2, was revisited, with particular focus on the dense outflow
through the open base vent, Q2, and its associated discharge coefficient, c2. Based
on the approach of Holford & Hunt (2001), the plume source parameter, Γ, was
calculated for the open outflow vent in all experiments. In natural ventilation ex-
periments, it was found that this gave an average value of Γ = 0.53 ± 0.01. Using
expression (5.25) from Radomoski (2008), this Γ value corresponds to a discharge
coefficient c2 = 0.77±0.01. It was this analysis which led to the adoption of c2 = 0.77
and, hence, R∗ = 0.78 herein, as described in §6.6.
In mechanical ventilation experiments, the plume source parameter varied in the
range 0.11 ≤ Γ ≤ 13, implying values of the discharge coefficient in the range
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0.58 ≤ c2 ≤ 0.80. Given this range, selecting a value of c2 = 0.77 is, again, not
unreasonable. When this same procedure was applied to hybrid ventilation, the
following results were obtained.
In hybrid supply ventilation, values of the plume source parameter at the base
(outflow) vent varied between 0.24 ≤ Γ ≤ 0.39, including the results of forward and
reverse flow experiments. Inferring the corresponding discharge coefficients, based
again on the evidence presented by Radomoski (2008), gives c2 = 0.80± 0.02 for all
hybrid supply experiments. Again, c2 = 0.77 does not seem unreasonable. We note
that in hybrid supply ventilation it is Q1 that reverses, not Q2.
In hybrid extract ventilation, considering only the results of forward flow experi-
ments, the minimum value of Γ, obtained at the lowest extract volume flux setting,
QF/QN ≈ 0.3, was Γ = 0.82. Low values of Γ correspond to a relatively high val-
ues of Q2. At higher fixed extract volume flux settings (QF /QN ↑), the outflow
volume flux, Q2, decreased and much greater Γ values were obtained; reaching as
high as Γ ≈ 30 in extract volume flux experiments which were approaching the crit-
ical fixed volume flux, QF,crit. In experiments with relatively large extract volume
flux, QF/QN & 1, the outflow volume flux, Q2, was very low, almost zero based
on recorded observations. The discharge coefficient in hybrid extract experiments
(forward flow) ranged from c2 = 0.74 for QF/QN ≈ 0.3, to as small as c2 = 0.56 for
QF/QN ≈ 1.2, i.e. as the limit of forward flow was approached.
The result of this variation in c2 is that (even assuming c1 is constant, which is far
from certain) the ratio of effective vents areas in the forward flow region of hybrid
ventilation ranges from 0.88 ≤ R∗ ≤ 1.14. It was established in chapter 5 that the
value of R∗, particularly whether it is less than or greater than unity, is of paramount
importance to theoretical predictions of hybrid ventilation.
Figure 8.15 shows the same local buoyancy results, here scaled on a prediction, based
on applying simple conservation of buoyancy. The measured local buoyancy, g′I,ss,
is scaled on Qtot,ss/B, where the steady total volume flux, Qtot,ss, is estimated as
described previously in this section.
Since g′I,ss is measured near the outlet vent (at z/h = 0.9), figure 8.15 shows the
agreement between experimental results and theoretical predictions for the local
buoyancy in the outflow. We note from the previous figure, figure 8.14, that for
QF/QN & 1.2 the hybrid supply experiments were in the reverse flow regime.
For QF/QN & 1.2, therefore, g
′
I,ss may not be representative of the outflowing
fluid as there will also be outflow through the open top vent. Considering only
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Figure 8.15: Hybrid ventilation. Experimental results for the measured local buoyancy near
the exit vent, g′I,ss, plotted against fixed volume flux, QF . The measured local buoyancy is
scaled on the predicted local buoyancy of the outflow and the fixed volume flux is scaled on
the natural ventilation volume flux, QN .
QF/QN . 1.2, figure 8.15 demonstrates a clear difference between the results of hy-
brid supply and hybrid extract experiments. A slight decreasing trend is evident in
hybrid extract results (), whereas a more obvious increasing trend is evident in the
hybrid supply results (N). Contrasting this with mechanical ventilation experiments
(figure 8.10), no such systematic difference was observed between the results of fixed
inflow and fixed outflow mechanical ventilation experiments.
Following the discussion of measurement error in experimental results (§6.5), typical
errors were calculated and found to be small, < 1%. For this reason, error bars have
not been shown on previous plots. In figure 8.15, error bars are shown on hybrid
supply and hybrid extract results at QF/QN = 0.3. The standard uncertainty in
g′I,ss/(Qtot,ss/B) is ±0.007. Since Qtot,ss is determined theoretically, there is no error
associated with this term. As seen in the figure, the error bars are barely visible,
being roughly the size of the symbols used for plotting. Error bars are shown here
to emphasise that we do not consider the trends described in figure 8.15 to be due
to systematic experimental uncertainty.
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The predicted local buoyancy used to scale experimental results, B/Qtot,ss, is based
on the total volume flux through the model. In mechanical ventilation, volume
conservation requires that Qtot,ss = QF , whilst in hybrid ventilation, Qtot,ss is a
function of the fixed volume flux, the source buoyancy flux and the geometry of the
model. Critically, Qtot,ss in hybrid ventilation is a function of the ratio of effective
vent areas, R∗.
It is evident from figure 8.15 that experimentally obtained results for hybrid sup-
ply ventilation (N) lie above the theoretical prediction. In contrast, hybrid extract
results (), in the forward flow region, lie below the prediction. This emphasises
the trends (and the issues) described previously in this section during the discus-
sion around figures 8.13 and 8.14. In hybrid supply ventilation, g′I,ss > (Qtot,ss/B),
indicating that the total ventilation volume flux, Qtot,ss, is underestimated in hy-
brid supply ventilation. In hybrid extract ventilation (in the forward flow regime),
we find that g′I,ss < (Qtot,ss/B), indicating that the total ventilation volume flux is
overestimated in hybrid extract ventilation. The upward sloping trend in the hybrid
supply results of figure 8.15 indicates that this systematic discrepancy increases at
larger QF/QN .
Despite these very interesting issues, we have demonstrated qualitative agreement
between theoretically predicted trends and experimental results for the local buoy-
ancy and the position of the neutral pressure level in hybrid ventilation. Being the
first experimental investigation of hybrid ventilation, the data set gathered and the
experience gained herein, represent a valuable resource.
Comparing theoretical predictions with experimental results has highlighted the im-
portance of the effective vent area ratio, R∗. Due to the complicated nature of, and
a general lack of consensus surrounding, the discharge coefficients, c1 and c2, the
value of R∗ cannot be defined with any certainty in either hybrid supply or hybrid
extract ventilation. Furthermore, it has been shown that assuming constant values
of the discharge coefficient over a range of hybrid ventilation volume fluxes is not
appropriate. If one were to reprocess the results, and compare them with theo-
retical predictions made using values of the discharge coefficients specific to each
experiment, one might achieve excellent quantitative agreement between theoretical
predictions and experimental results. This, however, would not significantly enhance
the understanding of hybrid ventilation.
In a similar layout to §8.2, we now investigate the position of the neutral pressure
level, z = znpl, in hybrid ventilation.
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The neutral pressure level
These experiments are, to this author’s knowledge, the first hybrid ventilation exper-
iments in which the position of the neutral pressure level has been investigated. The
position of the NPL was calculated for all hybrid experiments following the method
laid out in §7.4. Figure 8.16 shows a comparison between experimental results and
theoretical predictions for znpl/H. It can be seen that, in hybrid supply ventila-
tion (N), the neutral pressure level moves towards z/H = 0, for increasing QF/QN ,
whilst for hybrid extract ventilation (), the neutral pressure level moves towards
z/H = 1. This is in agreement with the theoretical predictions. The theoretical
curves for fixed supply and fixed extract hybrid ventilation are based on (5.39) from
page 107 and (5.70) from page 123, respectively, using R∗ = 0.78.
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Figure 8.16: Hybrid ventilation. Experimental results for the steady position of the neutral
pressure level, znpl/H , plotted against fixed volume flux, QF/QN . Theoretical predictions
represent solutions of (5.39) and (5.70) from §5.3. For all results presented in this figure,
R∗ = 0.78.
It is interesting that the critical fixed volume flux, QF,crit, represented by asterisks
in figure 8.16 takes the same value in hybrid ventilation as it did in mechanical
ventilation, compare (5.14) and (5.19) with (5.55) and (5.86), respectively.
Discussion on hybrid ventilation experiments
Our analysis has focussed primarily on results in the forward flow region, QF < QF,crit.
However, interesting observations were made during experiments at fixed supply and
fixed extract settings close to the volume flux at which the ventilation was expected
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to reverse.
For example, in hybrid supply experiments with QF ≈ QF,crit, during the transients
leading to a steady state, the volume flux through the open top vent was clearly
outflow. This outflow took the form of a fountain of dense fluid, propagating ver-
tically upward, into the freshwater environment. As buoyancy accumulated within
the model, the rise height of this outflowing fountain decreased. Once a steady
state was reached, there was no outflowing fountain of dense fluid, although neither
was there any freshwater inflow at the top vent. This is illustrated schematically in
figure 8.17.
(a) During transients (b) Steady state
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Q2
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Outflowing
fountain No flow
Figure 8.17: Hybrid supply ventilation at QF ≈ QF,crit. A comparison between transient
and steady-state observations of the ventilation flow.
In contrast, in hybrid extract experiments, at the same fixed volume flux setting,
QF ≈ QF,crit, during the early transients, a unidirectional inflow (reverse flow) was
observed through the open base vent, figure 8.17a. As buoyancy accumulated in the
model, this inflow became weaker and, at steady state, a bi-directional exchange
flow was clearly visible through the open base vent, as illustrated in figure 8.18b.
(a) During transients (b) Steady state
QF
Q1
QF
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Inflowing
plume
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flow
Figure 8.18: Hybrid extract ventilation at QF ≈ QF,crit. A comparison between transient
and steady-state observations of the ventilation flow.
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We note that these ‘critical’ flow regime experiments are not the results which have
been so hotly discussed previously in this section, and do not, therefore, offer any
explanation for the discrepancy between theory and measurement, discussed above.
These critical flow regime results are, however, a very interesting feature of hybrid
ventilation, and a feature which has not previously been explored or documented. It
is not known, for instance, whether the steady exchange flow which was observed in
‘critical’ hybrid extract experiments (figure 8.18b), was specific to the time history
of the experiment, and if there are other possible, stable steady states within this
flow regime. This forms one potential starting point for interesting future work.
8.4 Summary
Experiments were performed to investigate the natural, mechanical and hybrid ven-
tilation of dense, saline solution from a box-like model within a quiescent freshwater
tank. The steady buoyancy input was a distributed source and ventilation openings
were located in the top and base of the model.
Natural ventilation experiments were used to develop the experimental set-up, to
examine the dynamics of the inflow and outflow volume fluxes, and to observe the
steady stratification which developed within the model. Excellent agreement was
demonstrated between theoretical predictions and experimental results for the po-
sition of the neutral pressure level (made possible using our novel experimental
technique). This was an encouraging indication of the validity of our adaptation of
the light-attenuation technique.
Mechanical ventilation experiments, arguably the simplest development from nat-
ural ventilation, were performed to investigate the effect of mechanically imposing
the ventilation volume flux. These experiments enabled development of the experi-
mental set-up and excellent agreement was again demonstrated between theoretical
predictions and experimental results for the local buoyancy of the outflow, g′I,ss, and
for the position of the neutral pressure level, z = znpl.
Hybrid ventilation experiments, which built upon the knowledge and experience
gained from the natural and mechanical ventilation studies, were performed to in-
vestigate the effect of a fixed volume flux, on the predominantly buoyancy-driven
ventilation. It was shown that the addition of a fixed volume flux, whether sup-
ply or extract, resulted in enhanced ventilation when compared to purely natural
ventilation; as indicated by g′I,ss/g
′
N being less than unity in all hybrid ventilation
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experiments. Qualitative agreement was demonstrated between theoretical predic-
tions and experimental results for the local buoyancy near the exit vent, g′I,ss. The
critical fixed volume flux, QF,crit, at which the flow is expected to reverse, was also
reasonably well predicted. The importance of selecting appropriate values for the
discharge coefficients, c1 and c2 was highlighted by the difficulties of accurately pre-
dicting the total ventilation volume flux, Qtot,ss, which has a strong dependence on
the ratio of effective vent areas, R∗ = a1c1/a2c2.
The experimental programme provided valuable insight into the more practical as-
pects of predicting ventilation flows. These aspects include appropriate represen-
tation of the true stratification, ensuring dynamical similarity between model- and
full-scale flows, and selecting reasonable values for key parameters. Using dyed
saline solutions enabled clear visualisation of the dynamics of the buoyancy source,
the inflow, the outflow and the difference between transient and steady phases. Ob-
serving these experiments provided great experience, both in terms of understanding
the fluid mechanics which are typical in natural, mechanical and hybrid ventilation
flows, and the separate characteristics which are unique to hybrid ventilation.
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Conclusions
9.1 Summary of research undertaken
In this thesis we have examined the hybrid ventilation of a room under the combined
effects of naturally-occurring and mechanically-imposed driving pressures.
Having established that there is significant motivation for research which improves
the understanding and, hence, the adoption of low-energy ventilation strategies, the
attributes and limitations of a range of low-energy ventilation concepts were dis-
cussed. This was complemented by a similar assessment of the range of analysis
methods that are commonly applied to the study of ventilation airflows. These pre-
liminary investigations culminated in identification of the overall aim of the research
herein – to enhance our understanding of the fluid mechanics of hybrid ventilation.
This aim was achieved through a combined theoretical and experimental investiga-
tion.
The effects of temperature stratification were explored. It was shown that a uniform
distribution results in the greatest accumulation of buoyancy and, hence, the largest
buoyancy-driven volume flux, when compared to other stable stratifications.
Mathematical models were developed which describe the steady hybrid ventilation
of a single, isolated room which is subject to a constant distributed heat input at
floor level. Focussing on highly insulated rooms, our models enabled predictions for
the inflow and outflow volume fluxes, the uniform local buoyancy and the position
of the neutral pressure level in hybrid ventilation. We consider hybrid ventilation in
which the, otherwise buoyancy-driven, ventilation of a room is augmented by a fixed
volume flux, provided by a supply or an extract fan. Theoretically modelling in this
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way revealed that the physical problem can be reduced to a problem controlled by
only two parameters: one geometric, R∗, and one a ratio of volume fluxes, QF/QN .
This emphasises that it is the relative magnitude of QF compared to QN which is
important, rather than the dimensional magnitude of QF alone. These predictions
demonstrated that the volume flux through open vents can be controlled remotely,
simply by managing the mechanically fixed volume flux through an entirely sepa-
rate vent. This result was a direct consequence of an improved understanding of the
influential role of the neutral pressure level in characterising the ventilation of an iso-
lated room. Through a pressure-based analysis, ‘forward’ and ‘reverse’ flow regimes
were identified and theoretical predictions were developed to define the transition
between these regimes.
Crucially important differences were identified between hybrid supply and hybrid
extract ventilation. A fixed supply volume flux tending to increase the air pressure
within the room, whilst a fixed extract volume flux has the opposite effect. Whilst
nominally identical ventilation airflow rates can be achieved using either supply or
extract, the effect of subsequently opening additional vents, perhaps at mid height
in the room, will be profoundly different, depending on whether a supply or extract
fan was employed.
Theoretically derived predictions were compared with results from analogous ex-
periments, performed under controlled laboratory conditions using the technique of
small-scale physical modelling (using water, rather than air, as the working fluid);
excellent qualitative agreement and good quantitative agreement was demonstrated.
Crucially, this combined approach allowed us to challenge the predictions of the
mathematical model, leading to an enhanced understanding of the fluid dynamics.
9.2 Conclusions
9.2.1 The effects of stratification
Before attempting to address hybrid ventilation, we considered how the stratifica-
tion of temperature within a room might influence the buoyancy-driven ventilation
and the position of the neutral pressure level. The theory developed in chapter 4
established that, in purely natural ventilation, it is possible to express key vari-
ables (namely, the net buoyancy, B, the buoyancy-driven volume flux, QB, and the
position of the neutral pressure level, znpl) for more complicated stratifications of
buoyancy than uniform as functions of those variables in a uniform distribution.
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Our investigation into hybrid ventilation was restricted to a uniform buoyancy dis-
tribution. The analysis revealed that the position of the neutral pressure level can
be reduced to a function of only the ratio of effective vent areas and the ratio of
mechanical to natural volume fluxes:
znpl
H
= f
(
R∗,
QF
QN
)
, (9.1)
where f is some function. Similarly, it was shown that the inflow and outflow volume
fluxes and the (dimensionless) uniform local buoyancy can also be expressed solely
in terms of R∗, QF and QN .
The outcomes from chapter 4 indicate that incorporating a more advanced model of
the stratification would result in (9.1) needing to include a stratification parameter,
but that the results of interest in more complicated stratifications are likely to be
expressible as functions of those results for a uniform distribution. This affirms that
the decision to focus on a uniform distribution was reasonable, particularly given
that the current study is the first of its type to investigate hybrid ventilation.
9.2.2 The neutral pressure level
An elevated awareness of the usefulness of the neutral pressure level (NPL), com-
bined with an improved understanding of the effect, on the NPL, of varying key
quantities (e.g. the effective vent area ratio, the temperature stratification, and the
form and magnitude of the mechanical forcing) significantly enhanced our analysis
and, hence, our understanding of hybrid ventilation. This pressure-based approach,
which focusses on physical reasoning, was central to the development of mathemat-
ical predictions and in visualising those predictions in real scenarios. One example
is our improved understanding of the contrasting effects of, and hence the difference
between, a fixed supply and a fixed extract volume flux on the hybrid ventilation of
a room.
An experimental technique was developed, which enabled the position of the neu-
tral pressure level to be determined from non-intrusive measurements. This was
achieved as a result of combining a theoretically derived result with an established
experimental technique for recording the light transmitted through a dyed solution.
This technique enabled, for the first time, direct comparison between theoretical
predictions and experimental results for the position of the neutral pressure level
in natural, mechanical and hybrid ventilation, allowing us to qualitatively confirm
theoretically predicted trends. Given that the alternative was to construct an array
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of pressure sensors, which would be limited in terms of spatial resolution and require
extensive calibration, our method was particularly convenient, yet powerful.
9.2.3 Discharge coefficients
Discharge coefficients were introduced in chapter 3 in order to account for dissipa-
tional losses associated with flow through a vent. At that point they were not con-
sidered in detail, having been adopted extensively in other relevant studies, wherein
constant values, c1 = c2 = 0.60, have often been used (see, for example, Linden
(1999)).
Based on an review of previous studies (§6.6) with particular focus on the work
of Radomoski (2008), constant values of c1 = 0.60 and c2 = 0.77 were taken for
all experiments, where c1 is associated with inflow through the top vent and c2 is
associated with outflow through the base vent. We recall that the vertical reference
frame in experiments is reversed compared to full-scale flows of heat in air. Since the
physical area of the vents was equal, this gave a constant effective vent area ratio,
R∗ = a1c1/a2c2 = 0.78, for all experiments. Our extensive review of previous values
of the discharge coefficient, and the decision to select different values for c1 and c2,
is itself an indication of the shift from an investigation into hybrid ventilation, to
an investigation into choosing appropriate values of these coefficients. Significantly,
had we chosen c1 = c2 = 0.60, we would have attained a value of R
∗ = 1 for all
experiments.
The value R∗ = 0.78 is significant as, for R∗ < 1, we predicted that the total
ventilation volume flux, Qtot, would be greater in hybrid extract ventilation than
in hybrid supply ventilation. Experimental results, calculated from the measured
density of extracted samples, demonstrated exactly the opposite. These results were
discussed at length in §8.3, the conclusion being that it was wholly inappropriate
to assume constant values for the discharge coefficients, c1 and c2, across all hybrid
ventilation experiments. Whilst numerous studies were cited in order to propose
revised discharge coefficients for the dense outflow through the base vent, no relevant
studies were found to indicate more appropriate values of the discharge coefficient for
the, fountain-like, inflow (analogous to a cool air inflow at floor level in a ventilated
room).
This is indicative of a lack of understanding concerning discharge coefficients gen-
erally. Although widely used, the discharge coefficient is, too often, the parameter
which is allowed to vary, in order to ‘mop-up’ much of the uncertainty surround-
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ing flow through orifices, or indeed the uncertainty associated with any part of the
ventilation flow. In this way, the discharge coefficient has come to embody much
of the ‘engineering approximation’ inherent in scientific studies of natural ventila-
tion. This provides strong motivation for future work, in order to better understand
positively-, negatively- and neutrally-buoyant flows through vents.
9.2.4 Hybrid ventilation in general
The mathematical formulation described in chapter 3, which focussed on purely nat-
ural ventilation, emphasised that the volume flux through an open vent is determined
solely by the geometry of the vent (its area and associated discharge coefficient) and
the accumulated buoyancy between that vent and the neutral pressure level.
Through the development of new mathematical models, in chapter 5, we were able to
demonstrate that, in mechanical ventilation and in hybrid ventilation, the effect of a
supply fan is to increase the air pressure within a ventilated room, whilst an extract
fan reduces the air pressure. Consequently, a supply fan tends to shift the neutral
pressure level downwards, whilst an extract fan has the opposite effect. Whilst the
position (location) of the fan in the room does not impact the ventilation, a supply
fan is most efficient if located at floor level and an extract fan is most efficient
at ceiling level; these locations minimise the pressure differences each fan must
overcome.
The programme of laboratory experiments was challenging, but ultimately highly
valuable. Conducting and observing the experiments described herein inspired innu-
merable discussions on and around the main topic of interest. For example, topics of
discussion included: the details of the stratification and the validity of approximat-
ing this as uniform; the dynamics of, and the degree of mixing due to, the inflow; and
the potential for developing our experimental set-up to investigate related problems.
It is our firm opinion that small-scale physical modelling, using colour-dyed saline
solutions in a freshwater environment, continues to be a highly informative method
of enhancing fundamental understanding of the fluid dynamic features which influ-
ence ventilation flows. The ability to generate small-scale flows under controlled
laboratory conditions, which are dynamically similar to the full-scale flows they are
intended to simulate, is a crucial advantage. One major benefit being easy visual-
isation of buoyancy-driven flows, which are otherwise invisible when working with
heat in air.
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9.3 Future work
The limitations of the work herein have been emphasised throughout; particularly
in terms of restrictions imposed by simplifying assumptions. In an effort to develop
the current work towards design guidelines, future efforts may focus on extending
the results developed herein for more realistic occupancy scenarios.
Many ideas, which might form the focus of insightful future work, arose during
the current project. For example, the stratification observed in experiments was
discussed at length; this led to suggestions of experiments one might conduct to
investigate the effect of forcing or restricting the inflow on the eventual steady strat-
ification. Other areas with potential include: further research to confirm our pre-
diction that the effect of more complicated stratifications in hybrid ventilation can
be incorporated with a stratification parameter, as was demonstrated in chapter 4
for purely natural ventilation; investigating theoretically and experimentally the
transients leading to steady state in mechanical and hybrid ventilation; and the pos-
sibility of multiple steady states in hybrid ventilation, dependent on the time history
of the flow.
Two specific areas, however, stand out as having the potential to deliver significant,
immediate impact; these are proposed below.
9.3.1 Improve understanding of the discharge coefficient
The work herein has emphasised that the value of the discharge coefficient is highly
influential and, hence, highly important in terms of understanding and predicting
ventilation flows. This is particularly important if the results of scientific studies,
such as ours, are to be extended for use in real engineering applications.
Investigations by Hunt & Holford (2000), Holford & Hunt (2001) and Radomoski
(2008) have improved estimates for the discharge coefficient of a positively-buoyant
outflow through a sharp-edged orifice, and enhanced understanding of the physical
processes involved therein. However, no literature was found to inform the choice
of the discharge coefficient for a negatively-buoyant fountain-like inflow. These ar-
guments provide strong motivation for an in-depth investigation into flows, through
sharp-edged orifices.
We even consider that the whole concept of a discharge coefficient – i.e. an all-
encompassing ‘mop-up’ parameter by which the physical vent area is multiplied –
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might not be appropriate at all, and that this proposed future work ought to begin
with a ‘blank-page’ investigation into applying Bernoulli’s theorem to flow through
a vent. Focussing on enhancing the physical understanding of energy losses in flow
through vents and, thereby, attempting to quantify the losses in positively-buoyant
plume-like flows, negatively-buoyant fountain-like flows and neutrally-buoyant jet-
like flows through vents. This proposed investigation is a large undertaking, but
would significantly enhance the understanding of flow through vents in general and,
thereby, reduce the uncertainty in theoretical predictions of natural and hybrid
ventilation flows.
9.3.2 Extend application of an NPL-based approach
Arguably, many studies in which mathematical models have been developed to in-
vestigate natural ventilation flows, could be enhanced by further investigating the
role of the neutral pressure level therein. This would be particularly powerful in edu-
cating new researchers in the field and in translating the highly mathematical nature
of much of the research into physically real concepts which will be more amenable
to the architectural and design communities. We perceive that investigating the role
of the neutral pressure level has been underused in scientific studies.
For example, Hunt & Linden (2001) describe that, in wind-assisted natural ven-
tilation, the height of the interface, in a steady two-layer stratification, depends
upon a Froude number, which accounts for the relative strengths of the wind- and
buoyancy-induced driving pressures. Although the analysis has not been done, we
postulate that the effect of an assisting wind could be characterised by a shift in the
position of the neutral pressure level.
A second example, Hunt & Coffey (2010) use two Froude numbers, in order to
classify transient natural ventilation flows – specifically, two-layer draining flows –
based on the direction (unidirectional or exchange) of flow through a predominantly
outflow vent, and the vigour of mixing on the interface between the two layers. In
an appendix to their paper, Hunt & Coffey briefly consider an NPL-based analysis.
This enabled them to deduce the critical conditions for the onset of bi-directional
flow in terms of the proximity of the neutral pressure level to the plane of the
outflow vent. We propose that, by extending the NPL-based approach, the flow
classification developed by Hunt & Coffey (2010) in terms of two Froude numbers
could be re-written in terms of the position of the neutral pressure level.
To many, the essentially physical concept of the neutral pressure level is easier
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to grasp and, therefore, easier to manipulate in ones mind, than other means of
characterisation (e.g. a Froude number) which may be more difficult to physically
perceive and are, hence, more abstract.
When considering linked spaces, such as multiple storeys connected to a common
atrium, the neutral pressure level concept becomes more complicated and, therefore,
less convenient. An approach based on considering shifts in the pressure distribu-
tion, however, remains an intuitive and essentially physical means of classifying,
characterising and, hence, understanding the fluid mechanics of the problem.
9.4 Closing remarks
The aim of this research was to enhance our understanding of the fluid mechanics of
hybrid ventilation; understanding which, at the outset, was limited. This aim was
achieved through a combined theoretical and experimental approach. Mathematical
models were developed which describe the steady hybrid ventilation of a single room.
These models enable prediction of the volume flow rate through, and the temper-
ature within, a hybrid ventilated room. Our model emphasised the influential role
of the neutral pressure level, particularly its usefulness in characterising, comparing
and understanding single room ventilation flow. Analogous laboratory experiments
helped to inform the theoretical model development, provided excellent visualisa-
tion of the different flow regimes and enabled qualitative validation of theoretically
predicted trends.
The research philosophy adopted herein is based on enhancing understanding of a
specific problem through an appreciation for the broader field of study and incre-
mental extension of accepted principles. This study has demonstrated the highly
informative nature of our chosen research strategy – namely, the development of
a simplified theoretical/mathematical description of the physical problem, comple-
mented by analogous experiments, performed under controlled laboratory condi-
tions. This combined approach has enabled us to make significant advances in the
fundamental understanding of hybrid ventilation.
The understanding gained from this approach should lead to improved decision-
making, better justification of design choices and, hence, greater adoption of sus-
tainable concepts in the future. It is hoped that this research will inform and inspire
others in this rich area of fluid dynamics and help to promote sustainable develop-
ment within the scientific community.
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Appendix A
Notes on experiments
Whilst planning and conducting the experiments that were introduced in chapter 6
– the results of which were described in chapter 8 – a number of issues were encoun-
tered, both in terms of what was not realistically possible and in terms of pitfalls
encountered along the way. A description is given here on how a number of problems
were resolved, within practical limitations. This appendix is intended as a guide to
future experimentalists, so that the issues that we encountered might be understood
and, hence, avoided by others.
A.1 Varying flow rates
The current set of experiments were, to our knowledge, the first to be conducted
using a coiled porous pipe to create a distributed source of buoyancy. Developing
this technique presented its own unique problems.
In previous experimental work, a constant head tank has often been used to deliver
saline solution to localised buoyancy sources. A constant head tank is simply a
reservoir (in this case of saline solution), elevated above the experimental equipment,
with the free surface maintained at a constant level to provide a constant pressure
head. Unfortunately, the pressure head needed to drive the desired volume flux
through the porous pipe would require a constant head tank many metres above the
experimental tank, in fact exceeding the ceiling height of the laboratory (i.e. > 5m).
To circumvent this issue, saline solution was supplied to the buoyancy source via a
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mechanical gear pump. The rotational frequency of the pump could be set in order
to control the volume flux supplied. The gear pumps used, designed primarily to
dispense a set volume, were previously unproven in this application. The ‘ISMATEC
MCP-Z Process IP65’ pump is rated for use in the range 0 - 60cm3s−1. The volume
flow rates required to supply saline solution to the buoyancy source, however, were
in the range 1.8 < QS < 2cm
3s−1; i.e. at the very low end of the pump’s usable
range. The issue was that the volume flux supplied by the pump varied, both during
and between experiments, for a constant rotational frequency.
Saline solution emerged from the porous pipe through small pores, around the entire
pipe circumference and along its entire length. After much head scratching and many
repeated experiments, it appeared that the porous pipe was becoming clogged over
the course of an experiment and, thereby, the resistance imposed by the pipe was
increasing during experiments. It is inferred that this resulted in an increase in the
back-pressure across the gear pump, which, in turn, resulted in a reduction in the
volume flux delivered by the pump, despite there being no change in the pump’s
frequency of rotation.
This problem was further compounded by changes in the resistance of the porous
pipe due to repeated drying and wetting between experiments. Applying identical
pump settings did not necessarily deliver the same volume flux at time t = 0.
A number of attempts were made to mitigate this issue, an initial set of experi-
ments was performed with a shorter (1.5m) length of porous pipe. The porous pipe
length was increased, primarily in order to increase the percentage area coverage
of the distributed buoyancy source, although no major differences were observed
between experiments using the 1.5m length of porous pipe and the 3.0m length. All
experiments described herein were performed using the longer, 3.0m length pipe.
Eventually, the only way in which the problem of the clogging porous pipe was
circumvented was to pierce the porous pipe with hundreds of stabbed holes using a
sharp pointed tool. This was repeated between every set of experiments.
In order to monitor the volume flux of saline solution being delivered to the buoy-
ancy source, a floating ball type flow rate meter was placed in the line from the gear
pump to the porous pipe and this was monitored throughout each experiment. This
leads directly to the most persistent and troublesome issue encountered; namely,
that of accurately and reliably measuring the volume flow rate in a pipe. A mea-
surement which at the outset appears to be straightforward, provided many hours
of frustration.
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A.2 Measuring volume flow rate
The equipment available for measuring volume flux consisted of a range of floating-
ball type flow rate meters, in which a small plastic ball ‘floats’ in a conically tapering
vertical channel. The larger the volume flux, the higher the ball ‘floats’; incremental
grades indicate the volume flow rate. Due to the design of these flow rate meters,
their precision is inherently poor, especially when considering the oscillation of the
ball about a mean reading, due to local fluctuations in the flow.
The position (height) at which the ball floats is determined by its drag; the drag
force depends on the velocity (and hence on the volume flux) of the flow past the ball,
and also on the density and viscosity of the fluid. Since the density of fluid flowing
through the flow rate meters was different for different sets of experiments, the flow
rate meters had to be calibrated at each saline density. In this process, a calibration
factor was applied to the flow rate meter reading, to convert measured values to
true volume flux values. Furthermore, this calibration factor was not constant with
measured flow rate. Calibration, therefore, had to be performed repeatedly over the
precise range of volume fluxes, and using the precise saline densities, which would
be used during experiments.
This combination, of variable saline supply volume flux due to the changing resis-
tance of the porous pipe and the difficulty in reliably monitoring this volume flux,
resulted in undesired variations in the source buoyancy flux, B. For flows of saline
solution, the buoyancy flux is determined from the product of the source volume
flux, QS , and its reduced gravity, g
′
S :
B = QSg
′
S . (A.1)
These issues manifest themselves in the experimental results shown in figure 8.8 on
page 177 and figure 8.13 on page 183. These figures display experimental results
for the local buoyancy, g′, and show comparisons with theoretical predictions, made
using the mathematical models developed in chapter 5. Theoretical predictions of
the local buoyancy within the model, require prior knowledge of the source buoyancy
flux, B. Due to the issues described above, the source buoyancy flux varied between
experiments (and even varied slightly during experiments), figures 8.8 and 8.13 show
the theoretical predictions made using the precise source buoyancy flux, recorded
during the steady-state period of each experiment. Also shown in the figures is a
theoretically predicted trend, made using an average source buoyancy flux, being
the mean source buoyancy flux over the entire set of experiments. As the variation
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in B was small (less than 3% of the mean value), it was concluded that this issue
was unlikely to have had any major impact on the experimental results.
A.3 Fixed volume flux pump attachment
Figure 6.5 in §6.1 showed the pump-model connector, which was fitted to the ex-
perimental model in order to supply a fixed volume flux at one ventilation opening.
The piece of equipment shown was actually the third in a series that were made, the
first two being rejected due to flaws in their design.
The purpose of the connector was to fit over a ventilation opening and to fix the vol-
ume flux through that vent, without altering the characteristics of the flow through
that vent in any other way. Section 8.1 includes a description of a typical natural
ventilation experiment (no mechanical pump), one feature of which was the inflowing
fountain of fresh water. As shown in figure 8.2, this fountain had a source diameter
equal to the vent diameter and penetrated into the model to a depth of zf ≈ 0.3H.
When the first iteration pump-model connector was tested (with the pump set to
deliver the same volume flux as calculated for the natural ventilation experiment),
it was found that the inflowing fountain had a much smaller source diameter and,
hence, penetrated fully to the base of the model, causing significantly more mixing
within the model than was caused by the inflowing fountain in the natural ventilation
experiments.
Successive iterations, therefore included a longer straight section of 3cm diameter
pipe and, finally, a section of low density sponge; the intention of both these features
being to diffuse the momentum of the flow and to generate well developed flow, which
filled the diameter of the pipe at its connection with the model.
A.4 Summary
It may have been possible to circumvent many of these problems by purchasing new
equipment, appropriate for the precise requirements of this project. For example,
the issue with clogging in the porous pipe, might have been removed by replacing
the coil of porous pipe with a sheet of sintered (porous) steel plate. This would be
considerably more expensive, compared to the porous pipe, and equally unproven
in such applications. The ISMATEC gear pump, whilst a very high quality piece of
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equipment, was being used at the very low end of its usable range. By purchasing
a new pump, designed specifically to provide a constant volume flux in our working
range over an extended period of time, some of the varying flow rate issues may
have been averted, although again, such equipment is equally unproven in this spe-
cific application. The floating ball flow rate meters could have been replaced with
rotameter type flow rate meters, available with a digital readout, thereby mitigating
the problems associated with calibration at the precise working fluid density and
back pressure.
Implementing each of these solutions would take time and money, thereby signifi-
cantly increasing both the cost and duration of the project. The reason that such
solutions were not implemented was one of reasonable common sense. It was consid-
ered unreasonable to spend excessive time and money making minor improvements
to the set-up, which might ultimately have revealed further complications. Experi-
mental equipment, which already existed in the laboratory, was used. The results of
the experiments demonstrate that in terms of the aim of the project – namely, en-
hancing our understanding of hybrid ventilation – the experiments conducted were
informative and adequate.
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